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ADMIRAL BEATTY IS
GREETED BY A HUGE
THR0NGAT STATION
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MOUSED

F0REI6NHERQ.es
Leqionaries Go Wild After
Generals Diaz and Jacques
Speak; Authorized to Wear
Emblem of Order. r

the important ?irv1,izede wo8ri;
is doing for the
By that I mean tho creating
a feeling of comradeship t

'

hind General Jacques. Both men
were compelled to stand several
minutes while the crowd delivered
Another
ovation
its ovation.
awaited General Diaz when he delivered his address, speaking in
He spoke with pride at
Italian.
the accomplishments of Amorlean
troops who fought beside the Italians, and said Italy always would
remember with gratitude America's efforts.
VJvnuoii Kir
i
General Jacques received an extended ovation when the crowd
discovered ho could speak English. His halting "Ladies and Gentlemen," spoke with quaint accent
and beaming eyes, was met with a
whoop of shouts of "Atta Boy'
"You Tell 'Em," "Let's Go." It
was a minute or more before he
could continue and say that Belgium was grateful for all America had done.
After the visitors had departed,
Maj. Gen. John J. Lejcuno, commander-in-chief
of the United
States marine corps, told what It
meant to bo a marine during the
war.
Ho was followed by Gen. Robert
McBride of Indianapolis,
senior
vice commander, and representing
the commander In chief of the
Grand Army of the Republic, who
delivered a message of greeting on
behalf of his organization.
A mix up came just before adjournment when, on motion of a
Missouri delegate, permission was
sought for a representative of the
Missouri Women's Christian TemThe moperance Unfon,
tion waiuxejected, on an aye and
on
vote,
the
that a
ground
nay
speech dealing with temperance
would be partisan and improper.
Later J. W. Vlnzer, national chaplain of the legion, explained that
the Missouri W. O. T, U. merely
wished to extend its greetings. The
convention then voted to reconsider.
Soldier Compensation.
Mrs. Nell Berger. president of
the Missouri W. C. T. U., spoke for
her organization and extended Us
support to the legion In its campaign for congressional legislation
for solproviding compensation
diers.
Just before adjournment, the
convention voted to make the report of the committee on the next
convention the special order of
business at tonight's session.
The convention endorsed New
Orleans over San Francisco and
recommended the third week of
October as the time.
Rctrrets From York.
A telegram of regrets from Alvln
York, of Tennessee, was read.
Gilbert Bettman of Cincinnati,
Ohio, chairman of the national leg
islative committee, presented an
outline of the work of the commit
tee in behalf of the Sweet bill pro
vlding for adjusted compensation
to veterans of the war.
Colonel Crossfield. of the British
Legion, brought a greeting from
British veterans and a message of
(Continued on Page Two.)

ing Is Closer to His Heart
Than the Welfare of the
F0nTier Service Men.
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ATTEMPT TO UNIONIZE WEST VA.
COAL FIELDS IS FORBIDDEN BY

fBT THR ASSfMIATKD PRESS.)
until
Indianapolis, Ind. Oct. 31. Col porary, but is effective
lection of funds by the United Mine changed by tho court.
of
America
Workers
Vain effort was made by counsel
through the
check-of- f
system, by which union for the union to forestall the de
dues are deducted cree placing a ban on the check-of- f
membership
from miners' wages by operators, andvlt was said unofficially to be
was enjoined today by Federal a staggering blow to the union.
Judge A. II. Anderson. Ills order Counsel for operators. In the hear
enjoined all union officials and ing preceding tho order, had said
members from seeking to unionize that a strike might follow a ban on
tHe Williamson, coai field In West the check-of- f.
After Issuance of
Virginia, where violence has mark- the order, representatives from
ed the strike. The order Is tem- - Knox county, a big Indiana produc1 ing center,
said 3,000 miners
planned mass meetings to determine their stand. The order itself
indicated the possibility of many
contracts between operators and
miners being broken by the ban on
the check-of- f.
, FORECAST.
Sonrles' Comment.
Oct.
31.
Mexico:
New
Denver,
The only comment from the min
Tuesday and Wednesday, fair; not ers' side was a statement by Ellis
much change in temperature.
Searles, editor of the official publiArizona:
Tuesday and probably cation of the union, who asserted
Wednesday, fair; not much change tho injunction was "certainly JoyIn temperature.
ful news for the United States Steel
corporation," which, he added, was
, LOCAti RKPOHT.
coal land
reputed to be the largest
Conditions for the twenty-foIn the strike zone.
hours ended at 6 p. m. yesterday, owner
In giving his opinion, Judge Andrecorded by the university:
erson made it plain that he beHighest temperature...,.,... 68 lieved a conspiracy,
In violation of
38
Lowest
snti-trulaw, had
SO the Sherman
Range
for the
S3 been shown at the hearing
Mean
In
the suit of
67 temporary injunction
Humidity at 6 a. m.
Coal
Borderland
corporation,
24 the
Humidity at 6 p. m
on behalf of three score
...None acting
Precipitation
This
West
other
operators.
Virginia
i
Maximum wind velocity.'".
It
be- Direction of wind
South conspiracy, he said, associated
(Continued oa, Page Cwo.)
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Proceeds
Men.

of the fight in tha senate for tho
passage of the soldiers bonus bill
resulted In a further setback today for the tax revision measure.
Republican leaders forced a night
session, but with the bonus issua
still undisposed of, there appeared
to be doubt whether the tax bill
could be brought to a vote before
Saturday, if then.
There was a four hours' discussion today of the Reed amendment proposing to continue the
excess profits tax and to seize proceeds to defray the costs- of the
y
adjusted compensation
plan.
was
This
followed by the Introduction of an amendment by Senators Simmons of North Carolina,
and Walsh of Massachusetts, democratic members on the finance
committee, proposing payment of
the bonus out of the interest on
the nation's foreign debt.
The latter amendment will not
be formally moved for adoption In
the senate, its authors announced,
until action has been takon on the
Reed amendment. Senator Reed Is
delaying formal presentation of his
amendment until there has been
full discussion of the question.
Will Move to Table.
Senator Penrose, in charge of
tax
the
bill, said It was the plan
of the majority to move to lay the
Reed proposal on tho table on
grounds that the soldier bonus has
no place in a tax measure.
Senator ew, republican, Indiana, opened the bonus discussion
with the declaration that, in his
judgment, 'the Reed amendment
would bo in conflict with the constitution, in that it proposed to tax
one class of citizen? for the benefit of another,
This contention was denied by
Senator Reed. He declared avote
to table his amendment would bo
a "coward's vote.'". Attacking" Secretary Mellon for recommending:
delay on the bonus rrieasures, he
declared the treasury head was
connected with "many oppressive
and powerful financial and lndus-trifive-wa-

nl

institutions."

Taking up the

excise

talled $12,000,000 annually.
By 31 to 30 the senate adopted
the compromise amendment striking out the section imposing the' 5
per cent tax on sporting goods.
Another
Fight.
Another sharpSharp
fight preceded rejection by the senate, 41 to 17, of
an amendment to the capital stock
section offered by Senator Reed.
It proposed a graduated capital
stock tax In lieu of the one dollar
flat rate on each (1,000 In excess
of 35,000.
Senator Simmons then proposed
a graduated tax ranging from $1
to $2. The amendment was laid on
the table, 86 to 29.
By 47 to 16. the senate accepted
an amendment to the capital stock
tax, proposed by Senator Lenroot,
republican, Wisconsin, fixing the
rate at $1 a thousand on each thou
sand above $5,000 and below
and two dollars on each
thousand In excess of $3,000,000.
This was practically the same as
tne second proposal
try senator
Simmons and the latter withdrew
"hi! amendment.
The senate then adopted without
a roll call the capital stock tax as
amended.
CORPORATIOV TAXES
ARE TO BE-- RETAINED
After
Oct. 31.
Washington,
spending the day discussing the
soldiers
bonus, the senate to
night voted to retain in the tax
revision bill $75,000,000 of taxes
on corporations wntcn naa oeen
proposed for repeal, and lopped
off a number of the exciso levies
now in force.
An
amendment proposing a
capital
corporation
graduated
stock tax at rates of $1 on each
$1,000 of stock between $3,000
and $3,000,000 and $2 per $1,000
was
on
over
$3,000,000
all
adopted.
action
Its
former
Reconsidering
approving the present 6 per cent
tax on pianos and other musical
instruments, the senate adopted an
amendment
repealing this tax.
The section proposing a B per
cent levy on sporting goods, was
next eliminated, 81 to 30.
The senate got stuck for a
time on the chewing gum section,
but It finally voted, 35 to 24, to
repeal this tax, the existing rate
of which is 3 per cent and that
proposed In the bill 2 per cent.
The senate rejected an amena- mejit to. repeal the 10 per cent
tax on cameras weighing less than
100 pounds and on lenses for such
cameras.
It then rejected a motion to reduce the tax from 10 to
5 per
cent. At 11.20 p. m. the
senate recessed until 11 a. m.

-

"Wy The AMorintrd TrMi.)
Fargo, N. D Oct. 31 (by tho Astosociated Press.) Indications

night were that the majority of R.'A.
Nestos, independent gubernatorial
candidate in Friday's election set
at around 4.000, would be exceeded
by, those attained by the Independent candidate for attorney general
and agricultural commissioner,
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MINISTER WINS

HOUSE

Miss Blna M. West (left) and Mrs. Thomas G, Winter.
Miss Blna M. West of Port HuHarding and was recommended by
ron, Mich,., head of the " Woman's Secretary
Mrs. Thomas G.
Benefit Association of the Macca- Winter, president of the General
Federation
of
Women's
clubs, of
bees, Is slated for a place on the
is prominently
menadvisory council to the. American Minneapolis,
tioned also. This may cause an inarms delegation, She is understood crease in the number
of women
to be one of the two women ten- delegates to three, to includo Mrs.
selected
by President Harriet Taylor Upton.
tatively
.

RAILROAD TRIP OF
MARSHAL FOCH WILL
COST BUT A DOLLAR
St., Louis, Mo., Oct. 31. Tho
railroad' trip of Marshal Foch

from New York to Kansas City
as a guest of the American
Legion- will cost but $1, it was
hero today, after
announced
the parture of the French
General
Pershing and
general.
others of the party, who
stopped a few minutes.
J. F. Cannon, general manager of the Missouri Pacific
railroad here, said the one
dollar will be split by his road
with the Pennsylvania to com- -,
ply with a ruling of the interstate commerce commission,
which, he said, authorized the
minimum fare, on the request
iof the, American Legion to the
railroads.
.,

ONLY 2 BOXERS

APPEAL Tfl THE

PROlTERTODAi
Leonard and Dempsey Are
tho flnlw nrouinn ParrlQ
in the Fignt uame ai
.Present, Says Tex Rickard
BY SPARROW McGASN.

PROFESSORS ARE
UNDERPAID

JULIUS

SAYS

DAD1ES

That Students Sign
.Suagests
n
Mia
wotes Tor tne uinerence
Between the Full Cost
and Amount of Tuition
(By Tha Assorlntrd Pron.l
New York, Oct.
promissory notes from poor students for the difference between the
full cost of instructing them and
the amount of live tuition is advocated
it. Barhn in "a
statement based on a report of. coltuitions
and
lege
faculty salaries,
prepared by the institute for publio
service, of which he is chairman.
Mr. Barnes pointed out that this
would be a means of increasing
college revenues and recommended
that the plan bo given a wide trial.
Commenting on the institute's
report, which stated that tuitions
in no case equal the cost of giving instruction, Mr. Barnes asked:
"Would expecting Btudents either to pay as they bo or when they
can afford it, or to promise to pay
as soon as they can afford It, grad
a"y nulld oi.t of student contri- great steady flow of sup
port for colleges and tho widening
ot opportunities for coming genera
tions?"
The report declared there was
no earthly excuse for charging a
rich man's son half what he ought
to pay, and then paying a profes
sor halt what he ought to get.
"A great majority of colleges
and universities are paying mem
bers of their faculties far less than
a "growing wage," Mr. Barnes as
serted.
In eighteen colleges, the report
states, full professors receive less
than $2,008 a year, while In HO
tho maximum is $3,000. Maximum
salaries at Yale and Michigan aro
given as $10,000 for full professors,
and at Columbia and Harvard
'

The Spirit of Comradeship
Among Nations Must Be
Kept Alive. British Admir
al Says at Legion Meet.

VOTE

IHj

Kansas

ing

Associated Freu.)
City, Mo., Oct. 31.

Tli-

-

ARID S

IEETINC,

HARVEHSSERTS

The

of comradeship among
Is No More a
Motion to Censure the Gov- spirit
tions uniting to fight for liberty In Conference
ernment for Initiating the Ithe war must be kept alive In peace,
Challenge to the League
Beatty, commander of the
Than It is to the Monroa
Irish Negotiations Is De Admiral
Grand Fleet lti the North sea. de
clared at the American legion con
Dottrine, He Claims,
feated, 439 to 43,
na-

I

MAY

GIVE ULSTER A
REAL GOVERNMENT

This Will Probably Be Done
Unless Something Happens at the Conference
Within the Next Few Days

)-)

sections,

the senate voted, without a roll
call, and with only scattering
"noes" to repeal the tax on the
tax on pianos and other musical
instruments. Senator McCumber
called attention that this tax to-

MAJORITY OF NEST0S
SET, AT AROUND 4,000

Tk

EDITION

BEATTY PRAISES
0. S. CONFIDENT
PART PLAYED BY
AMERICA IN WAR OF SUCCESS OF;

BRITISH PRIME

OVER

'

The Associated PreM.)
Washington,, Oct. 31. Renewal

FEDERAL JUDGE A. B. ANDERSON
Order Is Temporary, But Is Effective Until
Changed By the Court; Collection of Funds
From Miners' Wages Through the "Check
Off System" Is Ordered Discontinued.

i )
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Noth-

Proposes to Continue
Express Profits Tax

w

so

(by
of
the Associated Press.)
iw (ages of felicita ', 'n from
a! aad and at home, a ' memorial
r
1n honor of F. ,V.
former national commander and organization routine consumed tho opening session today of American legion's national
After
convention.
adjournment
the delegates marched to the station to meet Marshal Foch. and
General Pershing.
President Harding sent a mes
sage that nothing was closer to
his heart than the welfare of the
former service men. From ItaH'
and Belgium came word of faith
in America and the legion. Th'.'
American Federation of Labor announces that it stands behind tha
legion's- campaign against radicals
and that it will never to'.ernto introduction into this country of
sovietism or bolshevism.
Greetings Arc Received.
Military organizations, Includlns
the United Confederate Veterans
and G. A. R. sent greetings, wbili!
good wishes came from Marshal
Foch and General Pershing.
Italy sent its message through
General Diaz. Belgium's greeting
And her1 thittvks'for American aid
by
during the war were extended
r
General Jacques.
message
President Harding's
was brought by Vice- President
Coolidge, while George Ii. Berry,
president ' of the Internationaln
and
Printing Pressmen's union,
delegate, spoke' for the American
Federation of Labor.
Convention Aroused,
The convention was aroused to
the greatest pitch of excitement
during tho afternoon when General Diaz and General Jacques delivered their addresses. The demonstrations proceeded almost continuously until both men had ceased
speaking and John G. Emery, national commander, had pinned on
them the official emblem of the
legion which the convention today
authorized them to wear.
Marshal Foch and M. Charles
Betrand of France, also are authorized to wear the emblem.
Wearing military uniforms of
their native countries, General
Diaz and General Jacques were escorted to boxes on opposite sides
of the convention hall. Their appearance had been preceded by a
march arund the floor by twenty-fmedal of
ive
congressional
honor men and the shouts had
when
the uproar
hardly ceased,
took on a different tone, and the
convention found itself extending a
noisy, cordial welcome to General
The general was obvi
Jacques.
ously pleased at the attention
showered upon him, but bo more
".

for

than was General Diaz, who
MESSAGE entered
a scant three mlnuteB be

President Says That

e

cAnd

unity which will do mucr,
insure the peace of the worlu.

COOLIDGE "DELIVERS
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These Women Slated to Be
?
- Advisers at Arms Conference

s

SOLDIER

Kansas City. Mo Oct. 31.
A huge, throng gathered at the
union station to greet Admiral
Beatty, Great Britain's first
sea lord, who arrived today.
Almiral Beatty, in a message
to the American legion, said:
"1 have come a long way
and I am both proud and
pleased to associate myself with
the American Legion us a representative of Great Britain in

OF 2

ADDRESSES

HARDINGTS

Tuesday, November

Albuquerque, New Mexico,

A. F. OF L. STANDS BEHIND
DRIVE BEING
MADE BY AMERICAN LEGION
IP

NINGr JOURNAL.

UEBQTJE

v

(Br Tbi Assnelntrd Praia.) '
London, Oct. 31 (by the Associated Press.) The government obtained Its expectod mandate from
the house of commons tonight to
proceed with the Irish negotiations.
The unionist motion, censuring tho
government for initiating the Irish
negotiations, was voted down, 439
to 43.
The premier also achieved another of his oratorical victories.
Tho premier gave no Information
an to what had been decided at
disthe. conference or is being
cussed regarding Sir. de Vaiera's
rutho
claim to independence and
mored attempts to arrange concessions from Ulster for a united
Ireland.
He declared that unless something happens within a few days,
presumably In the conference to
solve the unsettled status of Ireland's two governments,
steps
would be taken to give the Ulster
to
powers
necessary
parliament
Ho
make it a real government.
said the time to question the negotiations was when he first proposed them to the slnn feln by.
Public correspondence
last July.
Much of his speech was devoted to
holding before tho commons the
nrosnoct of a renewal of cuerrllla
uc- - lf th0 conferenco broke
flow n.

Cost of Renewed Warfare.
He declared tho first thing the
would havo to do
government
would be to ask the house to
strengthen the crown forces, but
pointed out the cost of renewed
warfare and reluctance of the
country to incur greater taxation
and ask more young men to risk
their lives. He asserted the government's resolve to refuse concessions which would weaken the
e,-but-to
tplor aU' paths to
art honorable peace, and emphasized the fact that any; agreement
must be ratified by parliament.
Former Prsmler ASquith supported the government, but deprecated the suggestion that renewal
of the war was tho only alternative if
failed.
empir-

ADOPT

NEW PLAN OF
TICKET DISTRIBUTION
FOR FOOTBALL GAMES
A

(By The

Aoi-l:il-

rreM.)

Oct. 81.
Mass,,
Cambridge,
Hostility against the Harvard football team In its own stadium,
marked by booing and cat calls in
early games and by assault on
crimson players as they were leaving the field Saturday, has caused

vention tonight.
"To insure
thut the sacrifices
have not been mude in vain," he
said, "there rumuins a task 10 be
performed.
"Thut is the task which lies before the great American
Those who made a victorious peace
possible shall stand side by side in
peace. They shall steadfastly repress all petty jealousies nd move
forward together along the path of
civflisation and prosperity.
"Great peoples are moved by
petty incidents and are all too
readily swayed by the breath
and propaganda,
of scandal
but if this great organization
sets Itself steadfastly to profit
by the terrible lessons of history, we may surely hope with
confidence that the past which
was sealed with the blood of
thousands of our comrades will
be upheld and treasured as a
very sacred thing, a bulwark
of peace.
"The one great lesson, therefore,
that we have learnt through bitter
experience and the sacrifices, is the
value of comradeship.
"The spirit of comradeship
must be kept alive. It must
become a gospel to be preached
throughout our countries, and
the legionnaires must be the
prophets."
Of the part that the United
States played in the war he said:
"It is to tho immortal glory of
tho American nation that, far re
moved though they were from the
carnage and devastation of the oat-tl- e
fields, they carife at a moment
when tho outlook was darkest to
the relief of the sorely tried peoples
threatened with destruction.
'

BRITAIN'S ATTITUDE
GIVEN HIGH PRAISE

Prime
Whole-Heart-

Minister

Accorded

Support

ed

of the Brave Initiative of
President Harding,
p.i)nf.vHmv m. n)
London, Oct. 31 (by the Associ
ated
Press.)
Oeorge
Harvey,
American ambassador, speaking tonight at tho dinner given by tho
Pilgrims Society to the British
delegates to the Washington conference, heralded the conference a
"nn ordeal, not of battle but of
faith," tho 'underlying purpose of
which was no more a challenge to
the league of nations than it was
to the Monroe Doctrine.
He reviewed the action of th
American congress respecting th
limitation nf the army and the reduction of naval appropriations,
which, he said, gave conclusive evidence of the American govern,
ment's confidence In the outcome
of the conference.
Tlie Real Question.
"The real question confronting
the conference is whether the nations can reach an understanding,
with respect to anything," he aj4i
"It is to be a great test ot the m
paclty of governments to satisfli
the universal longing for peacsj
prosperity and happiness."
"I cannot permlit to pass.thls opbehalf of
portunity to make on"due
acknowlhe said,
edgement of the greatly generous
way In which unfailingly and with

characteristic promptitude the decision of the prime minister acWESTERN
corded whole hearted support ot
the brave Initiative of the president. Never can I forget the peaceful Sunday in July when I found
Mr, Lloyd George seated under the
.OUTLINE POLICY
trees on his country place. Quietly
he nsked: 'What Is It?' I drew .
cablegram trom my" tweket and'
'Read It.' he
it toward him.
BILL held
ON
snld.
"I did so. It was the message from the secretary of stat
announcing the intention of tlj
president to summon a conference
asking H such
Agree That Wool Shall Have of nations and
move would meet with the approa Duty - of 33 Cents, bation'
of the British government.

S010NS

'TIFF

Scoured
Basis: Mohair
and Hides Will Be Taxed.

Washington. Oct. St. A confer
ence was held today by republican
senators from Pacific, western and
middle west states with reference
to a policy on tariff in aid of pro
four
tecting western products,
teen states were represeniea.
ocrreed that wool should have
duty of 33 cents, scoured bnsis. The
Dry
same schedule for mohair.
hides, 6 cents. Green hides. 2 cents
per pound. Senator Bursum parTariff
ticipated In the confefence.
was also
on mineral
products
on.
and
agreed
brought up
The object of the conference was
to promote united support so as to
give western states a square deal.

"We

AcorTVt

Glnrtly."

"In a flash the premier was on
his feet.
" 'We accept,' lie almost

"We accept gladly:
shouted.
we accept cratefully. We will
do evorvthinjr In our jwwer to
make tho conference a great
success.'
"This is the pledge he gave and
which he has kept to this eveninn.
when his heart is heavy with apprehension and the performance-oa more urgent duty may prevent him from affording at the beginning of the helpfulness of the
great and unexampled prestige
which can be fully rendered only
so''
through the actual presence of
i
,
vivid a personality."
The ambassador told of the delivery of the invitation to Lord
Curzon, minister of foreign affair
and the ambassador's call foe the
reply which had been drafted with
"The.
the conventional
opening,
British government confirms their
'
acceptance," etc.
"
Cnrzon Approves.
said Colonel
"Lord Curzon,"
Harvey, "read the answer and re
'This does not suffice.
marked:
Then he wrote In: 'With the great- -,
est satisfaction.' "
The ambassador said that when
Lord Robert Cecil perceived In the
conferenco no challenge to ths
league of nations he evmeed' "ac
,

the athletic authorities to deeMg
on a new plan of ticket distribution. It was announced
today.
a
that
season tickets will be TO REMOVE NARCOTIC
Hereafter
with high grade performers
sold through Harvard graduates
knockout or two, even a poor
CHIEF JFR0M OFFICE
showiner. mav not change n. divl
only.
Incidents In the Harvard cheerslon's entire aspect. Tex Rickard
(By The Asnorlstrd Pr.)
was sneaking of this today.
ing section, where several groups
San Antonio, Tex., Oct. 31. J.
been
came
"had
to
he
blown
said,
"Everybody."
during Saturday's H. Fleming, chief narcotic enforcenokinsr fun at the Door old middle
game, have Indicated a need for a ment
reagent at El Paso, will abe few
new method of ticket distribution
weight division, not forgetting the
within
office
from
moved
also
suddenit was said.
featherweight class when
days, United States Marshal D. reA.
of Buffalo,
ly ROckV Kansas,
Walker announced today on hia
shades Lew Tendler,
supposedly
turn from Washington. He did now
STORM DOES DAMAGE
the outstanding, contender for the
announced Fleming s successor.
heavyweight crown. Well, where $8,000.
"To accomplish the removal ot
OF $200,000 IN ONE
does that leave you ? The only difThe maximum for instruction is
Mr. Fleming was my real mission curate discernment," and the amference now between the light and $3,500, but eight colleges pay less
PHILIPPINE PROVINCE to Washington," Mr. Walker said. bassador echoed Lord Bryce's as
middleweight classes is that the than $1,000 while in sixty-on- e
sertion that it was impossible to
the
"Mr. Fleminfc Is a brother-in-laformer group has a real champion maximum Is $1,600, the amount
of W. G. McAdoo, and had boosted j overrate the fervor and hope wltti
The Anaurlntcd Prs.)
(By
and the latter has not.
Paid elementary
miM Tint V,a fmiMiorl
school
publlo
Manila, P. L, Oct. 31. Batanes kta
(Continued on Page Two.)
"There Isn't a contender who teachers for their first year's work Island,
the northernmost province
would impress the fight fans as in New Tork and several other cit- of the Philippines, communication
having a chance against" Leonard, ies.
with which has been cut off since
and they will pay good money only
AND FOCH
IN
Salary Increases since 1314. the July 22, owing to a destructive ty
to sea a chap of that sort.
states, ranged from $200 to phoon, lost 80 per cent of all its
report
Tex made it clear that he had $fi.000 for full professors and from crops and hundreds of head of liveno Idea that boxing enthusiasts as $75 to $1,500. for Instructor
In the storm, according
to
KANSAS CITY TO
a whole had any wish to see Ben while increases In tuition ranged stock
advices brought bv a vessel which
ny take a beating simply for the from $1 to $150.
arrived
from
the Island.
today
sake of a beating, but they have
Mr. Barnes' analysis of the re- There was no loss of life.
IN AMERICAN LEGION
grown tired of paying to see the port in part, follows:
The typhoon destroyed the wirechampion Blaster some one.
"While 253 or 275 colleges re- less station at Basco, .whlci was
"When you come to talk big porting tuition facts have raised the island's only means of comsince
money," said Tex, who was in one tuition
hot one munication with the outsldi world.
1914,
of his quiet philosophical moods, of them Is charging anywhere near
The
carried an appeal for French Hero Is Received With the Most Tu"there are two classes in the coun what It costs. Again, while note- food to ship
the
Philippine
government,
try today and only two men In worthy Increases In maximum salmultous Welcome Ever Accorded a Visitor
Tho
loss Is estimated at
each of these classes who look at aries have, been made by many col- $200,000.property
tractive ' to the promoter. Benny leges, the great majority are still
the Mouth of the Kaw; Will
In the City
Leonard and Jack Dempsey."
paying far less than a growing
FIND SAILING VESSEL
All of which Is as true as gos wage.
Be
Presented
the Convention Today.
to
v
pSl.
Johnny Kllbane Is feather"Everyone Is agreed that the
FLOATING B0TT0MSIDE
are
because
there
weight champion
ability of the colleges to do their
no Boys in the class wno have tne work depends first upon tho abilUP IN LAKE MICHIGAN
(BY TUB ASSO IATKI PHESS.T
come you gave me tonight, I
Kansas City, Mo., Oct. 31. Marclass to raise such a publlo de- ity and personality of their faculfhould be inclined to think
mand that Kilbane would be ties. Ability and personality now
shal Foch, accompanied by Genuy The An.ocinlfd Trent.;
ChSr-le- y
Kansas
out.
smoked
come high higher than any colCity is its very heart,
Any Chaney,
Milwaukee, Oct 31. The
eral John J. Pershing, arrived toand a most warm and cordial
Beecher and Billy Defoe are leges havo been paylnir urtll quite
nf night to participate in the Amerisailing vessel RosmI-ihIIone."
the. leading featherweights and recently and much higher than the "House of David," a religious can
Marshal Foch tonight issued this
legion convention.
no fan would bet even money that most colleges are paying
organization at Benton Harbor,
today.
statement:
overseas
from
a
Kllbane .'couldn't beat them.
Completing
A full professor on $1,000 or $2,000 Mich., was found floating bottom-sid- e
trip
to bring a greeting ot good will
"Disarmament must be considIn the middleweight division the a year and
up in Lake Michigan, forty-tw- o
report less
only man who looks as though he than $2.000 cannot, no matter miles east of Milwaukee, early Sun- from France, the marshal was re- ered from so many points of view
ceived
with the most tumultous that nothing can be said on this
could settle Johnny Wilson's hash how
he Is. do the day, it was announced
officers
Is Mike McTlgue. Think of it! growing necessary to fulfill the of Car Ferry Number 4,by Ann Ar- welcome ever accorded any visitor grave question before fixing tha
basis for its discussion.
here.
Bad as Wilson Is, the class can contract which his college makes bor, who made the discovery
It was after dark when Mashal
"Any other statement regarding
who when It exchanges instruction for
produce only one opponent
disarmament
or .international afFoch
and
General
No trace of the crew of four was
would Interest betters as having a student's time and money.
Pershing arrived.
The
which might be attributed to
fairs
marshal,
smiling
broadly,
at least an even chance of winning.
un tne other hand, tne fines. found.
To get back to the lightweight tlon arises whether those who are
to CaDtain Olson. passed through the seas of men me is wholly unauthorized."
According
station.
crowd, lf Ernie Rice of England, fortunate enough to go to college United States coast guards, the ves- and women In the
only a small proportion ADMITS HE LOOSENED
continues to progress the time may should not pay more nearly what sel probably
a leak, of Perhaps
sprang
saw
crowd
the
Foch. but cer
come when a great international It costs to be educated. If
having swamped and rolled over.
tainly Foch heard the crowd. They
A RAIL AND WRECKED
bout for the world's llghtwelgrft tuition too low or free meant
onlv
cheered and roared aDoroval and
championship will be on the cards. taxing the rich and the dead, per- - WOMEN OF THE WORLD
thefr
threw
A GRAND TRUNK TRAIN
hats
and
up
pounded
Before this Is held, though, Benny impn ii mignc De accepted as nec
one another on the backs.
may have retired. For no one be- essary; but it means
SAVE
WILL
THE
LEAGUE
From the station Marshal Foch
(By Tha Auoclntwl PreM.)
lieves Rice would have enough of faculty, reducing the taxing the
and General
preparation
Pershing and their
a look In against Leonard now to of teachers, reducing the
Pontlac, Mich..' Oct.
number
which
Tha
drove
home
Auorlnted
to
the
Prtra.)
parties
(Br
oause excitement. Perhaps another who are willing to go Into teachChicago, Oct. 31. Future wars has been turned over to the legion W. Gates, 69, of Huntington, Ind.,
In ing, reducing the benefits for stud- will
year, but not now, neighbor.
held here In connection with ths
be averted through organiza for their entertainment.
Carthe
class
ents, and, some say. reducing the tion of women of every nationality.
Tomorrow
marshal will be wreck of lOrand Trunk passenger
Gibbons
ITarrv
Oreb.
and
pentler.
graduate's sense of obligation to Miss Jane AddamS, president of the presented to t.ie American legion train near Lapeer last Friday night,
with Billy Shade hovering by look society."
Women's International League for by General Pershing and will give confessed
to be the goods so far as real
today, according to railhis message to the American vete
Peace, declared in an address
road detectives, that he loosened a
ESCAPES VXIXJrREn.
sporting interest Is concerned. But
rans.
meet
Kansas fltv. Mn.. net. 21
T w
Oreb. If he
Qibbona wont
The women of the world will
Speaking of his first brief glimpse rail and caused the accident. 'Ofwere knocked out by Greb or even Smith, of Grand
Island,
Neb., will save the league of nations," of Kansas City, Marshal Foch said: ficers quote him as saying he asshaded, the rich Gibbons-Carnewhen
she
cribed the act to a mental laps
the
"I am told that New York
"The
said.
women's
interna
escaped uninjured today
tler stake- would eo blooey. So, airplane he was flyin-- in the Amer tional tepreeents the flower of wo
due to a sunstroke suffered somt
and Washington make up the
until next winter w shall see Clb- - ican legion Junior air derby crashed manhood and the highest Ideals of
time ego. Three persons wcrs inhead of the United States; that
I
Duno piaying as cats as can De,
...
,
ionization of every nation.' , u
through a, hedge, fence
jured In the wreck.
may tie so, but from the wel- ,t
(Copyright 1021 br AI&tnniMQ'i Journal)e
New York, uct. 30. sso pugii-Isticclass is so heavily freighted
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DEMONSTRATIONS
STARS AT QUARTER
ARE AROUSED
FOR INDIANA TEAM

iu

FOREIGN

PLAY THE FIBST
:1

'

regret from Field Marshal Halg.
who could pot attend.
Praise Admiral Rodman.
Addressing tonight's session, Admiral Beatty, first sea lord of the
British navy, paid a tribute to Ad-

HUID AT PABLEY

miral Hogii Rodman, who commanded America's fleet in Kuro-pea- n
waters during the war, declarof
ing it was the loyal
the American navy that made
possible.
When Admiral Beatty concluded
Commander Emery
amid cheers.
pinned on his uniform the emblem
of the American legum inscribed
"Distinguished Service.
Accepting the token, Admiral
vic-to- rv

Tty ROBERT T. SMALL.
(Spwlnl Itlritiitcll w. r'onllu Journal)
(Copvrwthl JK.l b.v Alliuiiiierijua Journal)

fl
WAllM treSHUrS
Tlonttx, .lnnlni-arit mirt hnnrt ft down to his children

in connection
for the limita-

rivals in Washington

with the conference
tion of armaments are bringing
with them an atmosphere of old
world skepticism.
They are bringing with them
also what might lie termed a spirit
of indulgent tolerance toward the
United States and its ideas.
They say they are frankly puzzled
liy the moves of the Washington
government and they .do not know
yet Just what Was'iingtofi will have
to offer an the guiding spirit in the
conference, in this respect they
are but little more In the dark
than the Washington government
itself, for it has been stated freely
by some of the highest officials of
the government that no one knows
where the discussion of the conference may lead.
To (iiiard Our Interests.
The early visitors to Washington,
both from Europe and from the
orient, bluntly state that the official
delegations now on the Atlantic
and the Pacific speeding towardto
American shores, are coming
devoid of any grand
Washinton
views of idealism. They,re coming
prepared to guard their own national interests with jealous care;
lhey are coming prepared to bargain In the hard manner of practical men and trained diplomats.
No one of tne roreign nations will
mike a move until America lays
her hand face up on the table.
Confidently believing that they are
right and that the other nations
will be forced to follow them, the
American commisfJoners are preTliey fully apprepared to do this.attitvide
of the forciate that the
eign delegations will lie expressed
Jersely:
"Here we are; what Is It you
would have of us?"
The American point of view is that
ihls country is aiming nothing at
d
the conference but a
for the furtherance of
the peace of the world has failed to
impress foreigners because of the
fact that far eastern and Pacific
problems the foreign problems
vitally concern the United
have been Included in the
State
scepe of the parley.
What Is Amerlrn Asking?
The impretsion has gone abroad
that America is asking a good deal
ot the ' conference and naturally
there has corns the querry as to
what we are willing to give in re-

1

v

.

-

turn.

.America, it is polnlod out, for
Instance, is asking Great Britain
to cancel and renounce her treaty
of alliance with Japan. There has
been plain, if unofficial Intimation
from Washington that this is so.
The United States virtually takes
the position that if this treaty 'is
not abrogated the conference will
be a failure from the start.
France and Italy have no particular Interest in the
alliance. Belgium and Holland view It with a friendly rather
a
than
unfriendly eye, for Japan,
with Britain' backing In affair3
.

Anglo-.Tap-ane-
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VIRGINIA

Three
Friendly

'
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BURLEY

TURKISH
Gentlemen.
The perfect blend of the three
perfect cigarette tobaccos

in one perfect cigarette

one-elev-

en

cigarettes

FACE D SFIGURED
i

WITH PIMPLES

Itched and Burned. Lost
f JtesL
--

Cuticura Heals.

"My (kin became
Ming different kinda

'

irritated by
of ointment
ana ween i scratched It
pimples formed on my
face and forehead. The
pimpler itched and burned

and I scratched them, and
my face was disfigured. I
.lost rett at night because
oi toe irritation,
;
i "The trouble lasted six weeks before I began using Cuticura Soap and
Ointment, and after using four cake
ml Soap and three boxes of Ointment I was healed in one month."
(Signed) Miss Elizabeth Stevens,
J2182nd St., Oakland. Calif.
Uss Cuticura Soap, Ointment and
Talcum for all toilet purposes.
wft.lMirra.kTlf.tJ. Idtar'Mimtil.
" "a.""1"
Sold
OintmuUttuuttOa. Tinaa.
T"?" Swlfo.
CuUcor. Sop .b.. witbut
mug,

sy
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(Continued from Page One.)

Foreign Delegates to Arms
Meeting Won't Make a
Move Until America Lays
Her Hand of the Table.

-

November 1, 1921.

ALBUQUERQUE MORNING JOURNAL

Two"

W

0

Elmer Wilkins.
When Mathys, 1920

quarterback

was graduated last June from In
disna, that institution's footbal
hopes took a slump. But the wori
of Elmer Wilkins, who took hii
place, has brought joy back to th
Hoosier rooters.

internal does not view with alarm
the Butch and Belgian possessions

in the Pacific.

.Iiiliuii Is Iteluctunt.
Japan is reluctant to give up her
treaty with Great Britain. She
rent her heir to the imperial throne
to England the last summer to give

eclat to tho negotiations for renewwhich
al of that
have been postponed a year, while
the treaty remains In full force and
tffert. Jinan's pride will be hurt
ir Great Wttain deserts Her at the
conference.
Washington
Japan
would nave great ill will toward
France and Italy if those two coun
tries should turn their faces against
her and array themselves openly
with the United States on matters
affecting tho J'acific and the east.
Therefore the Washington conference, in so far as tiie eastern
and Pacific problems are concerned, resolves itself into this; In
any "show down" with Japan the
United Stales must have the support of Great Britain, France and
Italy. To vote with the United
States and against Japan these
three nations would have to turn
down a loyal ally in the world war,
an ally who was in the fight from
the start and who did what was
asked of her regardless of the fact
that, as Lord Northcliffe said, a
few days ago. she was well paid
for all she essayed. It is not rea
sonable to suppose that Great Britain will repudiate per treaty with
Japan or that France and Italy will
turn their backs upon this friendly
nation, which menaces them in no
respect, unless, and until, they
have some assurance of a quid pro
quo from the United States. These
are the questions our early visitors
are already asking in Washington
and they are recognized as but the
forerunners of more embarrassing
questions which arc to come soon
after the conference gets under
way.
Discussions in Private.
It is becoming more and moro
apparent every day that the discus
sions within tho conference will be
of such a delicate nature as to
make public sessions virtually lm
possible. There will, of course, be
some public session and finally a
show of publicity, but after all the
methods of the old world and of
the Orient cannot be changed over
night and so the controlling decisions of the conference will be made
behind closed doors. They may
not be the closed doors of the council chamber but they will be the
closed doors of embassy cloisters
and eequested after dinner retreats.
The five great powers attending
the Washington conference will be
the United States, Japan, Great
Britain, France and Italy. All of
these powers, it must be remembered, are members of the council
of the league of nations all ex
cept the United fitates. All of
them were Induced to make the
league of nations a part of the
treaty of Versailles, through the
persistence of the American dele
gatlon at Paris. The spokesmen of
all of these nations have at one
time or another expressed the
that the United States had
a legal and constitutional right to
withdraw from the agreements en
tered into at Paris, hut all have
left the inference of the moral ob
ligation Involved,
Are J'oinliiB Hopeful.
All of the reports reaching
from I Europe agree
Washington
that the nations are coming to the
armaments conference hopeful that
out of it will grow a broader Amer.
lean foreign policy than the one
dictated by the swale Curing the
last two years. If they "e bluntly
tola there Is to bo no change, tnat
we are willing to undertake no obligations whatever in Europe, there
is no doubt they will politely hut
firmly inquire Just why they
should become entangled in American and Japanese Paclflo affairs if
the United States is unwilling to
lend a helping hand In Europe.
It 'is tho formally announced
nurposo of France to ask for pro
tection against Germany in return
for any Pacific support on her part
on in return for a reduction ot her
land forces.
It has been announced from
Washington that the conference Is
to be an entirely practical one and
it Is nan a ready that Its agree
be reached only by
ments can
practical methods.
treaty-negotiatio-

nt

'

WHITE WON'T RESIGN
UNLESS ALL ELEMENTS
AGREE ON SUCCESSOR

,

IBr The AmocIiiIf Prrm
St. Louis, Mo., Oct. 81.

j "Con-

cerning published reports wltrrref.
erence to my retirement, I have
no idea of submitting my resignation at this time, unless all ele
ments in the party can agree on
some one to succeed me, assuring
party harmony and the conduct of
the committee's affairs solely in
the interest of the party as
whole," said George White, chair
man of the dcmocratlo national
coriimlttee in a statement hers to
day.
"I would cheerfully maks way
for such a successor.
"My sole Interest and ambition
of the chairmanship is in the sue
cess of the democratic party, harmonious and undivided."
SAXI

STOHM JAZZ TOXICUT
C0I44SGB JNS.

and his children's children.
When the admiral remarnea:
.Miriran urn halt Amer
ican." the crowd broke out in an
other ovation.
Then the crowd wantea to near
from Admiral Rodman and yelled
his name until its wishes were
He told of his associagranted.
tion with British naval officials,
that relations were engendered which would live for all
time. Then he said:
"I want every man ana woman
to stand up and show Admiral
meu-ca- n
Beatty what tnree rousing
cheers mean."
Three Oieers l r neauy.
"You lead 'em," shouted a voice.
kvai, hat T mill." he shot back,
and lifting his right arm he gave
the necessary "nip mpe' ana mo
crowd furnished the "hooray."
Ba
down the delegates
gave Admiral Rodman three cheers.
.v,i."..-Tne conTemmn
.t.- - or.A thlaa then submitted its
report, recommending New Orleans
over Ban Francisco, the only other
California opposed th'j
contender.
on the relative
report and debate
merits of the two cities followed.
m
On roll call new urieana
chosen.
51Z.Af
R38
to
wan
etTil
On motion Of the California Rele
wua hwuc
selection
the
gation
unanimous.

named several Indiana operator's as U. S. CONFIDENT
"representative of the class of perOF SUCCESS OF
sons" in part, enjoined by the
court.
ARMS MEETING
continued
"They are hereby,"
the order, referring 4i operators,
(Continued from Page One.)
"restrained from collecting over
and through their pay rolls or in which the conference was regardany manner, any moneys as dues
and assessments levied or charged ed in America, andto that America
stand aloof
by the United Mine Workers, its was not disposed
officials or members, upon or from Old World affairs. Viscount
was no less generous than he
against its members, employes of Grey
said individuals and of defendant was Just, the speaker continued,
he declared his belief that
when
corporations, or who may hereafsinter be employed by them, under the American government was worthe check off provisions of the con- cere and slngleminded and othabsolute
trust
all
of
the
of
tracts In evidence herein and here- thy
tofore executed by, or on behalf of, er nations,
America Doesn't Fear War.
said defendants and the officials
"Our own position Ss plain," he
or members of the United Mins
continued.
"America, does not fear
Workers, or under any and all war.
Why should she? Geographcontracts that may be hereafter
and
ically she is
executed between the said defendants and the officials or members
Are
Cities
Tempting Targets.
of the said United Mine Workers,
Her long coast lines are inadeand from paying the same to the
Some of her
protected.
quately
officials, members or representa- most
splendid cities
appear as
tives of the United Mine Workers."
But
the circumtempting targets.
Unionizing Forbidden.
stance is relatively trivial.
The
The order provided
that "all great guns could create ths havoe
now
are
or
who
an
as
of
hereafter
that from
persons
earthquake sucf.
may be members" of the union which Han Francisco rose like a
were enjoined "from advising, as- Phoenix from its ashes, mgrre resisting, encouraging, aiding, abet- splendent than ever, in a bare seers
ting or in any way or manner and of months.
"It Is a matter of most casual ob.
by any and all means whatsoever
and especially by the use of any servation that we rebuild New
funds or moneys howsoever col- York every thirty years. And bac:
lected by the International union, of ths cities and ths coast lines
United Mine Workers, Its officers, lies a great country which constitutes the real America with a
members, agents or representaof more than
tives, the unionizing- or the at- registered totalbetween
the ages of
tempted unionization of the non- 17 and 45men
capable of bearing arms.
union mines in MIgo county, West
"To pronounce such a land
"irginia, and Bike county, Kenunconquerable is to utter the
tucky."
merest truism. No; America,
This provision of the order, howdoes not fear war; she sim
ever, was limited to permit union
ply hates it
funds being used to feed strikers
"Thus the security mt the United
as follows:
States does not rest on her physi"But this Injunction and re- cal resources alone. Her morai
straining order Is not to be inter- position is impregnable. , Not only
preted or understood to prevent will she never seek additional ter

payment by William Grin, secretary-of the United Mine
Workers, of sufficient funds to the
of the United Mine
members
Workers, now living In tents or out
of employment in Mingo county,
West Virginia, and Pike county,
Kentucky, for their actual neces
sities until further order of the
court, this exception, however, not
to include any person or persons
not bona fide miners and not now
UNIONIZE
ATTEMPT TO
of the United Mine
members
WEST VIRGINIA COAL Workers and their dependents."
The order also directed that the
FIELDS IS FORBIDDEN defendant
union men and opera
tors file an answer to the suit, In
Ont.)
(Continued from
which the order waa Issued within
next thirty days. No time was
miners and onerators the
4wan tm
set for a final hearing.
in the central competitive field,
comprising Illinois, moiana, mio
n .1 ni.atn.n Pann RVlviUliA. and that
I. & G. N. TRAINMEN'S
the "closed shop" operators of oth
PROPOSALS ARE TO BE
er states were also invoivea
of the check off. He added
ON TUESDAY
ANSWERED
trnnl-in
in
West
Virginia
,i,f
was due to an attempt to bring the
(B? The Anorlnte
Vnt.)
only competitive neia inio ins
Houston, Texas, Oct. 31. Offi
Consumer is .miikpo.
cials of the Internationa! and Great
"Here Is an organization
railroad
Northern
late today
with enormous funds," he sa'd,
"all of which are collected by agreed to answer Tuesday the pro
the
posals made by the brotherhood of
the operators through conficials for a settlement of the train
check off. The poor old
sumer Is milked constantly by men's strike.
rein
I
The proposals embraced
' these operators and miners.
statement of all strikers without
am going to stop this check
Injury to their seniority rights and
These operators know
off.
consideration of strike as having
now that they are furnishing
been part of the national program
the sinews of war for that
of the brotherhoods.
struggle in West asVirginia.'
finally agreed
The court order
xMnnihif
AM
rhrlc off and ef
forts toward unionizing the Wil
liamson field, it flia not ntny un
EL GOOD
mtut nt wnrirrri to organise, orhold that the union was an unlawIt also ma noi
ful organization.
hold the check off in itself was
hi, vina ilmM nt the use of
TREACH
money' obtained through it.
Order Is Far Hcacmng.
tvi nrAer nnnlles to every oper
ator having agreements for the
check orr ana aiiecis every uim.i Next Dose may Salivate, Shock
miner. After reciting that Judge
Liver or Attack Your
Anderson believed he was comof the
account
on
it
Bones
Issue
to
pelled
refusal of President John L. Lewis
to cease efforts toward unionizing
You know what calomel to. It's
the Williamson field, the order mercury; quicksilver. Calomel is
It crashes into sour
dangerous.
bile like dynamite, cramping and
Calomel attacks the
you.
sickening
bones and should never be put into
your system.
If you feel bilious, headachy,
constipated and all knocked out,
Just go to your druggist and get
a bottle of Dodson's Liver Tone for
a few cents which Is a harmless
vegetable substitute for dangerous
calomel. Take a spoonful and if
it doesn't start your liver and
CAS,
up better and
straighten you
and
quicker than- - nasty calomel Just
without making you elck, you
Stomach acidity causes indlges- go back and get your money.
It makes
Don't take calomel!
tlonI
Food souring, gas, distress! Won- yox sick the next day; it loses you
a day's work. Dodson's Liver Tone
der what upset your stomach?
right up and you
Well, don't bother! The moment straightens you
No salta necessary.
fee! great.
you eat a tablet or two ofof Pape's
children
because It
lndi.
to
the
it
Give
Diapepsin all ths lumps
heartto perfectly harmless and can not
gestion pain, the sourness, due
to salivate.
burn and belching of gases,
acidity, vanish truly wonderful!is
it
know
that
Millions of people
needless to be bothered with ina disordigestion, dyspepsia or tablets
of
A few
dered stomach.
acidneutralizes
Pape's Diapepsinrelief at once no
are an essential factor in
ity and give
alrfv.r.ent case of
i,i..i n,,
promoting healthful growth
Pape's Diapepsin now! Don t stay
miserable, iteguiaie
so you can eat favorite foods with,
'
out causing regret.
treasurer

ne
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Scott's Emulsion
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If yon combined tlie curative prop''
erties of every known
couga remedy, you probably could
not get as much real curative power
at there is in this simple
couah syrup, which is easily prepsred
in a few minutes.
Get from any druggist 2V4 ounces
of Pinex, pour it into a pint bottle
and fill the bottle with syrup, using
either main cranulated sugar SVruii.
slarlfied molasses, honey, or corn
syrup, ss detired. The result is a
fiill pint of really better cough syrup
for
than you could buy ready-mad- e
three times the money. Tastes pleasant and never spoils.
This Pine and Syrup preparation
frets right st ths cause of cough and
It
gives almost immediate relief.
loosens ths phlegm, stops the natty
throat tickle ana heals the- - sors, irritated membranes so gently snd sasily
that it is really astonishing,
A day's uss will usually overcome
the ordinary cough and for bronchitis,
croup, hoarseness and bronchial asthma, thsrs is nothing better.
Pinsx is a most valuable concentrated compound of genuine Norway
pins extract, and has been used for
generations to brssk severs coughs.
To avoid disappointment, ask your
ounces of Pinex"
druggist for "2
with full directions, and don't accept
to giro
else.
Guaranteed
anything
or --money
tstisfsetion
absolute
promptly refunded. Ths fines Co.,
Ft, Wsyae. lad.
"ready-made-

horns-mad-

e

There is a ieason Why the
Out of the High Rent District, no Managers, no Delivery, no
Charge Accounts; Buying for Spot Cash From the Leading
Eastern Manufacturers, and Eliminating any Unnecessary Expense, that's why we Guarantee Ydu Better Merchandise, newer Styles, for less than any mail order house in the country.
WE SPECIALIZE IN EXCLUSIVE LADIES'
MILLINERY, SHOES AND HOSIERY
READY-TO-WEA-

Silk Plush
Coats . . . .

Ladies' Wool Sport

$16.95

Ladies Suite
velours, trico-tinand serges, fur trimmed or emall-wo-

ol

broidered

$1.49

Hose

Tuxedo Sweater Coats, in
the newest and most desirable comc a
binations
All-wo-

es

QOfi fa C
QAV.UO

now

ol

no
VtVO

now

518 WEST CENTRAL
Store
Main Street The Store That Sells for Less
on
The Last

A Timely Suggestion.
This is the season of the year
when the prudent and careful
houaewlfe replenishes her supply
of Chamberlain's Cough Remedy. It
is almost certain to be needed before the winter is over and result
are much more prompt and satishand and
factory when it is kept at indication
given as soon as the first
of a cold appears and before it has
become settled in the system. There
is no danger in giving it to children
as it contains no opium 'or other
harmful drug.

"Gels-It- "

LEGAL NOTICE

New Mexico Steel Co. Inc.

WSirVSAeVW 4
38b
(REPUBLICATION.)
NOTICE I'OB IT'BIJCATIUN.
Department ot the InteWnr, U. S. Land
Office, at Bants Fe, N. M., Oat. 6.

Boilermaker

2100 S. Second

Notice la hereby flv.n that Salome
Montoya y Chtivez, of Alameda. N. M.,
who. on December 7, 19J7. made home
ttad -- niry. No. OJms. for E'4
EH SWH 6E4. E',4 BE!4 NW14
E..
N., range
(ectlon 27, tnwn.hlp
N. M. P. meridian, haa filed nntlea of
Intention to make three-yeproof, ts
deeatAbllsh claim to the land abtv
scribed, befote U. S. Commissioner, AlN.
M..
19:1.
cn
November
It,
buquerque.
Claimant names as witness,.: Qulrlnn
Coulter, Jacobo Medina, AuKuetln Alfaraa.
Nestor I'axhecho. all of Chllllll, N. M.
A. M. BEROERE. Register.

ef the

x
r
Bach CannuTf? uimA
lt.il i'iI nvt'v JfJbear,
name t&"uV
l lull

C. H. CARNES
SPECIALIST IN OCULAB
JIEFRACTION
107 S. Fourth.
Phono 1057--

No. 12982.

Morrow,
Plaintiff, vs.
Charleg Chadwlck & Company,
a corporation, and Joseph Skinner, 'Defendants.
Notice In hereby given that on
the 13th day of September, 1921,
the District Court of Bernalillo
County in cane No. 12982, In which
W. T. Morrow was plaintiff and
Charles Chadwlck ft Company, a
Corporation, and Joseph Skinner
Inquire
were defendants, did render judgment in favor of the plaintiff In
the sum of $333.93, with interest
thereon at the rate ot six per cent
per anrium from the first day oi
April, 1921, until paid. ttnd for
court costs In the sum of $13.00.
and did in said Judgment appoint
the undersigned as Special Master,
and ordered and directed him to
sell at public vendue one certain DAY AND NIGHT SESSIONS
Eulck
touring car
1916. and
automobile. Model 5
to apply the proceeds thereof to
the satisfaction of said Judgment;
rounded) with an Atmosphere
ot Business.
and In obedience to said order I
will on the 7th day of November,
A thorough course In this i
1921, at the hour of ten o'clock
school would prepare yon for I
a. m., at the Morrow Garage, No
m worth-whil- e
,
313 West Silver avenue, offer for
position.
rale the said automobile to satisfy
1
ENROLL
NOW.
the cald judgment Interest, costs
1
and expenses of the said sale,
which shall be subject to the approval of the court. The amount
of the Judgment, Interest arid costs
MIMEOGRAl'H
on the date of the sale will be
TYPEWRITER
Mas$358.60, besides the Special
CARBON PAPERS
ter's fee and advertising costs.
GEORGE C. TAYLOR,
Special Master.

FOR SALE
WATER MOTOR
JOURNAL OFFICE

"G.to4t-En- rf.

Pain-

ful Calluen
odCaraa
Not enly liard
knlfa Into the fleih.
coma or aoft coma but every kind of
corn or callua aurrendera to "Gets-It,- "
and peela right off. It take. )aH a tew
econda to atop the pain with two or
three drop. Oo to your druKgist today.
Costs but a
Oat a bottle of "Oeta-It- "
trifle everywhere. Your money back II
Mfd. by E. Lawrence A
not fattened.
Sold In Albuquerque by
Co., Chicago.
Alvarado J'harmacy.

,

STOiCH

X

Albright
&-An-

a Journr'. Want

Try

Wind Shield

UPSET?

Glass-Lumb-

PRINTERS
BINDKRS
STATIONERS

I

er

BAI.IIKI. OB I.UMIIKR CO.
dvuiu t'lrai nireei.
i nsns v

C.
42:

derson

Ad.

148

West Gold Ave

Get at the Real Cause Take
Dr. Edwards' Olive Tablets

Gallup Egg
Phone 251

LUMBER
ALBUQUERQUE

"

GLASS. PAINT,
CEMENT, PLASTER.
LUMBER COMPANY

428 NORTH FIRST STREET,

i

i

NEW FOUR ROOM HOUSE
Modern Conveniences Lot 30x142 Feet Close In

!iM

for kidnew,
fhs world's standard, remedy
, . .
.
liver, piaaoer ana one acta irouoits ana
National Remedy of Holland sines '169&

L,.,

Tbrss siiss, all druggists.

Ousrsnued.

n a.n

lawk for lbs asm Cohl MaWal
and ssewt
iasltatisa
.

(Br the AiumaKd
Buenos Aires, Got. 81. W. H.
Robertson, American consul general hers, received another threatening lattsr today, written in WIN
rate Spanish, saying death' was
for him in case the Italians
Sacco and Vanzettl were executed in
Massachusetts and that a stick of
dynamite was la rtsdintis.

k.

82,650.00

Your Own Payment Cash

'

(

Aztec Fuel Company

For Sale

LETTER

RrHo

er

,DON'T(
DESPAIR

THREATENING

to

Safe

n,

S. ENVOY RECEIVES

1UI7-1-

BLADDER
5ncfe&.

T.

'

U,

rider.

tJ I.

.

for INDIGESTION

COLD MEDAL

U

Tel.

8E,

W.

Thia Com BemeTrr la Guaranteed.
R.llef from enrn suffering follows l lie
almoat a. quickapplication of "Oeta-It- "
ly a pais follow, til. thruat of a pin ur

ana
St.

1B21.

NOTICE OP SALE.
In the DUtrlct Court, State of New
Mexico County of Bernalillo.

The Corn
and Callus
Peeler

'

relief by regularly taking

R,

We Will Save You $10.00 to $15.00 On a Suit, Dress or Coat.

v

KHIOIDS

I

LADIES' SPECIALTY SHOP SELLS FOR LESS

That, what thousands of stomach
sufferers. are doing now. Instead of
taking tonics, or trying to patch up a
poor digestion, they are attacking the
real cause of the ailment clogged liver
and disordered bowels.
Dr Edwards' Olive Tablets arouse
the liver in a soothing, healing way.
When the liver and bowels are per
forminc their natural functions, awav
goes indigestion and stomach troubles.
Have you a bad taste, coated tongue,
feeling,
poor appetite, a lazy, don't-car- e
no ambition or enertrv. trouble with
it far richer in the (at
undigested foods? Take Olive Tablets
the substitute for calomel.
soluble A vitamine1
Dr Edwards' Olive Tablets are a
ak.a Maim. It nlA
purely vegetable compound mixed with
ttrowih-bui- lds
healthl
PLANTING OF APPLE
olive oil xou will know them by their
AT ALL DRUO 8T0RSS
olive colot They do the work without
AND
PEAR
ORCHARDS
ecxw
and
0
PRICE,
cramps or pain.
M
BoBkxwrfl.U,
-,
).
A
Scott
BEING ENCOURAGED piping,
Take one or two at bedtime for quick
OF
MAKERS
relief. Eat what you like. 15c and 30c
ALSO
The Jsuoal t
(Special CermpoiHience
Las Cruces, N. M.. Oct. 31. S. 8.
Hookland, general manager of ths
Farm Bureau Marketing sssocia-Uoannounced today it la expect-- d
r
OraasriM)
(Tablsts
to sign up between 260 and 311
acres ot commercial cabbage In the
Mesiua vaney tor next year s pro
IMOnk
ductton.
"Ths association," hs added, "Is
also snoouraging the planting ol
apple and peat orchards. It is expected that ssvsral hundred aero,
orchard of eighty
including on
acres, will be planted this fall snd
next spring. Bartlett pears, Jonathan, Delicious, King David and
Roma Beauty apples art ths favorites in this vslley."
.,,.5
From another source It was
V
learned that growers in Dons, ana
If you arc troubled with pains or county
will put about 600 acres in
aches; feel tired have headache, cantaloupes for ths 1922 sssson.
matter will be dacidsd upon
indigestion, insomnia t painful This
a meeting ot growers called foi
psssaea of urine, vou will find at
November 6 in Las Crucss,
y

nITAtflNES'

yourii

ritory by conquest; she would not
accept it as a gift.
Unoccupied Lands.
"Within her borders lie unoccu
pied lamis sufficient to sustain
sue
population trenie mat wmcn she
now has. Well, indeed, may
rest content a friend to all nations
and, so far as her people are aware,
without an enemy in tne woria.
Th com ns conference, there
fore, presages no arbitrament of
the sword. It is an ordeal not of
battle but of faith."
Discussing the argument in congress whether the army should
he
comprise 100,000 or 160,000. Britrepeated the observation of aexcess
ish statesman that "its only
is in its moderation."
He recalled tne emDarsanon o
America during the war on a naval
program, designed to maae m
American navv eauai to that of anyother power, and continued:
Rcdupefl Appropriation.
There was no criticism of that
prudent action then. That program
was In process or execution m
early part of the present year.,
Suddenly there came a cnongn. ma
r.reatilent announced his intention
Practiof calling a conference.
cally simultaneously at the instigacongress
tion of the president,
normal appropriation
u,uu,uuw,
from $184,000,000 to
the inwhich, taking Into account materiand
ot
labor
costs
creased
als, represented barely forty per
cent of the sum which ordinarily
would be allotted. In consequence
the present rate of naval construction is about forty per cent of the
.
normal."
Furthermore, he commented,
preof
congress
the stipulation
vents "in any event except war
the beginning of the buildbeing of a warship of any type
fore July 1, 1922.
The deduction was unreslstible,
he continued.
"The president," he said, "seems
to say by his acts that the way to
disarm is to disarm. Even so, his
clear vision Is dimmed by no illu-he
sion. None knows better than
that the traditions of centuries
cannot be swept aside overnight,
none more fully realizes that to atJeopardl7
tempt too much is to
the prospect of any fulfillment.
Conditions Must Change.
Whatever the outcome of
the Washington deliberations,
he declared, "conditions can- '
not remain the same. With the
ending of the conference will
surely come to the hearts of
hundreds of millions either
gladdening hope or deepening- .
reladespair. So, too, with the countlons of our beloved
friend
of
tries. The bonds
which
ship and forbearanoe,
now hold us more closely together than ever before in ft
century, - are bound to be
or relsxed by
strengthened
what happens in Washington.
.
If we cannot act in unison
now, there is slight reason to
believe we evev can.
"The
project' of raising from
the straining backs of peoples the
burdens of great armaments offers s. lint of less resistance than
was ever before presented. No
less essential is the removal of the
causes of war which still hover
over the Pacific. More difficult;
but is not a happy augury to be
found in the fact that all such
dread possibilities
have disappeared from the Atlantic?
conference
"Ths "Washington
marks only the blazing of the
trail, only ths beginning. Tet
greater works are to follow in fulfillment of the common aspira
tions of all mankind, pursuant, ws
may well believe, to ths design of
Aimignty uoa.

I

;

,

.See

Balance Same as Rent
'

F. H. STRONG or L. C. BENNET
, Phone 75.

November 1, 1921.
m
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FOR HEROISM

THE WORLD

officer went out ahead of his first
line toward a machine gun nes:
and worked his way around its
flank, leaving two soldiers in front.
When he got within ten yards of
the gun it ceased firing, and four
of the enemy appeared, three of
whom worn shot by Lieutenant
Woodfill. The fourth, an officer,
rushed at Lieutenant Woodfill,
who attempted to club the officer
After a hand to
with his rifle.
hand struggle, Lieutenant Woodfill
killed the officer with his pistol.
His company continued to advance
until shortly afterwards anotner
machtne sun nest was encountered.
Knees Heavy Fire.
"Calling on his men to follow.
Lieutenant Woodfill rushed ahead
in the face of heavy fire from the
nest, and when several of the enemy appeared he shot them, capturing three other members of the
crew and silencing the gun. A few
minutes later, this officer, for the
third time, demonstrated conspicuous daring by charging another
machine gun position, killing five
men in one machine gun pit with
his rifle. He then drew his revolver and started to Jump into the
pit when two other gunners, only
a few yards away, turned their gun
on him.
"Failing to kill them with his
revolver, he grabbed a pick and
killed both.
Inspired by the exceptional courage as displayed by
this officer, his men pressed on to
their objective under severe shell
and machine gun fire."
Promoted to Cnptnlney.
For this act of herosim, Wood-fil- l
was promoted to a captaincy
and, in addition to the congressional medal, was awarded the
logion of honor (Cavalier), and the
Croix de Guerre (with palm), by
France, and the Order of Prince
Panilo I( fifth class) by Monte
negro.
He has been In the army twenty
years. He was a
officer when tho United States entered the war and after the armistice, reentered the regular army as
an enlisted man.

WIDOWS OF HATFIELD AND CHAMBERS
TO TELL SENATE OF MINGO CONDITIONS

GALLONS OF

WINE SEIZED

otf?

r

Pasre Three

DRY

Iden

BK

LI OFFICE

fcr

AN OLD

ALBUQUERQUE, N.MEX.
STORC WITH A NEW

SPIRIT

5)

Three barrels of wine, containing a total of ninety-sevewere seized uy orficials of the
local prohibition enforcement office yesterday afternoon in a raid
at the store of Leo lionaguidi, 811
North Second avenue..
In addition to tho large haul of
(By TI10 Associated Trees.)
wine, the officers secured twenty-fiv- e
Washington, Oct. 31. Examind
bottles of
beer
ation o war records by General
and two gallons of corn whiskey.
desigPershing hus resulted in the Wood-fill
The wet goods were round in the
nation of Hergeant Samuel
basement under the place.
as the American infantryman
who through heroism during the
Bnmigiildl was arraigned before
world war is most entitled to repCommissioner D. F. McDonald and
t -a
his bond was fixed at $250. He Is
resent the Infantry at the armistice
charged with both the manufacday ceremonies for America's unture and possession of intoxicants.
known soldier.
El
home
whose
Prohibition officials point out
Sergeant Woodfill,
is given as Belleview, Ind,, but who
the manufacture of wine from
thut
Mrs. "Sid" Hatfield, left, and Mrs. Edward Chambers, photographed at
now is stationed at Fort Thomas,
fruit
juices Is not allowed, althe
to
capitol.
In
response
Ky., arrived today
though there Is an impression that
orders and on being received by
Mrs. "Sid" Hatfield and Mrs. Edward Chambers, widows of the two it is.
Secreary Weeks, was informed his
noted mine-wcharacters who were Bhot down on the steps of the
act of heroism was regarded by
McDowell county, W. ,Va., courthouse, are in Washington to testify be- MINSTREL SHOW AT
his former commander as "outfore the senate committee investigating tho civil war which has been
standing" among the exploits of all
CRYSTAL
PLEASING
raging in West Virginia between the coal operators and miners. Mrs.
Infantry officers and men who
oaw service in France.
Hatfield has been made a widow twice by this war. Sha married HatTO LARGE AUDIENCE
Killed J Germans.
field shortly after her first husband, Mayor Testerman of Matewan,
The act of Sergeant Woodfill
W. Va., was shot and killed in a battle between the miners and Baldwin
Btisby'H minstrels, now in their
which caused General Pershing to
Felts detectives.
thirty-thir- d
year, pleased a largo
unknown
place him a virtually
audience at the crystal theater last
hero with Sergeant Alvin C. York,
in
night,
spite of the fact that the
of the Tennessee mountains, and
show followed the famous Georgia
Major Charles S. Whittlessey, Ocof
minstrels and possibly lacked a
A
the "lost battalion," occurred
little of coming up to the high
tober 12, 1918, during the
a
standard set by that attraction.
offensive, when he, as
The opening part of the prolieutenant. Bllenced three machine
BY
gram drew heavy applause fronj
guns, killing nineteen of the enemy,
tho audience, particularly the clevincluding one officer, and capturer dancing of the end men and the
ing three others.
s
soon
One
solo of the troupe's leader.
A portion of the final report
(BY TIIIC ASSOCIATE!) PHESS.)
of
the dancers' was forced to re
to be submitted by General Persh31.
we
President
Oct.
of
Indeed
Washington,
humanity,
though
made
to four encores and was
ing to Secretary Weeks wasfollowCAPTAIN OF FISHING .
part as well as we were spond
Harding issued a proclamation to bore our
go
only stopped then by lack o(
public today, nnd has the
us
little
left
able,
comparatively
Woodfill:
No
breath.
of
DROWNED night designating Thursday,
SCHOONER
Sergeant heroism of
ing to say
scarred. It is for u to recognize
The
was
to
the
olio
not
was
mark
of
as
the
a
24.
vember
up
"Outstanding
thanksgiv- that we have been thus favored
day
lieutenant Samuel Woodfill, I if th
earlier in the evening.
ing, devotion and prayer and urg and when we gather at our altars established
(By The Andrttlalfd
The
was
a repetition of
division, in attacking single handed
of
monologue
Toss
31.
Sherwood's and Queen Quality Shoes,
E. P. Reed Shoes, $11.00
Oct.
West, Fla.,
ing the people to give thanks "for to offir up thanks, wo will do well material used by a Georgia
minGerman machine gun nests, near theKey
D I
captain of the fishing schooner all that has been rendered unto to pledge, in all humility and all strel
to
values.
$8.00 to $10.50 values.
roll$13.50
Cunel and killing the crews of each
whilo
Special,.
the
artist,
hoop
owned by the Saunders them," and to pray "for a con sinceriiy, our purpose to prove
in turn, until reduced to the ne- Virginia,
of Pensacola, was tinuance of the divine fortune deserving. We have been raised up ing exhibition also paralleled an
Special
Fish
company,
a
with
last
Women's black kid, turn sole, French
act seen In tho show here earlier
cessity of asEa lilting the all. And reported in a radio message today. which has been ghowered so gener- and
preserved in national power
pick, dispatching ihem
Women's tan calf, welt sole, Cuban
schooner, disabled, was picked ously upon this nation." The pro- and consequence, as part of a plan In the fall. One of the dancing
Heel Boots.
of Sergeant Alvin C. York, of the The hv
went
acts
were
and
well
ana clamation follows:
there
very
a steamer
whose wisdom we cannot quesHeel Boots.
Cuban
welt
Eighty-secon- d
Women's
black
division, in captur- tnwed to Tortugns. yesterday
sole,
kid,
of
the
which
No mention
number
closing
"That season has come when tion. Thus believing, we can do parts
ing 132 Germans after his patrol
Women's black calf, welt sole French
Heel Boots.
made of the rrew, which
in pursuance of a devout peo no less than hold our nation the provoked much mirth.
alike
wiis literally surrounded and out- wai
would number about fifteen - ple a
custom and in willing instrument of the ProviHeel Boots.
Women's brown calf, welt sole, Cuban
numbered ten to one; and Major
the radio stated that the maste- grateful recognition
of favoring dence which har) so wonderfully
SUSPECT IN BELKNAP
Charles S. Whittlesey and his men l:ut
black kid, welt sole Sport
Women's
Heel
Boots.
anu
overooara
division had been washed
national fortunes, it is proper that favored
Seventy-sevent- h
us.
of the
Opportunity for
hurricane.
CASE IS REPORTED IN
Heel Boots.
Women's Brown kid, welt sole, Cuban
the president should summon the great service awa;:s
us lr we shall
when their battalion was cut off lost during the
nation to a day of devotion, of prove equal to it. Let our prayers
refusing to
Women's tan calf, Sport Heel Boots.
in the Argonne, in
A NUMBER OF CITIES
Heel Boots.
thanksgiving for blessing bestowed he raised for direction In the right
surrender and holding out until EDITOR IS ARRESTED
Women's black kid, welt sole, Cuban
for guidance in paths. Under God, our responsiof
and
prayer
relieved."
ON A LIQUOR CHARGE modes of life, that may deserve
Bj The AssoctRreO fress.)
Heel Boots.
(Story Told In Citation.
bility is great: to our own first,
Women's new fall Pumps and OxLead, S. I)., Oct. 31. Andrew
continuance of divine favor.
The story of Sergeant Woodwill's
to
to
men
manall
all
afterwards,
miner
in
wanted
Rolando,
here
Fren.1
our
officers
The
wait
Airlnt
fords in the new tan, brown and
"Foremost
among
blessings,
said by army
(1t
exploit
connection with the shooting of
31. C. is the return or peace, and the ap- kind in God's own Justice.
Ariz.. Oct.
Fhoenix,
to be told most concisely in the cit.
G.
Green
Daniel
black
Warren
"Now,
Women's
therefore,
II.
Slip
Comfy
A.
styles; endless variety.
Father
Wedlast
the Louis Grass, editor of The
Belknap
which accompanied
tation
proach to normal ways again. The
president of the United nesday, is variously reported in
Values to $9.50
and
leather
a magazine published In year has brought us again Inlo Harding,
pers,
award to him of the congressional
States,
hereby designate Thursday, a number of cities in anonymous
This citation this citv. was arrested today by relations of amity with all nations, the twenty-fourtmedal of honor.
h
buck soles
of Novem- letters which began
Special
officials, after a long period of struggle ami ber to be observed day the
arriving tofederal
reads:
by
people, day to city and county officials in
turbulence. Thankful,
therefore, as a day of thanksgiving,
"For conspicuous gallantry and charged with possessing and transdevotion, numbers. One said he is In New
He was we may well unite in the hope
intrepidity above and beyond thev porting liquor,T. illegally.
urging that at their York. In the meantime, officers
B. Henke, United that Providence will vouchsafe ap- and prayer;
taken before
call 61 duty in action with the
hsides
and
heart
their
altars,
they sent from here have been search
and was proval to the things we have done, will
at Cunel. France, October 12, States commissioner,
thanks for all that has ing Wyoming, running down clues
the aims which have guided us, been give
While he was leading his released under bond of $2,500.
1918.
unto them, and will without results.
rendered
inBrass was one of the principal the aspirations which have
company against the enemy, his
pray for a continuance of the Di
line came under heavy machine witnesses for the prosecution in spired us. We ihall be prospered vine fortune which has been be A man held at Casper proved to
the wrong man and tonight
$9.00. Spe., $5.95
out
we
hold
cases
to
as
shall
deserve
criminal
which
threatened
the
growing
prosperity,
gun fire
so generously upon this the officers
were doubling back
on seeking not alone for the material showered
up the advance. Followed by two of the Bishee deportations
nation.
to
in
Sheridan
of
a man
pursuit
soldiers at twenty-fiv- e
yards, the1 July 12. 1917.
things but for those of the spirit
T
"In witness whereof,
have whose trail at first
Girls new fall models in black, tan and
led them from
as well; earnestly trying and help- hereunto
(JJQ
set my hand and caused Sheridan.
brown leather Boots; values to $6. On sale at.
before
all
els'?,
others
ing
asking,
to be affixed, the seal of tho Unit
Officials virtually admitted that
the privilege of service. As wo ed States of America.
the effort to capture Rolando was
render thanks anew for the exalMisses' Patent Lace Shoes, white, grey, brown
at the capitol of the Unitfor the present.
tation which came to us, we may ed "Doug
States this 31st day of October, hopeless
and
black tops. $7.00 values, for
fittingly petition that moderation in the
of Our
and wisdom shall be granted to hundred yearand twenty-on-Lord, nineteen
of REQUEST DEPARTMENT
nnd
Misses'
Educator Shoes, in black kid and calf,
rest upon all who are in authority, tho Independence of the United
OF EDUCATION IN THE
in they tasks Uey must discharge. States, the one hundred
and
lace
button. $6.00 values, for
forty-sixtand
Their hands will be steadied, their
PRESIDETS CABINET
purposes strengthened, in answer
Misses' patent, kid and calf, button and
(Signed)
to our prayers.
"WAnrtRN O. HARDING,
(My The Associated Fresa.)
lace
Shoes. $4.00 value, for
For
"Ours has been a favored naPresident.
the
By
Washington, Oct. 31. A comtion in the bounty wruch God has
CHARLES R. HUGHES,
promise agreement among adminbestowed upon it. The great trial
"Secretary of State."
istration officials and leaders in
congress providing for creation of
Infants Shoes
a department of education and
In completely by morning, and you MIAMI
The nicest cathartic-laxativ- e
turn
WILL
SMELTER
Infants'
sole Shoes, in patent, "
topublic welfare was indicated
tho world to physic your liver and will feel splendid.
"They work
an
to
be
in
reached
kid and calf, button and lace. Made
the
day
likely
Children's Patent Lace Shoes, white,
bowels when you have Dizzy Head- while you sleep." Cascarets never
REOPEN ABOUT NOV. 20
near future. A petition for a de
ache, Colds, Biliousness, Indiges- stir you up or gripe like Salts, Pills,
over Foot Form Lasts. Sizes 2 to
brown
and
black
grey,
of
seceducation
with
a
partment
Oil
or
cost
is
and
Acid
Stomach
or
only
Calomel,
they
tion,
Upset,
f
d-(By The Aimuriiitrd rrea.)
A
8. Extra good
of education in the cabinet,
retary
candy-lik- e
"Cascarets." One or two ten cents a box. Children love Casvalue.
$6.00
tops.
Q
,:.
Globe, Ariz., Oct. 31. Announcewas given President Harding by a
values.'
tonight will empty your bowels carets too.
ment was made tonight that the
Mrs.
committee, t which included
Thomas G. Winter, president of
Internationalcompany
Smelting
Children's black kid and calf, button
Boys Shoes
the General Federation of Wom(SSSGIAL DISATCM to MOSNINfl JOUffNALJ
will blow in one reverberatory fur
and lace Shoes.
en's clubs. The committee was preScout Style Shoes.
nace at its Miami smelter about
Boy
Santa Fe, Oct. 31. Examfltf)
frey
sented by Representative Towner
November 20, after a shut down of
ination of the Occidental Life
Sizes 2i2 to 512
$4.00 values
or lowa and Senator Sterling of
six months due to the small deInsurance company, of Albuhoutn Dakota, who are sponsoring
Boy Scout Style Shoes.
mand for copper.
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Sergeant Designated As the

One Most Entitled to Represent Infantry at Burial
of Unknown Soldier.
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Big Sale Now in Progress
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OUR SHOE SECTION HAS PLANNED

home-brewe-
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TWO WEEKS' SALE OF WOMEN'S MISSES', BOYS'
:
AND CHILDREN'S SHOES

NOVEMBER 24 DESIGNATED AS
THANKSGIVING DAY
HARDING

A

Remarkable Selling of Women
The entire stock of Women's H igh Shoes

Hi gh Shoes

on sale at greatly

reduced prices.
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Special Prices for Girls and Misses
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Constipated Bowels, Sick Headache,
Sour Stomach, Bilious Liver

Children's Shoes

EXAMINATION OF
OCCIDENTAL LIFE
STARTED MONDAY
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Many "Grown Folks" Feel the Joy
Children With New Toy.
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Revitalize Wornout
Exhausted Nerves
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Ml
ITS

GUARD

of

Commerce

Urges Merchants to Co
operate in Securing Mo
tor Transport Corps.
Albuquerque merchants are eo
operating with the chamber of
commerce officials to secure one or
two additional national guard units
soon to be placed In some, city In
the state. A motor transport unit
Is to he established in the state
soon "at a point which can support
uch an organization," states an official letter received at the chamber yesterday. A motor company
will carry numerous supplies and
would be a very valuable asset to
the city.
About ninety men, including officers, would form the troop, which
would have as equipment several
motor trucks and other similar

paraphernalia.
"Albuquerque Is the logical point
for the company," V. It. McKee.
secretary of the chamber of com-

merce, claimed yesterday, "and I
believe we can secure it if all of
the merchants and other employers
in the city signify their intention of
standing firmly behind such a
movement."
Many of the merchants have al
ready shown their Intention of co
operating in securing the company.
There is also to be established
within the next few months a sig
nal corps and a construction com
pany. The cities which show the
officials that they can recruit these
companies and can show the proper amount of interest in the movement will bo awarded the new

TYPHOID CLAIMS

'

troops.
,

Women bandits,

of which

con-

siderable has been heard of late,
are not new in America. In the
early nineties a section of Idaho
was terrorized by a band of six
who, when rounded
Up at Salmon City, on April 4,
1 892, were
found to bo ad women,
dressed in men's clothes.
stage-robber-

s,

BY

1

t

OF NEAR GHIlIL
Epidemic Getting, Worse in
Mountain Section; Impure
Water the Cause; Health
Office Rules Disregarded.
Five, typhoid deaths have occured
at Chilili during the past few days,
according to a report of Dr. J. F.
Docherty, health officer, who has
made another Inspection trip to
that section.

The typhoid epidemic has been
two
running at Chilili for aboutvaccimonthB. Dr. Docherty has
nated all those who would submit
to medical attention and has repeatedly warned the residents that
their water Is very Impure and
should be boiled before being used
for drinking purposes. Most of
YOUR
the residents have disregarded this
:
advice with the result that the epiof
demic is increasing instead of dipain and torture
can be quickly relieved minishing.
"We have done everything posby an application of Sloan's
Liniment. It brings warmth, ease and sible to stop the epidemic," Dr.
Docherty declared yesterday, "but
comfort and lets you sleep soundly.
will not
if the
Always have a bottle handy and we are people
helpless to reapply when you feel the first twinge. lieve the practically
situation."
penetrates wthout rubbing.
It's splendid to take the pain out of BROTHER OF KING OF
tired, aching muscles, sprains and
SIAM ARRIVES IN U. S.
Strains, stiff joints, end lame backs.
For forty years pain's enemy. Ask
your neighbor.
Vancouver, B. C, Oct. 31. The
At all druggists 35c, 70c, $1.40. Prince of Lopburl, brother of the
king of Slam, arrived at Vancouver
today on the steamer Empress oi
Russia. Ho is making a pleasure
tour of the world and after a short
Painsl stav in America, will proceed to
enemvi i England.
The prince was educated In CamUBBK9
bridge university, England.
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Delfino Cordova, 12 Years
Old, Receives Internal In
On
juries in Accident
North Fourth Street Pike
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All Masons and their Ladies Are
Cordially Invited

Refreshments will be served.

high football game here Saturday
4
resulted in a victory for the Raton
team by a score of 10 to 0. The
score in itself does not inuicaie
clearly the closeness of the game,
for the normal boys kept the ball In
Raton territory throughout the last
half of the game except for a brief
1
f
time during which Raton scored a
drop-kicFour times the normal
got within a few yards of the lino
but were unable to t;ct over.
Normal kicked off to the visitors
who were up on their toes and
commenced making good gain?
from the very start. Toward the
end of the first quarter Katon got
the bail on a fumble behind nor
line and rushed
mal's twenty-yar- d
it for a touch down in two downs,
Dale Odell carrying the ball.
kicked
goal, making the
score
The remainder or me
first half was closely foilght ana
the ball was kept pretty far fr)m
both goals, the half ending with it
Itaton a ball on normal thirty-yar- d
line.
In the second half normal picked
on the offensive,
up, especially
making gains with considerable
in the tnira quarter
egularlty.
Raton got set about twenty-fiv- e
from
the
goal and directly in
yards
scor.
front. Gillespie
ng 3. In the same quarter Raton
two
of
ball
feet
the
within
got the
normal goal line and lost it on a the Prince of Wales and the British
fumble, normal punting out imme
dreadnaught Renown, on which
diately.
he has embarked.
In the last quarter It looked llKe
The Prince of Wales, home but a
anybody's game, for the normal
boys worked the ball to the two, Short time from his first trip to
four-yard
time
lines
three and
of the globe, has left
many
of Englandparts
after time. The clear head-wor- k
for India his first stop
Gillespie, Raton's captain and quar- pn another
g
jaunt
ter, kept the plunging of the normal Bis visit to India at this time
of
from getting over for a touchdown unrest
is
there
another indication
while the ball was in the danger
of
fearthe
and
prince's popularity
zone.
The normal boys do not feel dis lessness, British leaders point out
The
to Britain's throne will
heir
The
over
the
game.
couraged
team was short Ferguson, the two tfsit Canada and possibly the U. S.
Naylors, McMillan, Hughes and during his trip.
Elliott, and though only Ferguson,
Alvin Naylor and Hughes were regulars, the general feeling is that
with these men in and the opportunity to shift a little more, the result might have been different. The
visitors played fast and heady football for high schoolers, showing
AN
considerable experience, especialliy
in the back field.
Creecy, at left half, was a constant ground gainer for the visitors.
The real star for the gold and
SAYS
black, however, was Odell at full
back, whose line plunging and
hard tackling showed up to great
advantage. Raton interference was
lississlppian Says It
especially good.
For the normal the work of
Have a Tendency to Al
and
noticeable
Hursh
and
was
made
Hilgers
good gains.
Hopping
lay Much of the Opposi
at quarter is beginning to show a
tion
to the Chairman.
real football style in his own playing. Pankratz, for whom this was
(By The Aasoclnted l'rma.)
the first game, did some good
St. Louis, Mo., Oct. 31 (by the
tackling.
Associated
line-uDemocratic
The
Press.)
here toRaton. national committeemen
Normal.
r. e
Kellerman night for the first committee meetSuter
tomorrow
since last year's camRouse ing
r. t
Nelson
r. g
Caton
Mausby paign were limiting discussion almost
to
c
prospects of Chairsolely
Craig
Stapp
Pankratz
g
Bussey man Georpe White being succeeded
another.
1.
t
Gordon
Hlggins by
Chairman White today issued a
1. e
Williams
Gallegos
statement in which he said he has
q.
Gillespie
b.(Capt.)
Hilgers
no
idea of Bubmlttin;? his resignar. h
Carroon
Creecy
1. h
Murphy tion "unless all elements of the
Hopping
can agree on some one to
b
Odell
party
Hursh (Capt.).f.Substitutions:- Raton Healy for succeed me."
"There will be an harmonious
Normal Gutierrez for
Mausby.
of the committee,"
Carroon.
Summary of scoring: said J. F. Costollo.
committeeman
Goal after
Touchdown Odell.
Goal from form the Distil? of Columbia.
touchdown Gillespie.
Neither
Senator Carter Glass, of
field (drop kick), Gillespie. Score:
Virginia, nor Thomas B. Love, of
Raton, 10; normal, 0.
Officials: Referee, Kroenlg. Urn Texas would comment on the renlre. Foster: head linesman. Bull organization move.
Chairman White's supporters are
and
Burrell
Ion:
counselling for harmony.
Among
Dean.
Something over 200 people at the foremost of these, Senator Pat
tended the game, more than half of Harrison, of Mississippi, asserted
Chairman White's report to
them students. Normal piays ua that committee
tomorrow would be
the
ton at Raton next Saturday.
an "eye opener" and intimated it
have
would
a
tendencey to allay
Miss Blna M. West of Port Hu
ron. Mich., who has been men much of the opposition to the chairtioned for a place on the advisory man.
Whether Chairman White's supcounsel of the American delega
C.
tion to the Washington arms con porters would agree to Daniel
former internal revenue
Roper,
ference, was a school teacher in
her early career, and the first commissioner, as the incumbent's
woman In the state of Michigan to successor had not been definitely
Among the candidates
serve on a local board of school ex Indicated.
mentioned for Mr. White's place
aminers.
was Mr. Roper, who was said to be
supported by W. Q. McAdoo.
1

0.

drop-kicke-

ggL

RAPIDLY; SHEEP

WHITE'S REPORT

'EYE OPEHER'

HARRISON

Gal-leg-

BIRTHDAY OBSERVED
BY ARMS DELEGATES
(Br The AMOrlsted Vrtvi.)
On Board the Japanese Special.

VIR6INfA

"Oh, boy,

just
lead me to it!"

Oct. SI. "When in Rome we must
do as the Romans do," said Admiral
Baron Kato today, addressing his
fellow Japanese on the train on ob
servance of the birthday of Empe
ror Yoshlthlto. ' It is the custom
in our country," he continued, "to
propose over the cup the health
and prosperity of his majesty. But
as in this country, the cup is not
used, I shall merely propose three
banzais."
Then the Japanese imperial acclaim pealed forth as tho train
speeded over the prairies of South
Dakota. Admiral Kato and Prince
tendered their
have
Tokugawa
deep appreciation to Alexander R.
Burr, special representative of the
state department, who met them at
Victoria, B. C, and is escorting
them to Washington.
At Mobrldge, the Japansee colony
numbering seventeen, assembled at
the station and presented Prince
Tokugawa with a box of cigars.

ARGUMENTS BEGIN IN
SOUTHARD CASE TODAY

Liggett

&

Mterj Tobacco Co.

with:

d erase, brothers power plant
This truck represents a big saving in
the initial investment as well as in
the upkeep cost.
size is $1000
The price of the lM-to- n
below the average price of 49 other
well known trucks. The price of the
1 ton size is $600 below the average
price of 16 other well known trucks

and for cktrettts
Virginia tobacco is the btst

A large rtrietf of body type
ton load
tot ton nd

A decided falling off of receipts
at the sheep markets at Kansas
City caused an increase of from
50 to 75 cents per hundred-weiglast week, according to a letter received by the secretary of the New

i

.

ht

Mexico Wool Growers' association
yesterday from the Wool Growers'
Commission oompany, a brokerage
organization instituted by the National Wool Growers' association.
The receipts only reached 23,000
head for the week. This is about
one day's business during the busy
seasons.
The demand for lambs and sheep
Is strong, feeding lambs being sold
up to $7.75 and lightweight yearlings from $6 to $6.75. There is
competition, according to the commission company, on fat ewes for
breeders, but the packers are buying them at better prices than the
breeders will pay.
"Another ray of sunshine for
the wool growers is that wool is
moving now," tho commission
house states. "And although there
is not any noticeable advance in
price, nearly all the 1320 crop is
in the hands of the manufacturers
and the 1921 crop is being rapidly
moved out of storage."

TIRE COMPANY WILL
FEATURE CITY IN A
NEW TRADE BOOKLET
Duke City is to be featured in
the new booklet soon to be Issued
by the Speckels "Savage" Tire
company of San Diego, Cal., ac
cording to a letter received from
the company yesterday bv the
chamber of commerce. A request
nas Deen made for a number of in
teresting pictures of the city and
surrounding country t& be used in
tne booklet.
The pictures sent the Home Mis.
sions board of the United Brethren
in Christ have been returned to
tne chamber, after being renro
duced in picture slides. The slides
win snow many phases of Albu
querque and will be used by the
mission board in a pictorial lecture
being prepared on New Mexico
The lecture will be given by the
mission lecturers throughout North
America,

MEMENTOES PRESENTED
TO

HARDING,

HUGHES

(Br The Aniodatrd PrcaO
Washington, Oct. 31 Mementos

or tne oeaication last June of Sul
grave Manor, ancestral home in
England, of Washington, were pre
sented to President Harding and
Secretary Hughes today by a delegation representing the Sulgrave
institution.
The mementos included photo
grapns or ine manor and of re
cently erected statues of Washing'
ton in London and Liverpool and
two huge scrap books, containing
autographs of prominent members
of the American, English and Can
adian branches of the Institution.

IDLE FOR TWELVE
MONTHS

OKIQAN

IS ON JOB AGAIN
"Only a man who has to work
knows what it means
to get back on the job after not
lick
a
of work for a whole
hitting
year. I lost twelve months straight
time on account of stomach trou
ble. One of the worst cases I
guess a man ever had. Tanlao not
only made me a well man again
but built me up nineteen pounds in
weight. I am writing all my friends
in other cities to tell them of the
wonderful news."
Tho above statement was made
n
by George B. Lowe,
employee of the Goodyear Tire and
Rubber Co.. living at 451 McGowan
St., Akron, Ohio.
Tanlao Is sold tn Albuqueraue
by the Alvarado Pharmacy and bv
all other leading druggist everywhere. Adv.

for

Twin Falls, Idaho, Oct. 31. Arguments will begin in the Lyda
Meyer Southard, murder trial hero
at 2 o'clock Tuesday, This was ths
last announcement of court this
afternoon following the statement
by the attorneys for the prosecution that the state rested at 3:40
o'clock. The defense closed at 11:20
this morning.
Practically the entire day was
given to the cleaning up of loose
ends in the testimony by both sides.
Half a. dozen witnesses were put
on in quick succession to establish
Good Health.
some certain point developed late
If you wish to enjoy good health.
in the trial. There was little cross keep your bowels regular.
No one
examination on either side.
can , reasonably hope to feel well,
when constipated.
When needed,
SAND STORM JAZZ TOXIGHT take Chamberlain's Tablets.
They
COLLEGE INN,
aro mild and gentlo,
well-know-

J

Brothers
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Delfino Cordova, a
girl, received serious internal
vesterday when she was run
over by an automobile driven by
O Donneii on tne iNortn
M.
Mrs.
Fourth street road. The accident
happened where the Indian school
road, on which the cnlld lives,
branches from the main road.
Mrs. O'Donnell, who lives at 414
West Silver avenue, was driving
at a moderate speed along the
paved road toward Albuquerque.
At the point where the Indian
school road Joins the highway, two
children jumped unseen from the
rear of a wagon which was driving
and
north along the pavement,
started across the road directly in
front of Mrs. u i;onneu s car.
She stopped her automobile in
stantly but not before she struck
the little girl. The child was taken to her home, which is on the
Indian school road opposite the
Lockhard ranch, and Dr. J. F.
Pearce was called to give medical
attention. From the serious nature of the girl's Internal injuries it
is probable that the wheels of the
automobile passed over her body,
according to Dr. Pearce.
Last night Dr. Pearce stated
that the child was in a very serious condition as the result of the
accident.

R

time-keeper- s,

The principal address of the evening will be delivered by Brother Walter S. Trowbridge, D. D.,
of Santa Fe.

.

Raton Highs Take Long End
of 10 to 0 Score From
Las Vegas; Another Game
to Be Played Saturday.
(Special Cnrreipflndeore to The Journal.)
East Las Vegas, N. M., Oct. 31.
vs. Itaton
The normal academic

tPSiSsfe

AUTO IS

SERIOUSLY HURT

1

.Temple Lodge No. 6 will hold open house, Wednesday evening, November 2nd, Masonic Temple, at
8:30 o'clock. Program will include Musical numbers and addresses on

Al
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FIVE RESIDENTS

CHILD RUN OVER

50UAD

Special round trip railroad rates
of a fare and a half to the annual
convention of the New Mexico Educational association which will be
held in Albuquerque November 21
22 and 23 have been obtained,
it
was announced yesterday by John
Milne, state secretary of the state
association.
The special fare will be allowed
on the certificate plan, the teach
ers obtaining
certificates from
their county superintendents which
will entido them to the rate. These
certificates will bo mailed by the
stato association to the county su
perintendents for distribution. In
case a teacher falls to get the
proper certificate, she must obtain
a receipt for her ticket and apply
for a refund after the trip.
The program for the convention
new
One
is about completed.
speaker, Dr. Francis G. Blair, state
superintendent of public instruction of Illinois, was obtained yes
terday. He will speak in the place
of Mr. Maglll, of Washington, D.
C, who is unable to be present at
the convention.
The principal
woman speaker will be Miss Charle
O.
illiams. president of the Na
tional Kducational association.
V

PRINCE STARTING
SECOND JOURNEY
ABOUT THE GLOBE

GATE CITY GRID

TO CONVENTION

TO

BE ESTABLISHED
Chamber

TEACHERS WILL
RECEIVE RATES

November 1, 1921.

J. KORBER & COMPANY,
214-21- 6

Phone 783
Albuquerque, N. M.

North Second

f

DIES OP APPOPLEXY.
Charlotte, N. C.. Oct. 31. Frank
H. Fleer, 65, Philadelphia millionaire chewing gum manufacturer,
died suddenly tonight of apoplexy
at his country estate at

Incorporation or Tne Livestock and
Agricultural Loan Company of New
Mexico (No. 11196), with the endorsements thereon,
s same appears on file and of record in the
office of the Stato Corporation
Commission.
In Testimony Whereof, the State
Sophia Charlotte at her corona- Corporation
of the
tion as Queen of Prussia in 1701 State of NewCommission
has caused
wore jewels worth over a million this certificate Mexico
to be signed by its
thalors
unairman and the seal of said
Commission, to bo affixed at the
City of Santa Fe on this 25th day

Boils and Pimples
Are Danger Signals

They Denote withr Unfailing
i
a weaicenea
cnainiy
and Impure State
of the Blood.
For Absolute Relief You
Must Clear Your Blood
of Waste Products.

or

uctooer,

A. D. 1921,

HUGH H. WILLIAMS,
Chairman.
A. L. MORRISON, Clerk.

(Real)
Attest:

ARTICLES OF INCORPORATION
OF THE LIVESTOCK AND AGCOMRICULTURAL
LOAN
PANY OF NEW MEXICO.
We, the undersigned, hereby associate ourselves together for the
purpose of forming a corporation
under the laws of the state of New
Mexico, United States of America,
and hereby certify:
I.
The name of this corporation is
and, shall be The Livestock and Agricultural Loan Company of New
Mexico.

Modern life, with its rich foods
II.
Tho location of tho principal ofand lack of exercise, often advertises its effects by disfiguring the fice of the corporation in the state
of New Mexico shall be at the corsKin.
Acne, small absesses and bolls ner of Central avenue and Second
are all too common.
street in the city of Albuquerque,
In the State National Bank buildTo correct the basic trouble
wnste products the blood must be ing, Bernalillo county, and state of
New
But don't clog your
purified.
Mexico, and the person in
blood. Just clean it out. Nature charge of said office and upon
win ao the rest. Pure, rich, red whom process against the corporablood nourishes the body and tion shall and may be served is
Roy McDonald.
fights off disease.
S. S. S., the standard blood purIII.
The objects for which this corpoifier and system builder. Is the
Ideal remedy for skin eruptions. ration is formed are: To act as a
The effect of S. S. S. is to rid the financial institution in the making
system of the waste products of advances for, agrleultuial pur
which are causing the trouble. For poses, Including the breeding, rais
over 50 years 8. S. S. has proven Ing, fattening and marketing of
to be of unusual merit. Begin tak- livestock, and to discount and reing S. S. 8. today and write for 56 discount notes, drafts, bills of ex
page illustrated booklet, "Facts change and other negotiable instru
ments issued for such purpose.
About the Blood" free.
And in furtherance of the ob
Personal medical advice, with
out charge, may also be had by Jects of the corporation as herein
sending a complete description of before expressed and not in limlta
your case. Address Chief Medical tion of the powers conferred by the
Director, Swift Specific Co., 740 laws of New Mexico, or of the ob- 8. 8. Laboratory. Atlanta. Ga. jocts hereinbefore stated, it is here
All drug stores sell S. S. S.
by expressly
provided that said
corporation shall have and exercise
the following powers, that is to say:
To lend money and negotiable
NOTICE.
loans, to draw, accept, endorse, disThe partnership of M. W. count, buy and sell and deliver
Thompson and E. C. Morgan under bills of exchange, promissory notes.
and
coupons
the name of Builders' Supply com bonds, debentures,
pany, has been dissolved ana the other negotiable instruments and
business will be carried on in the securities; to give any guarantee
future by M. W. Thompson person for the payment of money or the
ally. .All obligations of the part performance of any obligation or
nership are assumed by M. W, undertaking; to acquire, Improve,
Thompson and all accounts owing manage, work, Indevelop and exerto the partnership will be collected cise all rights
respect of. lease,
M. W. THOMPSON.
mortgage, sell, dispose of, turn to
by horn.
deal with
and
account,
otherwise
E. C. MORGAN.
property of all kinds and in particular relating to agriculture of all
classes and description and lands
LEGAL NOTICE
and buildings.
NOTICE OF DISSOLUTION
Generally, to carry on and unNOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN dertake any business, undertaking,
to all those with whom the co- - transaction or operation commonly
on by capitalists, procarried
partnership firm of GOTTLIEB- - moters, financiers,
merchants and
BEER shall nave had commercial any other business which
may seem
correspondence and to all others to the company
capable of being
concerned that said
connecIn
on
carried
has been dissolved as of this conveniently
ALBERT tion withorthe above ortocalcrlated
date, the undersigned
enhance
directly
indirectly
BEER retiring from said business, the
value 6f or render profitable
MORRIS
and the undersigned
of
the
company's property or
GOTTLIEB agreeing to pay all any
and to buy and sell lands,
All ac- rights,
outstanding liabilities.
ranches and real estate of every
counts due said firm should be class
and description; to make, en
paid to said MORRIS GOTTLIEB, ter into and
execute contracts or
who Is authorized to receipt for
every kind and character, sealed
same In full.
with Individuals,
and
DATED, Albuquerque, New Mex firms, unsealed,
associations
and corpora
ico, this 81st day of Ouctober, tions; to
hold, purchase or other
1921.
wise acquire, to sell, assign, transMORRIS GOTTLIEB,
disfer, pledge or otherswise
ALBERT BEER.
or obligations
pose of notes
State of New Mexico, State Corpo of any person, firm or corration Commission of New Mex- poration, and mortgage or mortico. Certificate of Comparison. gages securing said notes or other
United States of America, State of evidences of Indebtedness.
New Mexico, ss.
IV.
It Is Hereby Certified, that the
The amount of the total
annexed is a full, true and comcapital stock of this
shall be $500,000. 0t (Five'
plete transcript of the Certificate of

Hundred Thousand Dollars) dlvid- - j
ed in Five Thousand shares of thek
par value of One Hundred Dollars?-each.
V.
The names and postofflce ad- -i
dresses of the incorporators and
the number of shares of thiscorpof
ration subscribed for by each re- -f
I
spectively are as follows:
Roy McDonald, Albuquerque, N.f
M.; 10 shares.
j
Gregory Page, Gallup, N. M.; 10
shares.
f
J. W. Poe, Koswell, N. M.; 19
snares.
O. P. Easterwood,
Clayton, N.

f
'

f,

iv snares.

E. Bigelow. Estancia, V, M.J
shares.
W. R. Morley. Magdalena. N. M.i
10 shares.
C. G. Mardorf, Santa Fe, N. M.J
10 shares.
W. D. Murray, Silver City, N. M.;
10 shares.
Victor Culberson, Silver City. N.
C.

10

M.; 10 shares.
the aggregate of which Is Nina
Thousand
Dollars, which Is the
amount of capital stock with which
this corporation shall commence

business.

vr.

The time of existence of this cor
poration shall be fifty years from
the date hereof.
In Witness Whereof we have
hereunto set our hands and seals
this the 24th day of October, A. D.
1921

W. D. MURRAY.

GREGORY PAGE.
JNO. W. POE.
O. P. EASTERWOOD.
C. E. BIGELOW.
WM. R. MORLEY.
.
C O. MARDORF.
ROY McDONALD.
VICTOR CULBERSON.

(Seal)
(Seal)
(Seal)
(Seal)
(Seal)
(Seal)
(Seal)
(Seal)
(Seal)
tSesn

State of New Mexico, Bernalillo
County, s.
On this 25th
day of October,
1921, before me personally appear
ed W. D, Murray. Gregory
Page,
John W. Poe, O. P. Easterwood.
C.
E. Bigelow, Wm. R. Morley, C. G.
Mardorf and Roy McDonald, to me
well known to be the same persons
described In and who executed the
foregoing instrument, and each acknowledged to me that he executed
and signed the same for the uses
and purposes therein mentioned
and that the same was the free act
and deed of each.
In Witness Whereof I have here-unset my hand and seal the day
and year above written.
HARRIET KIEF",
(Seal)
Notary Public,
My commission expires February
19, 1924.
Stnte
rf New Mexico, Santa Ft
'
'"'
V.
ss.
'
Ms 25th day of October,
I
191' ' "fore me personally appear
ed
Culberson, to me known w
to br une of the persons described
in and who executed the foregoing
Instrument and he acknowledged
to me that he executed and signed
the- - same for the uses and pur
poses therein mentioned and that
the same "as his free act and deed.
In Witness Whereof I have hereunto set my hand and seal on the
date above written.
S. C. McCRIMMON,
(Seal)
Notary Public.
My commission exolres October
2nd, 1922.
, , ..
to

i

"

Vi-'o- r

ENDORSED.

No. 11196.
Cor. Rec'd. Vol. 7,
Page 111. Certificate of Incorpo-

ration of The Livestock and Asrri.
Loan Company of New
Mexico.
Filed In office of Stat
Corporation
Commission of New
Mexico October 85, 1921 3:80 p.m.
A. L. MORRISON, Clerk.
Compared: ICK to JJO.

cultural

INDEXED

State of New Mexico', County
Bernalillo, ss.
This Instrument was filed for
record on the 27th day of October,
1921, at 3:40 o'clock n. m. Re.
corded in Vol. "E" Misc. of Records of said county. Folio 111.
seai
FRED CROLLOTT, '
Clerk and Racnrdar.
By S. CROLLOTT, Deputy Clerk.
vomjiarea;
UB, .
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ride, although the party was to ba
well chaperoned.
CHAPTER 1.
"Yes you ' would!" was Margaanswer.
ret's
had
been
very
Hayden
Margaret
On her twentieth birthday Marproperly raised in the opinion ot garet married Henry
Hayden.
all her mother's friends, as well as Within a year both her husband
of her mother herself. The mother and her mother passed away.
Margaret was left with a baby girl
was a stickler for propriety,
and manners, and Marga- Just a month old.
Her first act of rebellion was
ret's girlhood as well as her child- when
she named the baby. Her
hood had been one series of: "Ton mother had wanted it called Mary;
must not do that, dear; It Is Isn't her husband had rather thought
proper," "Do not do that again!" Martha, his mother's name, was
"No, you cannot go, it isn't the more appropriate.
place for a girl of your age," "No,
Margarets mother died when P. IT).
badly the baby was but a week old, her
they will be late and it looks
for a young girl to be out late," husband three weeks later.
etc., etc., ad libitum, ad Infinitum.
It was fortunate the child had FRENCH COAT WITH
When Margaret had married not been christened.
Now she
CIRCULAR EFFECT
Henry Hayden, her mother had should have a pretty name not
been more than satisfied.
Why Martha, or Mary, or any such plain
should she not be? Had not she name, but something
sweet, a
made the match?
name that sounded pretty.
BO
was
Just
years
Henry Hayden
Natural), Margaret grieved for
old, a solemn sort of individual her mother; perhaps, too, for her
But it was not
possessed of a small fortune and elderly husband.
all the habits of an old bachelor. the grief of a child who has been
no
20
was
had
and
Just
Margaret
petted and loved, or of the wife
Idea of revelling, although she who misses a companion.
looked with envy at the young girls
After a bit she had a feeling of
who had married boys of their freedom she never before had exsuch
own age and seemed to have
There was no one to
perienced.
good times.
say: "Toil must not!" or "You
"It is very suitable match," her must!"
Her mother had lived
mother had told her when Mar- with her after, her marriage, and
garet spoke of her elderly suitor's had never ceased to be the arbiter
se.
of Margaret's actions. Henry Hay
"But I should like to wait a den had seemingly taken his cue
I don't want to from his mother-in-lawhile, mother.
and had
also helped to mako Margaret feel
marry anybody yet."
will
her dependence.
"Everything is arranged. We
begin at once to shop for your
"I shall name you Joan!" she
T':ii:;!'::-'told the tiny babe nestling In the
trousseau," her mother replied.
Margaret said no more. From crook of her arm, "And I never
past experience she knew it would shall say you shall, or you shall
avail her nothing.
not! I am going to let you grow
And she did not know that her up Just happy because I won't boss
conventional mother had another you all the time."
reason than expediency of a finanThe child was christened Joan
cial sort in marrying her to this Hayden.
"old man," as he seemed to her,
The friends of Margaret's moththat fearing death suddenly from er were ' scandalized.
They hm
nn incurable disease, of which she supposed it settled that the child
deknew nothing, her mother had
should be called "Mary" after her.
rS
's
liberately angled for Henry Hay- or "Martha," after Henry
den as a husband for her daughmother. When they said so,
ter, a man suitable in every respect Margaret only smiled and said:
to care for her.
"I have named her Joan."
A bit of the rock-lik- e
will she
Margaret's father had passed
away a year after his marriage. had Inherited from her mother
People who knew him said that had never before emerged. Now It
Margaret resembled him. There was to have free play.
was nothing of her mother In her,
Margaret bought and read books
either in looks or disposition. Tet galore on allowing children the
she had been so dominated by that privilege
of
a
momer mat an coior seemea to no chance for their personalities to
in
her character.
lacking
grow; on the unwisdom of repres"I wouldn't stand it," one of her sion unless one wished to kill all,
girl friends said to her upon one originality in the child.
nrrflNlan.
TTpr mnthni haft aitHo1
"Joan shall have her chance,"
her permission to go on a straw she would say often.
etl-uet- te

Hay-den-

EFFICIENT HOUSEKEEPI?
By LAURA A. KIRKMAN.

An appreciative Reader:
"You
would do m a great favor by publishing in your column directions
for crocheting an oblong-shape- d
twine shopping bag instead of the
round kind you save directions for
recently."
Answer: Oblong Twine Shopping Bag Crochet a chain nine
Inches long (or as long as desired).
Form bottom of bag by working 1
treble Into both sides of chain and
Con3 trebles in each end stitch.
tinue working in rounds, 1 treble
in each stitch, Joining each round
and making 3 ch for first t, until
the bag is as deep as desired. Six
Inches Is a Rood depth for a nine-inc- h
bag. The handle is made exactly the same as for the round
bag and is attached to the sides
of the bag. Roses, for which I
gave directions In the article on
the round twine bag, are nownot-put
on, and the bag Is lined or
es desired.
Worried: "Please tell me of a
good way to demonstrate a new
salad oil and a new kind of lard
in stores. A manufacturer of these
products has offered me the work
of demonstrating them, but I don't
know how to do it. Should I make
cake with the lard and salad dressing with the oil and how would
I offer samples of these to the
public?"
Answer: In warm weather It Is
nice to dip small pieces of a lettuce
leaf in salad dressing and offer
these to people who wish to test
mayonnaise made with a new oil.
But in cold weather, when there
Is no lettuce in the garden, it is
nice to dip small unsweetened
crackers in the salad 'dressing and
offer these to people. In regard

b

to demonstrating the lard, I would
advise you to make a simple whlta
cake with it, with no frosting, and
cut the cake in small cubes about
1 inch square;
have a saucer of
wooden toothpicks beside the plate
s,
and sticic
holding the
a toothpick into a cube ot cake
when you wish anyone to sample
the cake. Give each person a difa
ferent toothpick with a
on it, throwing away the ued ones.
Grateful Reader! "I am going to
tell you about a new kind of party
my sister and I are getting up for
our girl arid boy high school
friends. You can use it in the column if you wish (for we are writing this from a distance) and in
return we would like to have you
toll us of some substantial kind of
sandwich we could serve in the
something
refreshment menu
that isn't sweetened, and which is
We are callins
rather unusual.
our party a Loony Party. Everydressed
come
to
up in a
body is
Photographs ot
loony fashion.famous men- will hang on our
walls, each man labelled with some
other famous man's name. One
game we will play is thas: each
guest will be asked to try to act
like some well known book character (such as Mark Tapley, Romeo, Major Pendennls, Priscilla,
etc.), but we will not tell each
other which character we are supposed to be the others must guess
which one we are! Don't you think
we'll have fun?"
Answer: Indeed I do. It Is a
I would suggest
splendid idea.
small drums and trumpets as favors for the refreshment table.
The following sandwich filling Is
a delicious and nourishing one:
Swedish Sandwich Filling: Cook 2
cups of tomatoes for 8 minutes
tke-cube-

eaJue-oub-

Never say"Aspirin"without saying "Bayer
Warning! Unless you see the
na me "Bayer" on package or on
tablets you are not getting genuine
by physicians
Aspirin prescribed
e
proved
yearsm.and
for. twenty-on.
11
I.
snUIn
Aanv
810 Dy inuuuilB.
nopui"
only as told in the Bayer package
(or Colds, Headache, Neuralgia.
A

Rheumatism, Earache. Toothache,
Lumbago and for Pain. All druggists sell Bayer Tablets of Aspirin
in handy tin boxes of 13, and In
bottles of 24 and 100. Aspirin is
thA trade mark of Bayer Manufac
of
ture of Monoaceticacldester
Sallcyllcacld.

Had your iron
today?
v

Eat

more
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MILLIONS OF POUNDS
BOUGHT BY THE GOVERNMENT

By Edna Kent Forbes.
Tuesday.
Ideal Bridge club will meet at
home of Mrs. Grace White at 2:30
p. m.
Missionary society of Central avenue Methodist church will meet
at home- - of Mrs. I. D. Lambert at
11
South Arno street at 2 p. m.
Reception and musicals of Fortnightly club at Woman's club at
8 p. m.
Ladies' Aid society of the St.
Paul Kngllsh Lutheran church will
hold a sewing meeting at the home
of Mrs. O. A. Laughner, 703 South
Arno street, at 3 p. m.
Catholic J,ady Foresters will
meet at the St. Mary hall at 7:30

INTRODUCING JOAN.

LETTERS.

Tive

BEAUTY CHATS

ocial Calendar

By JANE PHELrS

ANSWERED

-

Pa-

raisins

El

gtfa

i

BY ELOIKE.
This now coat of Paris design is
made on dircctoire lines with a
plain, lather fitted effect. It is of
duck blue duvetyn. The circular
flare at the elbow is carried out
in the large circular collar
and
cape sleeves. Giving the impression that fur Is scarce, little dabs
and tufts of seal are used to trim
the collar and sloeves. Tho coat Is
distinctive and very Parisian In
effect althoush decidedly simple.
It is the variation from the wrup
type which Parisians are making
most popular. There is some slight
tendency to popularizo the wraps
with a flare at the hips, but these
plain fitted models with circular
skirt effects are by far the leading
models of tho day. This is a wrap
for aft?rnoon or dressy occasions.
For morning, motoring and sports
wear top coatu or short fur coaU
are usually worn and for evening
the lovely brocaded and velvet
wraps are correct, but the type of
coat pictured is becoming fashionable for the
affairs.
semi-form-

al

(tho canned variety will do), then
add to them
pound of dried
beef and 2 pound of cheese put
through the food chopper together.
Let simmer for a moment longer,
then add 1 well beaten egg, stir
over fire only a minute, and let
cool.
This amount makes 24
sandwiches.
If a loss saitv tasty
Is desired, parboil the beef for 3
minutes before putting it through
the chopper.

STATE NEWS BRIEFS
Las Crucee Followers
in the
footsteps of Isaak Walton will be
interested in hearing that plans
are under way to have the federal
government establish a fish hatchery at the Elephant Butte dam.
Officers of the El Paso Game
Protective association aro working
with residents of southern New
Mexico in an effort to prepare a
suitable place near the dam for
millions of fish annually.
hatching
It i reported that meanwhile the
drainage canal at Mesilla Park will
be stol vnd with perch. Other canals lit
upp?r and lower val. Rio Grande will be
leys oft
stocked later.
The first consignment, twenty
gallons of large mouth goggle-eye.- 1
perch minnow, was received at El
Paso yesterday morning from the
government hatchery at Marquette.
Ia. The "fry" wil be planted at
once in the Clint drainage canal, at
the mouth of which a screen will
be installed to keep the perch from
migrating south.
H. H. Brook, president of the Elephant Butte irrigation district,
some time ago signed a requisition
for fish to be planted in Elephant
Butte lake.
Aztec Thousands of visitors have
been to see the big gasser brought
In by the Aztec syndicate south of
s
Aztec is
of a mile. The
gas pressure continues about the
same. At night it lights up tho sky
and when cloudy it is a beautiful
sight from town. The well is a
greater asset to the oil and gas Interests of the county than at first
realized. On account ot the reports of the former wells, gas flow
and oil showings, being so greatly
exaggerated the plain truth as to
the present well did not create the
excitement that the reports from
the former wells did. However all
who see the well are going away
convinced that Aztec is now on the
verge of an oil and gas boom- three-fourth-

Roy County Treasurer Parks
has sold the Abbott school district
bonds to Brown and Thompson of
bl Paso, who also were awarded
the contract for constructing tho
new school building. The building
will be of hollow tile with stucco
finish and will be a large two-- I
room building with rolling parti.

ANSWERED

Double Chin; The woman with

LETTERS.'

a double chin is usually too stout
Poodle; Kate; Reader: Freckles all over and needs a general rebut a good local treatmay be bleached off, but the ten- duction,
ment is to massage the chin also.
dency to them will remain, as they Throw back tho head, tilting the
are caused by iron in the blood chin, and Iron off this extra fat
which is brought out on the skin by using the palm of the hand,
beginning at tho collar bono and
by the sun; however this only hapd
of the year, work forward to the point of the
pens about
chin. This raises all the muscles
during tho time when the sun is of the face and

SAME PRICE

I

For more than 30 years

J

one-thir-

tho strongest.
They will bleach
off themselves, but to hasten this
at this time of the year a simple
bleach Is either lemon Juice or cucumber juice. The former Is used
Just as it Is squeezed from the
fruit. The cucumber Juice is made
by cutting the vegetable into small
pioccs, retaining the skin and
stewing It gently until all the Juices
are extracted from it Start the
cooking with a small amount of
water added to the vegetable and
when all of it is softened into a
pulp, strain and use. If you want
to keep it for a length of time,
a preservative must be added, such
as alcohol or a small quantity of
sallcllic acid,
A.B.; Mrs. W. E. F.; Happy;
Subscriber: If the general health
Is good and the scalp shows a tendency to extreme olllness, or if it is
dry, it shows that the difficulty is
local and may be corrected often
by encouraging a better circulation. In either case, massage the
scalp thoroughly once every day,
until the whole head glows. Sometimes the hair has a tendency to
fall out In the fall, because of the
scalp having been overheated during the previous months. Massage
will correct this also in ordinary
cases, but a good tonic for the
scalp should be used in addition
to this massaging if such cases do
not improve after a few months of
tho simpler treatment.

B
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A

prevents any sagging and also gives some exercise
to all of the lower part of the
cheeks which will bo very much
in need of being toned after they
have been carrying this extra fat.
Follow the exercise by using an
astringent or give the skin the exhilaration ot an ice rub. This
treatment hardens the skin and
contracts the pores, otherwise th
skin would be baggy after the fat
had been absorbed.
Brown Eyes: Substitute whole
wheat or graham bread for that
from white flour and curtail the
amount of starch in the entire diet.
Frequently this Is all that is needed when the person is only about
ten pounds overweight.
If you
feel that you require more information about choice of food and
quantity, send a stamped addressed envelope for this.
Miss R. K. S.; Mrs. J. A. If.:
Deep breathing is helpful when tho
bust Is too small or when it is too
stout, as It develops all the muscles of the cheat, which means an
absorption of excessive fatty tissue, while
the muscles
are
strengthened.
For the thin woman, a gentle massage with cocoa
butter (or any good skin
will bo an added nourishment, food)
but
in cither case a beneficial result
will come from dashing cold water
over the chest every dny, followed
by light friction with a coarse
towel.

ACTOR'S CHILD IS
NICKNAMED "ADOBE"

FROM
ITALIAN PEOPLE
Hopes That the Sword May
Re Sheathed and That
Peace and Labor May
(Bj The Aaanetatrd' Prw.)
Kansas City, Mo., Oct. 31. Hope
that the sword may bo sheathed
and that peace and labor may triumph for the good of all, was the
message brought to members of
the .merlcan legion, in convention
here today, by Italy's foremost
soldier. Gen. Armando Vlttorlo Diaz.
"The war Is over," said General
Diaz in conveying Italy's message
to the American veterans of the
world war. "From it must not
rise war but peace, labor and
progress."
General Diaz in his address said'
"To the service men of the United
States joined together with the
American legion, to the American
women, who so nobly and in manifold ways took their part in the
war, to all tho citizens of this great
republic, I bring this message of
their Italian comrades, of thel.1
wives and mothers, of the Italian
people who see In this solemn con
vention, In presenoe of representatives of the victorious allied armies,
a deep affirmation of common
glory, identical ideals and slgnifl-ca- n
human and civil solidarity.
"I ,am here among you at the
moment in which Italy is about t(
render solemn honor to her unknown soldier, that moment
in
which all Italian hearts will exalt
In an humble but glorious unison,
as in a symbol the sacrifices, the
struggles and the glories which
made their country free and realized a vow which seemed a dream.
On November 11, there will take
place in the United States a similar ceremony, solemn in its austerity, significant in thought, date
and exalted character.
"These two ceremonies, taking
place so far apart, are the eloquent
compendium of our war, our common sufferings, our common hopes,
our common glories.
"Italy remembered and
She remembers the timely
coming in of the United States, the
colossal expeditions, the wealth
of material put at the disposal ot
the allies to bring about the collapse of two tyrannical empires,
the spirit with which the American
soldiers took part In the war.
"The 332nd United States infantry, the numerous aviators, the
members of the United States army
ambulance corps, the American
Red Cross and other welfare organizations were our comrades,
bearing to our battle fields a symbol and exalted meaning, meaning
which I declare here to he one
which makes us brothers, not only
in me past out in the future."
tlon to separate the two rooms
and which can be arranged Into
one large auditorium within a few
minutes. The building will be of
the mission stylo and one of the
prettiest and most comfortahlo
small school houses in this part
of New Mexico.

Roy The school board has decided to call an election to be hell
on November 12 to vote on the
proposal to issue bonds in the
amount of $15,000 to complete
and furnish the publlo school
building now In course of

SNT STORM JAZZ TONIGHT
COLLEGE INN.

iety

forever 75 years has
relied upon Uourud'
Oriental Oram to keep
the skin and complexion in perfect condition
through the stress of
the season's activities.
Stnd 15 c fat
.
Trial Slzi
RtaT. HOPIIN9 ft

n
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Triumph for Good of All.

Ounces for
I

at tho Goldwyn studio has it
thiit the hunchback will be Lon
I'haney'g most distinctive contribution to the creen.
sip

ARMISTICE DAY TO BE
CELEBRATED AT CRUCES

1

,n, iB
,

has Cruiea, N. M., Oct. 31. Joe
Quusenberry post No. 10 of the
American legion and the Liaison
clul), both of Las Cruces, will celebrate with appropriate exercises in
llailley hall the third anniversary
of Armistice day.
Ir. Robert L. MIddlebrook, commander of tho pOHt, announces that
Chaplain McWilliams, stationed at
Fort Bliss, Texas, will be the prinThe impressive
cipal speaker.
"Looking West' ceremony will be
exemplified at the eleventh hour
on the morning of the eleventh day
of the eleventh
month. In the
evening there will be a masquerade
ball nt Las Cruces armory.
Mayor Paxton has declared November 11 a public holiday so that
all may have on opportunity to
men's orJoin the two
ganizations In paying tribute to the
memory of those who gave their all
in the world conflict.
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FRESH MILK POWDERED

Good for the
babies and
children

Pr.
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Kansas City, Mo.. Oct. 31. O. B.
Hayden, a member of the Nebraska delegation to the American legion convention, died at the local
fter
tovernment hospital today
drinking poison at a private cone
In which he was billeted.

US

YOUNG

Tells Childless Women what Lydi
E.Pinkham's Vegetable Compounc
Did for Her
Millston, Wis. "I want to give
you a word of praise for your won
derful medicine.
e are very fond
of children and for
a considerable
time after we married I feared 1
would not have
anv owincr to mv
weak condition. 1

Harry Carey. Sr., and his boss,
Harry Carey, Jr.
Harry (Tarey. Jr., wuo is the real
boss ot the Carey ranch, althougn
his famous dad operates that
18,000-acr- e
cattle and stock farm,
is going to be educated as
n
Harry Carey, Sr.,
western film star, has decided that little matter. Hi says
that his son and heir will be educated first as a cowpuncher and
then he may have a fling at the
movies, law, medicine or anything
else that suits his fancy except
flappers. Carey has no uso for the
flapper type of girl and Harry, Jr.,
already has orders to keep away
from them.
Young Harry, who is the mascot
of Carey ranch and prime favorite
of the buckaroos, has been nick-

B1J

began E.takinps

BULLETIN

GROCERY

REMEMBER
at

IAB.W
SELF-SERVIN-

GROCETERIA

G

109 North First Street

Opposite the Y. M. C. A.

Phone 353

Tuesday Specials Tuesday Specials
Tuesday Specials

Pink-ham'-

Lydia

Vegetable

Compound and

have a nice
strong, healthy baby girl. I can honestly say that I did not suffer much
more when my Daoy was Dorn man
I used to suffer with my periods before I took Lydia E. Pinkhara's Vegetable Compound years ago. I give
all the credit to your medicine and
shall always recommend it very
highly." Mrs. H. H. Janbsen, Millston, Wisconsin.
How can women who are weak ann
sickly expect or hope to Decome
mothers of neaitny cnuaren: ineir
first duty is to themselves. They
should overcome the derangement or
debility that is dragging them down,
ana strengtnen me enure system, ns
lid Mrs. Janssen, by taking Lydia E.
named "Adobe," generally underPinkham's Vegetable Compound and
stood to be the Mexican for give their children the blessing of a
"brick."
70od constitution.
now

'S

You'll Always Do Better

QTHE

1

well-know-

KAMI'S

GROCERY

BULLETIN

8 cans No. 2 Hand Packed Tomatoes.
Each case Hand Pacxed Tomatoes,

$1.00
24 No. 2

cans
,
$2.90'
6 cans No. 2 2 Hand Packed Tomatoes .
.90c
Each case Hand Packed Tomatoes, 24 No. 2 2
cans
$3.45
We urge you to come early and be sure of getting
your tomatoes! At these prices they will go for the
prices far below replacement cost.
Skinner's Macaroni, vermicelli, spaghetti and egg
; . . .8c
noodles, each package
Potato Chips (made in Albuquerque)
each
10c
package
Log Cabin Maple Syrup, each small cabin ....33c
Log Cabin Maple Syrup, each medium cabin. . .62c
Log Cabin Maple Syrup, each large cabin. . . .$1.22
One-HaGallon of Honey
74c
One Gallon of Honey
$1.45
SPUDS! SPUDS! SPUDS!! Each
TA
100 pounds
mtOlj
44c
Citron, candied, each pound
Lemon Peel, candied, each pound
34c
34c
Orange Peel, candied, each pound.
Seedless Raisins, each package
20c
Seeded Raisins, each package
f...20c
'....20c
Currants, each package
YOUR LAST CHANCE TO GET MANOR
HOUSE AND SOLACE COFFEES FOR, LB., LiDL
23c
Kraft Macaroni and Cheese, each can...
29c
J. S. B. String Beans, each can
17c
Essex String Beans, each can
15c
Fish Flakes, each can.'...
;)10c
Already Cod Fish, each can
Mazola Oil, each pint
...31c
61c
Mazola Oil, each quart
Mazola Oil, each half gallon.
.$1.14
APPLES! APPLES! APPLES!
QQ
. dLi.UO
BULLEFLO W ERS, PER BOX
APPLES! APPLES', APPLES!
flQ KA
JONATHANS PER BOX

....

1--

1--

lf

It takes

Lon Chaney three hours
to make up for one of his two roles
in "The Octave of Claudius," by
Barry Pain the role of the hunchback. Jacqueline Logan, the "Follies" beauty, plays opposite Mm.
Wallace Worsley is directing. Gos- -

jS

When Your
Complexion Begins
To Fade

)r

You Can firing Back
That Tint of Youth
Mtir eAfmilexion banns to fade.
ag or neglect, thi simple honw
a
u requra
treatment will delignt
but few minutes each day.
Wash the face, hands, neck or arms with
warm water and Black and White Soap.
Lfhtly apply Beauty Bleach. Allow it to
remain overniht. Next mominf again
cLmnM the skin with warm water and
soap. Should you experience the least irri
tation, use just liute soouung Diac ana
Whit Cleansing Cream.
Black and White Beauty Bleach, the
Skin Beautifier, sells for SOcj Black and
White Soap 25c. and Black and White
Cleansing Cream 25c and 50c tbe package.
Ail drug and department stores sell and
euaranlea theae and other Black and White
toilet Preparations. Send for copy of
our Birthda and Dream Book and leaf- 1st which talis you about the merits and
sea at these high quality touet reqmsaas;
Address Dept. A, Plough, Memphis, Tenn.

VII, mi
fcecauMof

ORANGE and

PEACH
The aristocrat of Ice Cream
for
will be our specialty will
this week. Try It. Itas no
make a hit with you
other Ice Cream ever has.

Albuquerque
Dairy Ass'n.
1

ihiiffigmrf

it backwards

DELEGATE TO LEGION
m EET DRINKS POISON

;

WMtprzL

I
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(Special Correspondence to Tbe ifotiraut.)

(By The Afwoclated
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'
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WHY PAY WAR PRICES?

.

Phone

10

$0UU

Because It's "Rich and Mellow"

Vk Sell
CHOCOLATE

CREAM COFFEE

351
The Highest Grade Macaroni
Egf Noodles, Spaghetti and

ther Macaroni. Product

BIG
on

of Hearings

the Permanent Measure,
for Today,
Scheduled
Have Been Postponed.
The Annotated I'reM.)
Washington, Oct. 31. Resumption of heitriiiRS on the permanent
tariff bill, wheel tiled for tomorrow,
was postponed today until Thurscomday and the senate finance, to
give
mittee will meet tomorrow
!!

consideration and probably to reextending the
port tho resolution measure.
The
tariff
emergency
emergency tariff expires Novemnext
to
extension
ber 27, and its
the
February already approved bysenahouse, is ttrongly urged by
states.
tors from agricultural
Decision by the finance committee to lav aside the permanent bill
for consideration of the emergency
tariff came as something of a surPenrose having
prise, Chairman
announced earlier that public hearmeasure
ings on the permanent
were to be given tomorrow.
Republican members of the agricultural bloc met today, however,
and decided to demand action on
the emergency tariff immediately
after disposition of the anti-be- said
bill. Senator Kenyon, of Iowa, efan
reports were currentto that
send in the
fort was to be made
railroad bill ahead of tho emergency tariff and the agricultural,
senators believed they should stand
exagainst it in view of the early
tariff.
piration of the emergency
The agricultural bloc also deckled on certain tariff duties affecting farm products which they
will seek to lie Included in the permanent tariff. Kates to be demanded together with the rates in thea
liutter, 10 cents2
bill include:
beef
pound instead of S; fresh
cents a pound instead of 214: hides,fi
green, 2 cents a pound, dried,flax
cents a pound Instoat. of free;
of
peed, 40 cents a bushel instead
30; millet seed one cent a ponniV5
and Irrant,
f
inste.nl
cents a pound instead "t one.

LOANS PASSED

ICE

DEDICATION

GET BUSY TODAY

SET ASIDE
THE TIME

1

QUAIL HUNTERS

TARIFF BILL IS

Resumption

November
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YESTERDAY

PUBLIC SCHOOL
NIGHT

Every smoker

SESSION

X

BEGINS MONDAY

BY NEW AGENCY

looking for a cigarette

tnat s 'all there'
taste. And it takes more

s.x

X.

The local members of the new Four
Months Course of
Impressive Ceremony to Be agricultural
loan company met
Held at Court House Fol- yesterday afternoon in the Armijo
Evening Class Work for
of passthe
for
purpose
building
Adults Will Be conductlowing Gigantic Parade in ing on loans. An executive comit
whose
was
mittee
duty
appointed,
ed at Central School.
the City.
is to investigate the loans and ren-

Quail season opens in New MexThe birds are reported plentiful
In many districts of the state and
the shooting promises to be very
of
This is particularly true
good.
.
many of the foothill sections--BUnrlse
Although the limits of
and Bunset shooting apply to quail,
efthey will have practically no Is
fect on the sport, as daylight
quail
necessary for successful
shooting. The bag Is twenty birds
huntper person in a single day's
ing. All hunters must have state
hunting licenses on their persons
while in the field or while in possession of birds.
The Albuquerque G. P. A. suggests that sportsmen exercise care
when shooting into flocks of birds
and only take a few from each
covey. This will leave some either
for the next fellow or for propagation. The season closes December 31.
ico today.

Lee B. Atwood will deliver the
dedication speech Armistice day
when the tablet in the county court
house yard will be dedicated to
Bernalillo county heroes of the
world war. The dedication ceremony will be held Immediately fol d
lowing the parade, wnicn is scnea-uleto start at 11 o'clock.
The dedication program at tne
court house will be as follows:
Bands play America.
Prayer by Father Mandalarl.
Opening remarks by MaJ. J. H.
Toulouse, chairman.
Short speech by uovernor tuer- rltt C. Meachem.
Dedication speech by Lee u. At
wood.

Dedication.
Dedication prayer by Rev. Wln- tmA H. Zieeler.
Star Spangled Banner by audi
ence.
,
Closing prayer by KabDl jvioise
Bergman.
Tho narade. which Is practically
arranged, will be one of the largest
len
ever staged in Albuquerque,
tatlve plans for the parade follow.
Rond.
Dove of Peace, escorted by bevy
of Red Cross nurses,

Theaters Today

...

"IV Theater William S Hart,
popular "Hill" Hart, is starring in
the Paramount picture, "The Whis
cor
tle," a Famous Players-Iask- y
poration; also showing a reel or two
of "Burton Holmes' Travelogue,
and "Current Events" pictures.
Iyrle Theater Charles Kay and
c. i n.
Vandyke Brooke are tne leaninga
of Foreign Wars, float
stars In "A Midnight Bell," from rn Veterans
renresent cootie car.
famous Charles Hoyt play; also a
Disabled Soldiers' League, front
Vanitv comedy, entitled "Chicken
line trenches.
Hearted."
Spanish War Veterans.
Pastime Theater For the last
American Legion, with float.
time todav. the management is re
Red Cross.
"After
Midnight," with
pealing
Women's Relief Corps.
Conway Tearle as the star; also
Mothers.
War
showing the usual added attrac
Band.
tions.
Governor.
County Commissioners.
"TI1K WHISTLK" IS THE
City Commissioners.
HART'S
titi.m iK "ISIIX"
National Guardsmen.
NOW AT "H" TIUiATFK
Gold Star float, with Gold Star
A drawbridge tender asleep ut his
mnthera
following.
motor
a
and
an
open bridge
post;
beY. M. C. A., with float represent- crashing into the inky waters
K.
s
of
man
C, float representing hut.
low: a child's scream and a
ADVANCE MAN FOR A
ing hut.
iii.nvo ninnuR to the rescue!
Jewish Welfare League, float
This Is one of the smashing
hut.
CIRCUSJS R03BED scenes
a picture representing
in "The Whistle"
Salvation Army, float representnrn.iii.'Pil hv William S. Hart and
I'rret.)
TillAssociated
I1t
written hv Lambert Illllyer. who ing hut.
A lea r um is.
Nogalos, Ariz., Oct. 31. Frank also directed it. The original story
circus
a
for
man
advance
U. g. A. Masonic Orders and
Cassidy,
i, Mnv I'ilmoth and Olin Lyman
ia
soon,
that is staged to appear here
new Paramount offering. Women's Club.
In
was robbed of nil the money he had whichthis
England Elks.
will be shown at the "B'
In
coat
Nogalcs.
his
and
him
with
be
France L. O. O. M.
theater for the next three days, new
reSonora, today, according to n Casa
Belgium Carpenters.
einnlmr today. Mi. Hart has
port to officials of thatin city.
tim i of a factory worker,
Italy Italian Societies.
the Mexi- man accustomed
I. O. O. F.
to the
sidy was sight seeing
Servia
to
'Jump
can town when masked bandits
Greece K. of P.
W. O. W.
held him up.
out
Zealand
justice
New
His attempt to mete
Canada.
in a man whose selfishness has re
Australia.
suited In the death of the workers
Roumanla Centrat Body.
beloved child, develops a series of
a
as
completecome
situations that
Japan.
which
events
of
N. M. Float.
U.
train
ly satisfying
Band
round out to a conclusion that is
rn ire with kaiser and sons, and
distinctly compelling.
In every way this is a powerful high officers with guard.
ilrama. find Ollfi that should satlsty
Labor organizations.
the most exacting. Three famous
.City schools, with dashes to
cast.
the
in
countries.
Virginia Lady So Weak She iuvenile players appear
rvnntv schools. Wltn sasnes u
brank Jjrowniew naa
Could Hardly Get Around role.
countries.
different
represent
Indian schools,
-- Says Cardui Helped
SI'KNDS
r Boy Scouts.
fllAUr.KS HAY
A NIGHT WITH SPOORS.
Relieve a Serious
liKIX"
MIDNIGHT
"A
IS
AUTO AND BICYCLE
Condition.
For n year the citizens of time
every
had shuddered
CLASH; BOY INJURED
Ringgold. Va. Mrs. P. T. Bark- thev looked at the church which
Russell Treacy received a broken
n
Pittsylvania abutted out into Main street, and
er, of a
night when his bipass wrist early lastwith
County family, residing on Routea when they were compelled to
an automobile
collided
middle
cycle
2. here, says that upon reaching
It they would do so in the
J. Davis
being driven by Mrs. H.
critical period of her lifn she was of the street. Many stories were at
Sixth street
of
the
Intersection
in
the
"in a very serious condition."
told of uncanny happenings
Copper avenue.
"I was so weakened until I edifice, and because of the general andMrs.
Davis was driving south on
couldn't get around," Mrs. Parker belief that it was haunted, services Sixth
toward Copper avenue
street
was
I
the
and
relates. "I couldn't sleep.
had been abandoned,
east on the avenue.
so blue and out of heart. I had no structure would have been torn and turned
south on Sixth
was
down had it been possible to find Treacy toward going
appetite.
Copper avenue and
"I would . . . try medicines, anyone with enough courage to es- street
was hit, according to the report
and grew weaker and weaker, more say the task.
filed by Mrs. Davis at the police
out of heart every day. I would
Then one day a stranger came station.
Just as she was going too
and
to
around,
'salesman.
and
heel
rubber
drag
a
to
try
up
get
town,
avenue.
than make the turn intoto the
feel so miserable, and creep back He had more enthusiasm
a doctor by
boy was taken
to bed.
judgment, and when his company The
Mrs. Davis and his Injury dressed
"My husband bought me Cardui. learned that he was trying to sell
was made to the
I thought the first bottle helped rubber heels In a "tank town" he before the report
me, and when I began the second, was "canned" by wire. Out of a police.
I knew it did. 1 kept It up each j.b and discouraged, he was about
express
day growing a little stronger, n to hoard the outgoing
little more like my former self, and when he beheld a vision of frocks
Bell-poI began to eat and sleep.
that
decision
the
came
to
and
I was
"It sure wasn't long untilwoman.
wasn't such a bad place at all.
another
like
around
and
up
The erstwhile salesman laughed
No more dragging; no more weak with derision at tho stories of
and blue feeling. It cured me. I spooks haunting the church, and
used seven bottles in all.
declared that he was willing to
Thousands of women have suf- snend a night In the building to
fered as Mrs. Parker describes, un disprove the stories of the supertil they found relief from the use
natural. The girl tried to disof Cardui. Since it has helped so suade him, but the youth would
to
hesitate
not
should
manv, you
not listen.
v
try Cardui, if troubled with wom-aril.Sitting In a pew which had acailments.
cumulated an inch of dust, he tried
tonic.
woman's
the
Take Cardui,
to read a book by the light of n
small lamp. Suddenly the Ugh'
went out, windows opened art
closed with a bang, pews rose '
In ths air and fell, and above t'
altar he could see apparitio
that made his hair raise on er
badly frightened, t'
SMS Although
remained
throughout tr
mmtu youth
the following Sundn
and
night,
that
alproof
Dr. JJaiiil lias
evening paid another visit to th
in an
berculoid can bo healfl
Then he made a dlscov
RmuIU church.
METHOD.
by THE INHALANT
ery and thenceforth the spook '
For further pa"5u!;
ar natlon-wln- .
CO..
were
METHOD
conspicuous by their ab.4dr.M THE INHALANT
sence.
Suite 0S Unl'.n Learus Blag..
This Is one of the situations In
12, Los Angeles, Calif.
Charles Ray's new picture. "A Midnight Bell," which will be shown
Chamberlulu's Tablets Havo Done at the Lyric theater for several
Gootl.
of
Her World
beginning today, as a First
have days,
"Chamberlain's Tablets
National Attraction.
done me a world of good, 'writes
Mrs. Klla L. Button, Klrkville, N.
"AFTER MIOMCJHT" ts
TIIK PASTIME THEATER
y "I have 'recommended them to
a'number of my' friends and all
TODAY FOR IiAST TIME
tm:m
of the most dra
who have used them praiBP
Entertainment
i.i.rhiv" When troubled with in matic and thrilling sort is offered
them
give
digestion or constipation,
trial and realize for youraelf wnat Sf,z)lck plcture 8tarrlng Conway
an excellent medicine it is.
Tearle, which is the feature at the
Pastime theater today for the last
time.
"After Midnight" Is a stirring
tale with most of the action laid
in the underworld
and Conwa
Tearle is seen to splendid advan-- i
face in the roles of the two broth
ers of different character which he
plays. The star does fine work ar
Wallace Phillips, the brother who
has been tricked out of his shan
of his father's fortune by Gordor
Phillips, the evil half of the fam
ily. Complications arise when Wal
lace changes place with his brother
Oordon so cleverly that even Gor-.
don's beautiful wife is fooled,
The thrilling pqltce raid and ar
exciting fight In Chinatown climaxed by the sudden death of Gor.
don brings the story to an eventful
close with everything ending hap-- ;
nllv.
Zena Keefe plays opposite the
star with all the charm that has
won her so many admirers and a
very capable cast includes such
names as Macy Harlam, Harry R.
Allen and Charlie Fag.
Soolliinq tuid HoJirq
one-hal- f,

-
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Hell-po-

ON

rt

of
The members
der decisions.
this committee are Lee Baldwin,
A. G. Simms and J. B. Herndon.
Several loans were brought up
and passed upon, after which they
were dispatched to Washington, D.
C, for final action.
The directors of the loan company were not in session yesterday, since none of the
directors were present.
The following bankers from out
of the city met yesterday with ths
A. F.
members of the agency:
Ferr, president of the El Paso
Bank and Trust company of El
Paso; T. M. Quebedeaux, of Wins-loand S. J. Thomas of Holbrook,
Ariz.

The morning session of the
agency of which J. B. Herndon Is
chairman was devoted to selection
of other officers and discussion of
loans. A. O. Simms. president of
the Citizens' bank, was named
vice chairman, and Mrs. John Tier-ne- y
was elected secretary.

HALLOE'EN BOMB
SHAKES HOUSES
MAR EXPLOSION
It wasn't Bn earthquake which
stirred the city early last night. It
was a bomb carefully and successfully prepared by a number of
boys and exploded at the corner of
Sixth street and Iron avenue.
The explosion was so strong that
an Iron plug which was screwed
into one end of the bomb, flew
across the street and passed almost
through the Randle residence at
hos Iron avenue. The plug crashed
through tho door, one room, the
partition, nnother room and buried
itself in tho second wall.
As the boys put a considerable
distance between themselves and
tho bomb after lighting It, the police were unable to locate any of
tho youngsters. No one was hurt
hy tho explosion, although a man
riding near the bomb was knocked
off his bicycle. The explosion was
heard all over the city and shook
many houses near the intersection
of Sixth street and Iron avenue.
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than an ordinary blend
one kind of tobacco
produce it. That's
whySp ur has the
blend.

WX
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FLAVOR

Spicy

The annual night school term
of the Albuquerque public school
will open on Monday evening at
the Contral school building, it was
announced
yesterday by John
inMilne, superintendent of public
struction. The classes will be open
to ndults and with the exception
of Spanish and commercial subwithout cost.
jects, will be offeredInclude
the usThe course will
ual classes In Americanization and
as
as elewell
citizenship for aliens
mentary work in English and
mathematics for those who need
them. In the industrial department claases will be offered in millinery, domestic science and In
the machine shop work. Commercial subjects and Spanish will bo
offered if there is a sufficient demand. A small charge for tho latter courses will be made.
Classes will be held on Monday,
Wednesday and Friday evenings in
three periods from 7 to 9 o'clock.
A faculty of about eight persons
from the public school teaching
staff will conduct the courses,
for four
which will continue
months. An enrollment of several
hundred is expected by the school
officials.

Spur

CIGARETTES

N
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Kentucky Burley
for good old tobacco taste

Choice Macedonian
for spicy aroma

Licgett
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Myers Tobacco Coi

PA
BE STARTED
CENTRAL R1ENU E
Gutters Have
Completed; Engineers Believe Paving Will
Be Finished Before Freeze

Curbs

START CHURCH

and

CAVA SS

NGR01

The body lay In state at the
French undertaking establishment
from 10 o'clock yesterday morning Toe Nail Turns Out Itself
until 2 In the afternoon.
if You Toughen Skin
The funeral was attended by
many friends of the deceased.
A noted authority says that a
The pallbearers were John S.
upon the
Simms, Ed Cox, H. B. Simms, O. few drops of "Outgro"
tho ingrowing
L. Rogers, II. B. Hening, and H, L. skin surrounding
and
nail reduces inflammation
Galles.
tender,
pain and so toughens the the
toe
sensitive skin underneath
TELEPHONES MAYBE
nail, that it can not penetrate the
TAKEN OUT OF COURT flesh, and the nail turns naturally
outward almost over night.
HOUSE THIS MORNING
"Outgro' is a harmless antiseptic mrnufactured for chiropodists.
be
business
may
Court House
However, anyone can buy from the
transacted only in person or by drug store a tiny bottle containing
The county directions Adv.
letter after today.
a
company
owes the telephone
Miss K. Pearl Cartmlll of Chiof
money for
considerable sum
of small, loan
telephone service, and as the coun- cago Is examiner stnte
of Illinois
the
ty Is unable to pay, there is a pos- agencies for woman
in the United
sibility that the phones will be and tho only
a
hold
to
such
position.
States
taken out this morning.

ing business firms of the city.
The work of the bureau Is steadily increasing, according to Habbl
Molse Bergman, secretary, and allowance of several years ago is not
adequate at the present time. The
Members of the bureau of chari- money spent for charity in October,
of the overhead and runties of the city and others inter- exclusive
A
expenses, was $504.55.
ested In philanthropy will put their ning
board of directors will also be
heads together at the chamber of elected tonight.
commerce tonight to see what can
be done to keep the bureau from
DTItE MAY GET THRONE.
e
plans
going under.
Prague, Oct. 31. Rumors are
can be made to put the organiza- current
Duke D'Aosta,
tion on a firm financial basis it cousin ofthat the
King Victor Emmanuel,
must cease to function for lack of of
be
proposed as a can
Italy, will
funds, according to officers.
Several plans are under discus- didate for the Hungarian throne.
sion for continuing
the charity
When Lucrezla Borgia was be
work of the city. It has been profor mem- trothed to Alfonso d'Este, at tha
to
a
have
campaign
posed
bers who will support the bureau beginning of the sixteenth century,
financially, to give a big charily her bridal outfit Included a single
ball and to teolicit subscriptions dress worth 20,000 ducats, and a
from the wealthy people and lead hat worth half that sum.

FATE OF BUREAU OF
CHARITIES WILL BE
DETERMINED TONIGHT

MINIS TERS TD

Been

The base for the paving on East
Central avenue from High to Mulberry streets, will be started this
morning, according to a report of
the city engineer's officials. The
and
grading has been completed
the gutters and curbings are all
constructed.
Work has been considerably deFUNERAL SERVICES FOR
layed by the street car company
N. M. CUDABAC HELD AT construction, but they have now
up with the other work and
3 O'CLOCK YESTERDAY caught
it is believed that progress will bo
Engineers
from
today.
rapid
mat the work
The funeral services for N. M. stated yesterday
Cudabac were held yesterday after- would probably be finished within
noon at 3 o'clock from the Meth- the thirty working days agreed to
odist Episcopal church, south. Rev. in tho contract.
.1. C. Jones of Roswell, Rev. W, S.
Vanderpool of El Paso, former pastor of the local church, and Rev.
NAIL
C. E. Migbee conducted the services.

1, 1921.
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Unless-definit-

What church do you belong to.
What is your church
preference? If you haven't declared yourself, here's the opportunity.
A religious census of the entire
e
canvass
city by the
method will be taken shortly.
made
were
census
Plans for the
at the November meeting of the
Ministerial alliance yesterday at
the Y. M. C. A. The census has
of
tho support and
all protestant churches in the city.
No such census has been made
In Albunuorsue for the past four
years when a previous one was
made by the Ministerial alliance.
of the continually
On account
changing population, however, this
The Inhas become
formation gathered In the census
will be distributed to the several
ministers in the city in order that
they may get In touch with every
person interested in their various
churches. A committee composed
of the Rev. W. A. Guy. A. M.
Knudsen and F. E. McGuIre was
appointed to arrange for the census.
Plans were also made by the
Ministerial alliance for the customary union church service on
Thanksgiving day. This will be
held at the Lead Avenue Methodist church at 10:30 o'clock and
will be addressed by the Kev. H.
S. Davidson.
The Rev. A. M.
a paper at the
Knudsen read
"Ministerial
on
Etiquette."
meeting
Dr. Davidson was elected president of the alliance In the place
of the Rev. W. S. Vanderpool, who
has left the city. The alliance expressed its appreciation of the efforts of Sheriff Tony Ortiz and
District Attorney E. B. Garcia to
put a stop to Sunday dancing In
the county.
If any?

house-to-hous-

e.

SYRUP PEPSIN IN OLD AGE
Much used by elderly
people for constipation,
biliousness, head
aches, etc.
MANY men and women, as
grow older, suffer

constantly from little ills. The
cause is the poisons produced
by chronic constipation, resulting in headaches, depression,
bloating, sour stomach, bad
breath, etc A single bottle of
Dr. Caldwell's Syrup Pepsin
will prove to you that you can
so regulate yourself that elimination will occur promptly
every day. Increased doses
are not necessary. It is a combination of Egyptian Senna and

othersimplelaxativeherbswith
pepsin. The cost is only about
a cent a dose.
In spite of the fact that Dr.
Caldwell's Syrup Pepsin has
been on the market 30 years

and is today the largest selling
liquid laxative in the world, the
formula has never been im- roved upon. It is safer and better
ror
you than salts, minerals,
calomel, coal tar and such drastic
purgatives.

Half Ounce Bottle Free
--

Few ticapt constipation, to oven tf you do not
require a laxative at this moment let me lend
Trial Bottle of my S:rmf
you a
Pepsin FREE OP CHARGE so that you will
have it handy when needed. Simply send your
name and address to Dr. W. B. Caldwell, 514
Vt'ajhmjion St., Monticello, III. Write me today.
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you have never usedLytona you have missed the most
Economical and Elficient Baking Powder made

LYTONA BAKING POWDER DOES NOT TASTE IN THE FOOD

at

The Chemical Action is the Same in HIGH Altitudes as in the Low

IF YOU ARE NOT BETTER SATISFIED WITH LYTONA THAN THE POWDER YOU ARE NOW USING
;
COME AND GET YOUR MONEY BACK.
TWO Level Teaspoons of LYTONA Will Do the Work of THREE of the Ordinary Baking Powder Because of

easy way

to heal

Its PURITY and SUPERIOR

RISING

QUALITIES

ycurskin

A pure ointment
that has brought

Merchants Do Not Have to Sign Contracts to Get Their Full Liberal Discount in Single Shipments.

1

joy to thousands
tortured by skin

.
Write to FRANK DONNELLY, Western Sales Manager, at Amarillo, Texas- Or THE LAYTON PURE FOOD COMPANY, East St. Louis, Illinois.
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Zane &ey9s New
The Call of the Canon is a romance of the
new West a story of adventure and mystery,
of conflict between the bigness of Arizona
and the jazz of New York.
It Is the story of a society girl and her war-herd
lover a gassed and
soldier
who finds health and strength and a new
vision of happiness in the canon country.
Told in Mr. Grey's
manner, one thrill follows another in the adven
.

o

shell-shocke-

ever-fascinati-

ng

Jazz Must Go
Listen to the gibberish of jazs:
"Do you park?" asked the youth, and he

laid his cheek firmly against hers an they

toddled. She was a snappy dame, who rolled
het own and shimmied a mean eyelash. He
was a hair-nette-r,
a necker, the hero ofmany

a petting party, and he could sling a mean
line no ham would be the wife for him.
What does it all mean? It is the slang of

youth the accompaniment of
in
dress, in talk, in behavior.
indecency
We have given our young folks freedom;
we are seeing it fail as they dance hellward by
the jazz route. Now it is time to wake up
to get Back to Pre-WMorals.
In the November issue of The Home Journal
is the first of a series of articles for mothers
and fathers who are concerned about the future
of their sons and daughters.
ultra-mode- rn

ar

Are you?j

1 72

T H

tures of the terfderf oot girl, new to the tang
of the outdoors, losing and finding her love
amid the mystery of the colorful canon.
Zane Grey, master teller of Western stories,
has never written a better novel than The
Call of the Canon. It is his first serial in The;
Home Journal, and it will be published in
four generous installments. The first is in the
big November issue out today.
Don't miss it!

Book of Books

Dollar Savers

A really great series of articles on the Bible
has been written for The Ladies' Home
Journal by Professor William Lyon Phelps,
of Yale. It is not a religious series. It is for all
men and all women of all faiths and all creeds.
Competent judges proclaim that this is the
most interesting and illuminating series that
has ever been written on the Bible.
The need for these articles is very great, for
there can be no greater benefit in our present-da- y
civilization than a knowledge of and a love
for the Bible.
No one who knows the Bible and learns
how to read it for the miracles of inspiration,
beauty and wisdom it contains will remain
uneducated. No one to whom the Bible is a
closed book is educated. The first of these
splendid articles, entitled "Human Nature in
the Bible," is in the November issue of The
Ladies' Home Journal.

Fifteen cents invested in the November issue
of The Home Journal may save you a hundred dollars or more.
Dr. Woods Hutchinson's advice as to Fall
Colds, and another article on the children's
First Year in School, may save fyou a big
doctor's bill.
The ten fashion pages, with new hats and
wraps and suits and frocks and children's
clothes, may save you money in dressing your
family this winter.
There are many early Christmas-gif- t
ideas
Ukranian and Bohemian tablecloths; applique
handmade bags, neckwear and towels in the
needlework department; fascinating china
painting all things that you can make and all
dollar savers on the Christmas list
How to Get Married and Bat on $25 a
Week, and other household articles, will show
you how to save money in your kitchen.

--

Pages More Than 50 Features in the Big November

E

K,

On Sale Today at Pre-WdSCTornLyeAgent
i

15c. the Copy

D'

A

ar

I

E

B

Prices
fubStion

$1.50 the Year

You can subscribe through any dealer or Authorized agent or send your order direct to The Ladies' Home Journal, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
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s
history,
tory Mrs. Asquith would love,
and so on.
kitchen
Five years is a long time. Kattt Schratt is poor.
NEWSPAPER
AN INDEPENDENT
A million crowns for the letters, said one publishing
Published By
house! And the offer has mounted steadily. Vast
JOURNAL PUBLISHING COMPANY
D. A. MACPHERSON.
CARL C. MA GEE.
A fortune for her to enact
sums for memories!
Secretary. one scene
President,
one scene for the motion picture
Just
Manager
D. A. MACPHERSON
4.... Business
camera, fulfilling some incident in the late monEditor-in-ChiCARL C. MAQEB
arch's life.
D DD P TaCWXTT ATI V KB
C. J. ANDERSON.... Marquette Bid. Chicago, III. Kattl Schratt refuses.
She will bring no aid to
Fork
RALPH R- - MUUJQAN.8
the scenario of her friend's life. She will reveal
matter at the postoffice
Entered as second-clas- s
no memories. The letters perish with
of Albuquerque. N. M under act of Congress of her heart in
her. All praise to her. For if "friend" she was.
Marrn 17. js
friend she remains, with a loyalty all the world
rrnniO Ml. en DQPD IPTTHM
Daily, by carrier or by mail one month. 16c: can respect. Let the dead rest.
.uu.
yearly, in advance.
"The Morning Journal has a higher circulation
In New
FOR A SHORTER SERIES.
rating than la accorded to any other paperDirectory.
American
Newspaper
Mexico." The
Mexico
Issued
every day
The only paper In New
Commissioner Landls seems to be on firm ground
lntne year. - TtlCl iSOnflATltn PHKfiS.
In recommending that the next series for the basevirimpD
to ball world championship consist of seven instead
The Associated Press Is exclusively entitled to
He is concerned
of all news credited
the use, for
of nine games as the maximum.
and
also
In
this paper
it or not otherwise credited
with preserving the lively interest of the general
news
nerein.
the local
puniianec
In the national game, the factor upon which
November 1, 1921 public
TUESDAY
it depends for its support, and there is no doubt
that the series this year was too long drawn out
THE BATTLE IS ON.
for all but a few of the most enthusiastic fans. What
is wanted for the playing season is a brief, snappy
&At nine o'clock this morning, in the District series of contests where the true spirit 0' sport Is
?ourt room, will begin the battle of the Journal
emphasized and less stress is placed on the financial
to limit the scooe of the libel suits of J. M. Ray- winnings of the players. Much sentiment has been
nolds and A. B. McMillen to the actual, concret.) voiced against the big monetary rewards made posand specific words of which they originally com- sible by tho high prices charged for admission and
plained. These gentlemen now seek to widen great- reserved seats.
ly the scope of the trial. The motion of the Journal
When there is a clash between the financial in
to strike the amended complaints will be presented. terest of owners and players and the public interThe argument will probably consume the entire est there should be no doubt as to which should
forenoon.
give way. A shorter world series next time and
The trial of Carl C. Magce on the contempt of lower
prices, with the soft pedal on the cash regiscourt charge preferred by J. M. Raynolds will be ter there is the way to strengthen the interest of
held on Friday, at 9 a. 111., in the District Court the followers of professional baseball and keep the
room. The issue in this case is not any words in
game on the plane where it belongs.
derogation of the court. It is a test to see whether
or not Mr. Raynolds can force us to cease publishing editorials discussing the fundamental principles
of the libel laws and of the freedom of the press.
At both of these hearings the Journal will be
A FALL SUNSET.
represented by distinguished counsel. Judge R. H,
Hanna and Hon. H. B. Jamison will be in charge. Scarlet and gold, scarlet and Bold!
Mr. Magee also will address the court in his own Don't tell nie, sunset, that I'm growing old.
Green are the hillsides and gay is the sky,
behalf in the contempt proceeding.
Summer is with us, though winter is nigh.
Day's on the earth, though night is nearby.
EARNINGS.
RESERVE
FEDERAL
Music and light, music and light,
singer, that it is soon night.
The Federal Reserve system is the financial arm Don't oftelltheme,
eager, sing of the bold,
Sing
It was stated distinctly at the Sing
of the government.
of tomorrow, behind tho night's fold,
g
time the system was adopted that it had no
Oh, but I'm young in the eons of old.
purpose. It was to be the servant of the
Minutes and me, minutes and me,
people to facilitate business.
Point me out, dial, my eternity.
How far it has departed from its announce! My power is young, though my purpose is old,
blood is warm scarlet; it's worlds that are cold,
purpose is shown by facts given on the floor of the My
I am the scarlet and I am the gold!
senate by Senator Watson. These facts were undisChicago Tribune.
puted and may be accepted as true. Senator
Watson said:

cars: total U. S. shipments,
northern white, sacked,

back-stair-
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RIPPLING RHYMES
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VERSE OF TODAY

money-makin-

'

CRISP PARAGRAPHS

"We will take the Boston bank. The capital paid
Tho gross earnings
In was less than $8,000,000.
NEVER! JflO DRY YEARS!
The expenses were
(1920) were $12, 000,000.
Radium may enable us to live 100 years, but Is
The total net earnings were 910,000,000. there any guarantee that we will have a good time
The capital paid doing It? Detroit Free Press.
Take the bank at Philadelphia.
in was J8,000'000 in round figures; the gross earnHERE'S OUR HAH!
ings were more than $11,000,000: expenses $2,000,-00"Sheep Gland Diet to Cure Subnormal Pupils,"
It was the government that was doing that,
To this the scoffer will cry: "Bah!"
a
headline.
What right did the government have to exact such says
Record.
Philadelphia
wisha profit from the people of Pennsylvania who
ed to avail themselves of the resources of that
HE KNEW MORE THAN THE EXPERT.
bank?
again. A ChiShakespeare has been vindicated $5,000-a-day
ad
expert says William was a
"Take the bank at Cleveland, O. The capital cago
writer and didn't know it. Dallas News,
The
net
total
In
was
$10,000,000.
earnings
!
paid
Is not that more than
were more than $11,000,000.
THAT'S WHY THEY FEED ON BEANS.
The per capita cost of government in Boston Is
100 per cent? Has the government a right to make
highest of any American city. And we
more than 100 per cent out of the people who pat- $35.06 the
haven't noticed any Boston paper claiming that it
ronize the government's own bank? If the govern- was worth the most. Cleveland Plain Dealer.
ment sets that example what will theprlvate bankGEE! NO MORE SPAGHETTI?
er do?
Next thing wo may expect to hear that those
"We will take the bank at Richmond, Va. Tho Italian
commurfists are announcing they will refuse
total capital was $3,600,000. The total net earn- to emigrate to this country if those two men conings were $5,000,000, very nearly double the capital victed in Massachusetts are not released. Indianapolis Star.
stock.

"I take this from the seventh annual rfport of
the Federal Reserve Board for the year 1920. .
DAY
EDITORIAL OF
"Now we come to the Atlanta bank. In my own
was
The
in
The
$4,000,000.
state.
capital paid
HUMILIATING SITUATION, THIS!
The expenses were
gross earnings were $7,500,000.
II, $65,000. The total net earnings were $6,000,000.
(From the Cincinnati Enquirer.)
or $2,000,000 more than the capital stock. What
The government of the United States and the
friend
Is
cent
that?
American people find themselves in a humiliating
Nevertheless, my stately
per
this
from Utah (Mr. Smoot) seemed to be Indignant position. It has not been many months since hasand people, at immense sacrifice,
that anybody was charging corporations with mak- government
tened to assure the salvation of European civilizaing excessive profits. But this report relates to last tion; and today one of our most distinguished Amthese
hug-is
and
it
the
government making
bassadors, at Europe's greatest capital, is daily in
year,
of losing his life at the hands of the conprofits. If the government profiteers, then privato danger
fessed enemies of democratic government and the
corporations will profiteer.
present social order!
"Take the Chicago bank. The capital stock was
If America's chief representatives in the capitals
of Europe must serve as conspicuous marks for
less than $14,000,000.
The net earnings were
assassination,
perhaps Senator Borah and thoso
What per cent was that?
like him, would refrain from more Intimate
"Let us go on to St, Louis. The capital stock who,
international relations, may be more
The total not than we have been disposed to believe. nearly right
was slightly less than $3,500,000.
were
$5,250,000.
Certainly the French, Italian and Belgian govearnings
may be trusted to do all they can to pro"Take Kansas City, Mo.' The capital stock paid ernments
tect our representatives.
But the condition which
in was $4,500,000 in round numbers. The total net compels such
protection is what is wrong. The alms
and policies of communists frankly are avowed. The
earnings were $5,500,000.
"Take the Dallas, (Tex.) bank. The capital was world knows all about them. But existing governThe total net earn- ments take more pains to protect themselves from
slightly less than $3,500,000.
rabid dogs than from these rabid assassins.
ings were $1,678,000.
Mobs in France are crying: "Long live Lenlne!
"Take the San Francisco bank. The capital paid Vive the American Soviet Republic!" The members
in was less than $7,500,000. The total net earnings of these mobs, at least willingly, were not in the
lines when the might of free America enabled
were $10,000,000.
What percentage Is that? What battle
the battered armies of France and England to
is that but an excessive profit, and why should the snatch victory from the jaws of defeat.
Sovletism preaohes International sedition.
Let
government be maintaining a lot of bankers on the
board here at the head of the regional banks rob- us have done with illusions. France, England, Amhave
all
erica,
necessary power to stamp out
bing the people In this way? It is not legitimate within Italy
their borders the breed of Lenlne. Concerted
business. It is robbery under the forms of law."
immediate action in every civilized state should be
taken to deport to Russia every man or woman who
The Journal feels that the exceptions of Senator is tainted with the destroying mania which, even
Watson are well taken. This enormous total In the now, with knife and bomb and incendiary speech,
the lives of American ministers and repUnited States was taken from the people who were threatens
resentatives to friendly nations. Send them to the
under the necessity of borrowing money. This is a land they acclaim.
No civilized state owes them
crime, but the more serious phase is the perversion even tho protection they demand, and receive, when
redhanded
in
commission of crime. Send
caught
the
a
its
of
Into
from
mission
service
of the system
them home to Russia before they have further opg
enterprise.
to defile the atmosphere of a liberty they
Senator Watson charges th'at the big financiers portunity
neither deserve nor understand.
of the United States have seized control of the people's banking system. We think so. This is to the "REG'LAR FELLERS"
harm of the people and the small banker. What
is to be done about it?
money-grabbin-

EXAMPLE

ed.

My mind

had grown so galled
and sore, from viewing social
smashes, I started for tho sackcloth store, to buy a ton of ashes.
"These modern ways," I said
aghast, "are all beyond enduring,
and every stand-b- y
of the past has
broken from its mooring. I do not
like to kick and carp, or shed the
tears in billows, but I must ham;
my famous harp upon the well
known willows. For things hav-changed since I was young and
lived in far Aurora, and dizzy
curves are dally sprung, that capture my Angora." And. thinking
of that storied town, old men 1
recollected, who used to wandor
up and down, disconsolate, deject

.

LITTLE

8

J3RNNY5

tNOTE BOOK,

I delibritly told Mary Watklns n
big compliment wile I was setting
on her frunt steps Sunday aftir-nooher starting it by saying, Say
Benny, who do you think is the
prettiest gerl erround beer, I Jest
wunt to know out of curiosity?
Wich I started to say. You are,
but I got too bashful, and I sed,
0 I dont know, do you meen tho
best looking one?
Yes, do you think Loretter Mincer is? I think Loretter Mincer
is very pritty, do you think she's
the prettiest'.' sed Mary W.atkln.
AVell, I dont know, no, I dont
think fo, I dont think I do, I sed.
Well then who do you think is?
Im jest asking you out of pure
curiosity, sed Mary Watkins. Ifnv-eyou eny preferents? she sod,
and I sed, Yes. I got a preferents.
1
know who the preferents Is. 1
sed.
Feeling like saying You hut
not saying it. and she sod, Well
then wich gerl erround heer do
you think Is tho best dressed, do
you think Maud Jonaln is?
O dont know, no, I dont think
so, no, not Maud Jonson, I sed.
Well who then, Im ony asking
nut of plane curiosity, sed Mary
Wntklns. Do you think Loretter
Mincer is the best dressed? she
nt

sed.

No, not her. I sed, and Mary
Watklns sed. Well who? Have you
eny preferents for the best dressed
one? and I sed, Yes, the preferents
Is the same as the preferents for
the best looking one.
Well I cant gess, I simply eant
gess, I jest simply havs no idecr,
sed Mary Watklns.
You,

I

Oh,

and they were always saying that
modern things were steeped in
woe, and virtue was decaying.
"And are we old boys dotard
sires?" I cried, "has old age hipped
us, that we intend to hang our
Have I
lyres upon a eucalyptus?
grown like those graybcards dour
who groaned in. bygone seasons,
,and said the world was turning
sour, and bored us with their reasons? I'll have to can the sob and
sigh, discard the mourning border; no bolt of sackcloth shall I
buy, no ashes shall I order." And
then I went to Jlmpson's shop,
where ice cold drinks are mingled,
and drank three quarts of lemon
pop, and through my works 1:
tingled.
to creep up on me that way and
nibble my ears! I must be careful!"
Just as the bunny gentleman
was going to run away he heard
a jolly voice saying:
VOh dear! What a lot of trouble!
Hal Ha! Ha! But I like trouble!
It's such fun when you get over
it!"
"Well, this can't be the fox or
wolf!" thought the bunny. "They
never laugh at trouble!
I'll see
who this is!"
He did not have long to wait.
Out from behind the pile of leaves
caino Jolly old Mr. Groundhog.
"Hello, Mr. Groundhog, what's
the matter?" asked the bunny.
"Oh, nothing much, and yet I'm
having a jolly lot of funny trouble
trying to move this pile of leavoa
to my underground burrow, where
I want to sleep all winter," answered the groundhog gentleman.
"As fast as I get a pile of leaves
In my paws they drop out."
"What! Your paws drop out?"
cried Uncle Wigglly.
"No, the leaves," answered the
woodchuek. which is his other
name. "The leaves are so slippery!"
"I'll help you," offered Mr.
"Between us we can
Longears.
And they did, and
carry them."
soon Mr. Groundhog's burrow was
nicely lined with dried leaves
which would keep him warm during his long winter sleep.
"Thank you. Uncle Wiggily,"
said tho woodchuek gentleman, as
the bunny hopped away.
'Tray, do not mention It," politely spoke the bunny. "I had a
nice little adventure. But now I
I think Nurse
must go home.
Jane and Mrs. Twlstytail will have
finished
this
by
dressmaking
time."
But when the bunny reached his
bungalow he found tho two animal
ladies had gone out, leaving the
partly finished dresses on a chair.

internaruled among
changes
tionals. Total sales, par value,

'Ira Having

a.

jolly lot of

Unny trouBle."'

Pinned to one was a note reading:
"Dear Wiggy. We grew tired of
sewing and went to the movies.
I'll pick up the pins when I come
back."
"Well, certainly dressmaking Is
hard work, and one needs to go to
the movies,", said the bunny. "And
there is no question but that the
pins need picking up off the floor,"
went on Mr. Longears. And there
were about forty 'leven thousand
of tho sharp pointed things the
animal ladies had
dressmaking
dropped.
"I have nothing to do, so I'll
pick up the pins," said Uncle Wigglly, and he did this, putting all
(he sharp pins in a chair.
Just as he picked up the last
pin the door opened.
"Glad to see you!" said the
bunny, thinking It was Nurse Jane
come back.
"Oh, are you!- - Well, I'm glad to
soe you," growled a harsh voice,
and there stood the Fuzzy Fox.
"Oh er hum suz dud!
Oh,
I didn't know it was you," gasped
the bunny.
"I , thought not!" laughed the
fox. "I came a long way to get
you. I'll Just sit down a moment
to catch my breath, and then I'll
take you off to my den!"
Down In a chair sat the fox, but
a second later up he jumped, crying:
"Oh, wow! What's this? What
have I sat on?"
"Sharp pins, I think." laughed
Unole Wigglly., as, with another
howl, the bad, chap jumped out
through a window with pins sticking all over In his hind legs.
"It's a good thing I picked up
the pins!" chuckled Mr. Longears
as he sat down in a different chair
to laugh. "That fox is quito stuck
up, so to speak." And Indeed he
was, but it served him right.
Adams

1921 by George Matthew

$4.08-cable-

.

6.

Here's an echo from a pre-wday, which
brings a not Ignoble ending to a somewhat unpleasant story. The world probably has forgotten Katti
gvhratt Kathrlna who was the companion of old
Katti who never
Francis Joseph of Austria-Hungarshared his throne, but solaced his declining years;
the brilliant and vivacious actress who became the
shadowy friend of an emperor,
Well, Francis Joseph departed on the Ion?
Katti
long journey while the war still raged.
Schuratt continued to live. Somehow the world was
Inclined to respect her her obscurity, her reticence,
She never
her withdrawal from the spotlight.
claimed or aspired to be a Sore), a La Valliere, a
De Pompadour, a De Montcspan or a Du Barry.
She was just the friend of old Francis Josoph,
Five years have passed since Francis Joseph
went to his grave. Kattl Schratt, during the course
of the long intimacy, received Innumerable letters
from him, letters in which, with full confidence,
he poured out his problems and tho pertinent comments on them. Great history In those letters, his- -
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firm; high 6; low 5; ruling rata
a n , ciuBiiiK Din DMi
oirerea at J
last loan e.
Time loans steady: CO davs.
days and 0 months

Lr0ZH(.rW.
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LIBERTY BONDS.

3's,

"

s

4's.

3's

4's,

NEW YORK COTTON.
New York, Oct. 31. Cotton ftt
lures closed steady.
December,
$1S.31;
January, $18.20; March,
$18.15; May, 17.78; July, 317.32.
I
NEW YORK METALS.
New York, Oct. 31. Copper
steady; electrolytic spot and v.earby
13c:

Tin

0.

......

9

50
23
78
19
74
42
61
120
80
55

Republic Iron & Steel
Sinclair Oil A Refining
Southern Pacific
Southern Railway
Ktudebaker Corporation
Texas Co
Tobacco Products
Union Pacific
United States Steel
Utah Copper

Chicago, Oct. 31. Notwithstanding a substantial decrease in the
United States visible supply total,
wheat today underwent a slight decline, owing chiefly to imports of
duty paid Canadian wheat. Prices
c net lower,
o to
closed easy,
to $1.08
with December $1.07
to $1.12. Corn
and May $1.12
o off, oats
finished a shade to
o lower, and prounchanged to
decline
visions varying from
to 12c advance.
At first, bulls in wheat appeared
to have some little advantage on
account of correct anticipations of
the change In the domestic visible
supply figures, but demand failed
to broaden out, and all upturns
seemed to be a signal for selling by
houses with northwestern connections. In the end, the prevailing
sentiment was rather bearish, the
outstanding factor being news that
millers at eastern points were acquiring wheat from Canada and
that the Canadian visible supply
total had been heavily enlarged.
Absence of any aggressive support tended to weaken corn and
oats.
Trading was almost entirely
local.
Provisions averaged higher in
line with hogs.
Closing prices:
Wheat Dec.
$1.07; May

Out of oil again

$1.12.
Corn

Dee., 48c; May, 63

Oats

Dec, 33c; May,
Pork Jan., $15.
Lard Jan., $9; March,
Ribs Jan., $7.55; May,

c.

37c.
$9.22.
$7.92.

KANSAS CITY PRODUCE.

Kansas City, Oct.

31.

Butter

Creamery lc higher, 47c; packing
unchanged, 24c,
Eggs Firsts, lc higher, 51c;
seconds unchanged, 31c.
Poultry Unchanged; hens, 16o
to 24c; springs, 17c21c.
CHICAGO PRODUCE.
Chicago, Oct. 31.
Poultry
Alive, higher; fowls,
20
c; turkeys, 29c; roossprings,
ters, 14 c.
Potatoes Stetdy; receipts 136

1422c:

-

,

Whenever your engine consumes oil too fast, ic
is proof that you are using inferior oil. Veedol

-

lasts for twice as many miles as ordinary oil.

and let us fill your
crankcase with the proper grade of
Veedol.The first thousand miles will
coavinceyouof the difference Veedol
Drop in

makes.
BOND-DILLO-

CO.

N

DISTRIBUTORS
New Mexico

Albuqucrqne

Thert's

tcrreS grtete cf Vttekl (oil or grease)

for every part of any automobile,

truck

tr tractor.

Veedol Oil is for sale by the following dealers:
McColIotigh-BuIc-

Auto Laundry & Garage,
424 N. Second St.
Metcalf Auto Repair Shop,1
107 S. Fifth St.
Napoleone Bros.,
11
221 W. Copper Ave.
Central Auto & Machine
Works,
621 W. Central Ave.
Hoover Motor Co.,
418 W. Copper Ave.
R. V. Gilbert,
Morlarty, New Mexico,
(i. W. Bond & Bro,
Mercantile Company.
Enclno, New Mexico
F. H. Wood,
Duran, New Mexico.
Monntainair Motor Co..
Mountalnalr, New Mexico- .,
Steel's Garage,
Estancla, New Mexico.
Vaughn Auto Company,
Vaughn, New Mexico.
White Lakes Company, ,
Stanley, New Mexico.

k
Co.,
421 W. Gold Ave.

Frank F. Trotter,
116

W. Gold Ave.'
& Gnttlcrrcz,
1600 S. Third St.

Garcia

Slmonson & Danlolson,
821 S. Second St.
South End Garage,
702 S. Second St.
Fourth Street Garage,
406 N. Fourth St.
American Garage,
219 N. Fourth St.
Butler Auto Co.,
424 W. Copper Ave.
Highland Tire & Rubber Co.,
123 S. Broadway.

'

--

Kistlcr-Overlan-

Co.,

d

211 N.

Fourth St.

Motor Co,,
424 W. Gold Ave.
Quickcl Auto Supply Co.,
600 W. Central Ave.
White Garage,
LaDderbatigh

123

Morrow
313

North Fourth.
Auto
West

Company,
Silver.

By Gene Byrnes
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It's tough motoring when you run out of oil
miles from help when you thought you started
with supply enough for the hardest trip.

2c
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New York, Oct. 31. Liberty
bonds closed:
$92.60; first 4'sj
second 4's, $92.76; firsts,
$93.00;
4V,'s, $93.10; second
$92.76:4
third
$95.14; fourth
S'J3.02: Victory
$99.60: Vlc-- 4
tory 4 s, $99.08.

4's,
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NEW YORK MONEY.
"Wats

,..
later 13013c.
firmer; spot and nearby
$28.25; futures $28.62.
Iron steady: No. 1 northern $21
022; No. 2 northern $20021; No.
2 southern $19020.
Re
Lead steady; spot $4,700 04. 75
and
Zinc steady; East St. Louis deliv-

CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE

B. Garls

(Copyright

Kansas City Livestock.
Kansas City, Oct. 21. Cattle
Receipts, 19,000; beef steers steady
to 25c lower; early top. $8.65;
other sales, $4.6008.50; some held
above $10.00; all grades and classes
she stock steady to string; bulk
few around
cows,
$3.50(g4.00;
94.60 5.00 : medium fed heifers,
$6.00; most grassers, $4.0005.00;
bulk canners around $2.60; most
cutters, $3.00 03.50; bulk bulls,
$3.00 (S) 4.00 ; calves
top.
steady;
$10.00 stockers and feeders strong
to 25c higher early sales stockers.
$4.50 6.25; some held at $6,75;
most feeders, $5.50 iff 6.25.
Hogs Receipts, 4,000: fairly active; mostly 15c to 25c higher
than Saturday's average: top to
packers and shippers, $7.70; good
and choice J SO to 220 pound
weights, $7.5007.65; mixed droves,
$7.3507.50; bulk of sales, $7,000
7.65; bulk throwout sows, $6,250
6.65; pigs steady with few offered.
Sheep- - r.ccelpti. 2,500;
killing
classes generally 25c higher; most
fat ewes, $4.5004.75; few $5.00;
fed western Iambs, $9.25; bulk na
tives. $8.5009.00;
feeding lambs
steady; early top, $7.60.

New York, Oct. 31. Foreign exchange Irregular; Great Britain demand, $3.92; cables, $3.93
France demand. $7.37; cables
$7.37ya- Italy demand,
Belgian demand,
$4.08.
$7.17; cables, 7.17. Germany demand, 65c; cables, P6c. Follanri
demand,
$34.03; cables, $34.0$,
Sweden
Norway d ;mand, $12.70.
demand, $22.80. Denmark demand,
$18.90.
Switzerland
demand,
$18.34.
Spain demand, $13.
Greece demand, $4.40.
Argentine
Brazil demrnfl,
demand, $32.63.
$13.00. Montreal 92
.f,

Chicago, Oct. 31. Cattle
ceipts, 25,000; beef steers
I
butcher she stock slow; early sales ery spot $4.60.
Closing prices:
around 15c to 25c lower than FriForeign bar silver 70 e.
. 27
American Beet Sugar
bulk beef steers. $5.75 0 9.25;
Mexican dollars $54c.
28 V4 day;
American Can
calves
canners,
and stockers
American Smelting & Ref'g.. 384 steady: bulls,
SENTENCED TO BE HANGED.
steady to weak.
American Sumatra Tobacco.. 35
Rosebm-g- ,
Ore., Oct. 31. Dr.
Hogs Receipts, 27,000; 25 to
108
American T. & T
40c higher than Saturday's aver Richard Melville Brumfield
was
; 41
Anaconda Copper
age; big packers out of early trade; sentenced today to bo hanged Fri85
Atchison
top 58.05: light lights un to $8.25: day, January 13, for the murder of
37
Baltimore & Ohio
bulk $7.40 0 8; pigs strong, bulk Dennis Russell.
56
Bethlehem Steel "B"
I
around $8.25.
14
Butte and Superior
fat
Journal Want Ads bring results.
15,000;
Sheep Receipts.
43
California Petroleum
lambs cteady to 25c higher; sheep
113
Canadian Pacific
SAND
STORM JAZZ TONIGHT
feeders
firm; fat native
steady:
28
Central Leather
COLLEGE INN.
Iambs top early $9, with light sort- 55
&
Ohio
Chesapeake
Chicago. Mil. and St. Paul... 23
25
Chino Copper
24
Colorado Fuel & Iron
64
Crucible Steel
7
Cuba Cane Sugar
12
Erlo
72
Great Northern pfd
35
Inspiration Copper
49
Int. Mer. Marine pfd.
22
Kcnnecott Copper
N f
99
Mexican Petroleum
23
Miami Copper
18
Missouri Pacific
71
New York Central
73
Northern Pacific
36
Pennsylvania
Ray Consolidated Copper. .. . 13

I

For Little Ones

"Uncle Wigglly, will you be out
for a long timo today?" asked
Miss Fuzzy Wuzzy one morning
as she came down stairs and piled
a lot of needles, pins, thread,
thimbles and pieces of cloth on
one of the chairs In tho dining
room.
"Why, I'm going out to look for
an adventure," said the bunny gentleman, thoughtfully twinkling his
pink nose, "and I can stay away
as long as you wish. But why?"
"Well, Mrs. Twistytail, the pig
lady, is coming over and we are
going to make dresses," answered
Nurse Jane.
"I thought maybe
you wouldn't want to bo around
where there are so many ravelings,
bastings, pins and needles and the
like of that."
"No more I would," answered
Mr. Longears.
"It reminds me of
the little poem. Ride a Jack Horse
to Banbury Cross. Feed him a
needle and pin. When dressmaking starts in my Old Bungalow,
I'd rather be out than be in! Ha!
Ha!"
"I never heard It sung that way
before," laughed Nurse Jane, "but
It's Just as well you're going to be
out, for you might sit on a needle
or pin.'
"Just what I was thinking!"
said the bunny gentleman as he
hopped away on his red, white and
blue striped rheumatism crutch.
Over the fields and through the
woods he went, and pretty soon
he came to a place where the
wind had blown many of tho dried
fallen leaves into a large pile. And,
as Uncle Wiggily looked the pile
of leaves seemed to bo coming
straight at him,
"My! This is Btrange, not to say
dangerous!" exclaimed the bunny.
"Maybe tho fox or wolf is hiding
behind that pile of leaves, trying

LIVESTOCK MARKETS.

rubber tires.
Among market leaders Mexican
Petroleum was heaviest at an extreme decline of nearly eight
points, the stock being under greatest pressure in the last hour and
unsettling the list. Ralls lapsed
into the dullness shown by that
group prior to the strike settlement, and equipments, motors and
food shares were heavy. Wilson
and Company, common and preferred, made gross declines of five
Denver Live Stock.
to fifteen points. Officials of the
Denver, Oct. 31. Cattle Re,
company were quoted as being un- celpts, 5.000:
25c higher; beef
able to account for the weakness of steers,
$5.0006.00; cows and heifthose Issues. Sales, 700,000 shares. ers, $3.5005.00:
calves, $6,000
Foreign exchanges were irreg- 9.60; bulls, $2.0003.00;
stockers
ular, the French rates being the and feeders, $4.50 0 6.00.
only important remittance to dis900; 25c higher:
Hogs
Receipts.
play strength.
German, Scandinavian and central European rates top. $7.75: bulk, $6.5007.75.
Sheep Receipts, 16,500: strong,
were variably lower.
25c
lambs, $7.7508.60;
Trading in bonds was moderate ewes, higher;
feeder lambs,
$2.0004.25;
with an uneven tone. Liberty is- $6.5007.50.
sues closed mostly at slight gains,
rails were uncertain and mixed
Chicago Live Stock.

Reading

Bedtime Storiet

UNCLE WIGGILY AND
THE PINS.

Prwu.)
31. Fluctua-

Oct.
In the stocx market
were confusing. Issues of the today
same
description frequently moving In
opposite directions, dealings were
xairly large, but again subject to
the maneuvers of professionals.
Money rates furnished an excuse
for the market's course. Call loans
at 5 per cent, relaxed to
opened
6
per cent at midday and hardened
to 6 per cent In the final hour.
Developments offered little encouragement to the bull accounts.
Railroad tonnage showed irregular
decreases and business gains at
prominent centers were neutralized
by further price reductions for Important Industries.
Independent steel
producers
were reported to be contemplating
lower prices for structural steel
and other fabricated materials and
substantial cuts were announced by
manufacturers of motor trucks and

sed.

Copyright. 1921. by MeClurs
Newspaper Syndicate.
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that was forty years ago, tions

Wy Benny l'otts, you big flattering thing you, I never herd suteh
brazen face flattering in my life,
wy Benny Potts, sed Mary Wat-kisounding inoro diskusted than
wat she looked.
Being how I delibritly told her
a big compliment.

By Howard

AmocIi-V-

EXCHANGE.

FOREIGN

FOR

y;

'

THE MARKETS
(Bj The
Now York,

THE MOURNER,

THE

!

1.80 cwt.;

By WALT MASON.

ef

E.JIJt..ew

I

1,001; ing; city butchers $9.35; best west
erns $9.
v

$1.65
bulk, $1.70 1.86 cwt.;
sacked and bulk Red River. $1.65
(3 1.80 cwt.; South
Dakota white,
il.4V0i.&; idano russets, $2.40.

tld-bit- s,

;

November 1, 1921.
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BRINGING UP FATHER.

Blisters
HEALTH SEEKER
We have just listed a small
adobe bouse of three rooms and
bath., This la an extra well
built house and la lotated in
mn ideal spnt fo'r health seeker
This property can be bought
tor qnly $2,650, with extra good
terms if desired.
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'WOMEN
IT FOrNX IDEAfb
DACVa FAR BE IT FROM
ME TO CUTT IN
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George McManut

PUT OUT THAT
DO YOU
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KXTRA

WIXL BUILT
ALMOST NEW' 'BRICK
Hardwood floors, garage, 'sidewalks, lawn, etc. With or
out furniture. Close in,, good'
terms. Fine location Lowlands.
Immediate possession.

II

FOR RENT.
llluhlnnds.
&Rooms and two porch- . es, unfurnished
$30.00
i

'

apartment,

furnished

.

$60. Of
$65.00
$31.80
$100.00

Tell us what you want
have it.

1:

we may

D. T. KINGSBURY,

REALTOR
Loans and Innrance.
210 W. Gold.
rbono 907--

Double

$4.000

1941 mi

The Strike Is Settled

lets' put
And all are happy.
our ahoulder to the wheel and
will
help boost Albuquerque. Youstand
find us at the same old
ready to do our bit.
FOR BALE
want to rent, buy, sell or
frame cottage,- t room, If you
insure your home see us
on each- aide, com-

bath, glassed porch
rent for $S0 a
pletely rurnlsh"l;
month; Eaat Central.
cement block bunga- $6,000 Flve-roo.
Jow. modern, buit In feature, fireplace,
"furnace: Fourth ward.
white stucco bungalow,
S8.900 Five-roomodern, large room., hardwood floor,
fireplace, furnace, corner, fin location;
Fourth ward.
a1. Houses
- Some Roud ranches for
and loti In nil Dart ef the city. Busl- nesa property and business opportunities
A. FLEISCHER, REALTOR.
lire Insurance. Automobile Insurance,
Plate Gloss, Burglary, I'nblle 1.1'
blllly, Compensation lmurnnce.
Snretv Honda.
rhone 814.
Ill Sonth Fourth Bt.

Call and see us before you buy.
"We are sure to please you.
L.

PHILLIPS,

Real Estate, y
Phone
110 S. Third.

FOR SALE

854--

ASK US

So

GRIFFITH,
Realtors.
120 S. Fourth

ACKERSON &
Phono 414.

to, Trade
Dandy place, close In, for chicken
Tard coops,
business.
raising
brooders laying house, plenty of
water, wind mill, a three room
house. A chance to beat II. C. L
J. P. GILL.
Phono 123-115 S. Second

About that home you long to
own, or may be it Is a vacant
lot. We have them- in all iissea

modera house;
sleeping porch, hardwood floors throughout, large
basement, built-i- n laundry tubs,
rarage, full size lot. all for only
$3,800. Reasonable torms.
Four - room
glassed-i-

and locations. Look her:
eaay
$760,
Highlands,
furnished,
terms.
Term.
Lowlands, $4,250.
Six-roo-

Shelley Realty Co,
Phone

21

459-- J.

W. Gold.

3.

SUDDEN SERVICE.
the West) renThe Red Arrow (all
udden
ervlce on Kodak finishing
der
Work
demand
to
quality.
p"pl, who
.
m m.ll.il Ram.
ii
next
S
soon
m.
mailed
Work In before p.
day. Addrea work to
THE RED ARROW,
La. Vegss
Albuquerque
(We wast a representative In TO'JK
territory.)

df

Mr. and Mrs. Hraltbseeker,
Small New Hoaae
,
In Highland,
fj,400.00.
Nice living room with plenty of
kitchen with
convenient
windows,
built-i- n
features, oath room comon
plete; ideal sleeping room where
can get good fresh air and un;
beautiful view, neighborhood of the
the best; make a substantial payment down and move in. The house
Is made of adobe and Is stuccoed
white. It will be good and warm
for thia winter. See us without delay, as it will not lat long on the
market.
DIECKMAXN BEAMY COMTANT

201

Realtor.

Renl I'.tnle, Insurance, lVonns.
rhone 670
309 W. Gold Ave.

Six room brick house on fine
large lot In best section of
Highlands. Can be had for
cash and monthly payments. The price is only $4,750
$1,-00- ft

ROLLIW E. GUTHRIDGE,
1023.
314 W. Gold.

Phone

For

Rent-Room-

s

$1200

CASH BUYS

house, furnished or unfurnished; fireNewplace and sleeping porch. out
Inside and
ly decorated
Balance monthly
Close .In.
A. C. STARES
Real Estate Insurance
Phone 168
319 W. Gold Ave.
Five-roo-

modern

with Board
FOR RENT

FOK RENT Room and porch, with, good
board. 70i North Fifth.
NICELY
furnished . roon. with board;
private family; no sick. 1027 Forrester.
FOfl RENT Room
and o.)ard, with
board. 410
sleeping porch; 'first-clas- s
East Ceniral.
M1RAMONTKS
ON THE MESA
PRIVATE HOTEL for tubecular persons
Phone 2400-JFOR RENT Hoard and room for one or
two gentlemen, on the Sawmill car line.
50 North Twelfth.
FOR KENT Nicely furnlsned room with
518
Weal
board.
Lady preferred
Fruit. Phone 1472-FOR RENT Roum and board for couple
or two men or two girl. 1104 North

Dwelling

modern bouse.
FOR RENT Five-roo. 228
North Walter.
rooms
and two la
Five
FOR RENT
porches. 621 North Thirteenth.
FOR RENT Ranch home, $1!. per month.
s
norm
Inquire mornings only.
'
Eleventh.
four-rood
FOR RENT
house, at 828 North Fourth. Br. Easterday.
FOR RENT In highlands, two rooms
and sleeping porch, furnished. Call at
532 South Walter.
Three-roofurnished
RENT
FOR
porch.
house and bath, large leepln
1117 East Central.
Five-roohouse,
modern
RENT
1260-J- .'
FOR
Second, phone
804 South Walter.
Inquire
JAMESON'S
HANOI Iddul location tor 614furnished,
Fe.
Santa
Bast
Dow
few reservation
heallhseekcrs;
J422-bungalow,
FOR RENT Nicely furnished
available. Phone 12S8-FOR SALE $170 hatpme property, convery modern, glassed-i-808n aleeping porch;
room
and
well FOR KENT
alck.
Sleeping
furalshed
porch
for
8outhBdlth:
houses,
of
four
fine
sisting
will
ii FO-R-place
adjoining bath, with board; rate
located; this Is a fine Investment; It balRENT By Novenitier 1,
month. 16S8 East Central.
cash,
pay you to Investigate;1576-J-part
modern home, beautifully furnished;
.
South
tOl
ance to suit. Phono
FOR REIv'T Furnished rooms with
no alck or children. 604 West Marble.
without board; bath and phone. $11
nouse,
i
FOR RENT Eight-rooPhone 820-FOR RALE Owner leaving town;mod- a South Second.
sleeping porclre completely furnished;
adobe stucco,
beautiful five-rooF I! RENT Room ano .sleeplnc porch. located close In. Apply 821 South High.
ern with hardwood floors, basement and
i.lth board for convalescent,; gentle- FOR RENT In aoutlr highlands,
..,,,
n iinlvprsltv Helghta. Bee Mr. men
only; private home. Phone 2148-house, well furnished; water,
Kml'ih.' at 1420 East Silver, or phone
FORRENT Sunny sleeping porch and lights and garace; no children. Phone
1422-in
212S-pribed room, with board, for two;
houses. medium vate family; also garage.
SALE Chean
Trot!
623 South High.
FOR RENT Modern houses and ipart-mentiw.m.a. rnf .bouse, fine houses, from
rooms
RENT
furnished
FOR
three, four, five and six oom;
Nicely
good
lots,
Jfioo to $7,000! terms; cheap
first-class
W. H. McMI'llon, 204
beat
table
and
some furnished.
with ateam
xe.ldence lots In the city.
ik.
1SI7-110 South
Gold.
1914-Amu.
or
board.
V't.t
.
phone
Phone
from $100 tii $8,000.
By December 15, to responFOR HEALTHSEEKEKS Modern ac- FOR-RENat 216 North Elm.
o
tenants
eervlce.
Atlon-lnurse
completely furnished,
sible
with
commodations,
SALE House, NO. 200 West
FR avenue;
five-roohoue. garage. Inquir at
Casa de Oro. 818 West Gold, phone 814-well constructed, ftre-roo220
North Klh street, city.
brtrk ....
house, modern except neat. This FOR RENT Nice moms wllh eleppln
1900
h n F.00. Will sell raw
i.
hpuse,
porchea with board, for convalescents. FOR RENT Furnished
room
lor $3,7r,0, $1,000 cash, balince at per Mrs.
and glassed-i- n
South
finutb
phone
Reed,
Broadway,
Edith; twotwo
ell
307
West
.old,
Co.,
acreened
porches,
cent. Clly Realty
628.
sleeping porch,
Call at $05 West Mar
garage, $2S.
phone 867
Modern accom
Six rooms, cement finish, FOR HEALTHSEEKER
quette.
BY OWNER
nu,se
with
in
modations
country home,
two
One-rootwo
furnished cottage
fireplace,
water
beat,
BENT
hot
service; not far from car line. Addreei FOR
with screened porch, for light
bed rooms, fifty foot frontage, shad postofflce box 224, city.
and
outbuildings,
healthseeker preferred, $10 per
and fruit tree, garage
PORCH and
$3 000 cash, DELIGHTFUL BLEEPI.NQ
month; nursing attention available. 190J
good .ectlon, Fourth ward. Sl-after
rurnace-neai- .wun
nearoom.
Phone
ooara,
in
rent.
South High. ,
balance like
ed home; reasonable; also table board.
noons.
RENT Hous; three good looms.
FOIl
1422-In
1420
Silver.
Phone
East
modern house BY OWNER,
one glassed in tor aieeping;
. wu.
.
4 Hmm
firsnam
RESERVATIONS may now be had at except heat; garage, coal hsuse, W8,
Fourth wara.-hr
POl".
The Murphey Sanatorium. Rates: $20 water paid vacant November $. Inquire
place. lrg bed oreened with
extra
large
to $26 per week. Includes private room 408 South Hlgh
Ilghf airyfront room,
,nt Z
t on
with
brick nouse,
porch, connected with bath rnn RENT Five-roo?.wS; tree .to.: .verythlng In excellent and sleeping
General nursing, , medical
bath, screened sleeping porch, window
Phone care, toilet.
desired.
If
All
service.
term.
In
excellent
house, newly
meal, tray
condition;
shades and coal rang
ild i ricoratd. re rare. $80. water tree.
team heat, hot and
1077-room bav
a.no
481.
Dr.
water
Prion.
Murphev
running
at zzu JNonn xiis".
FOR SALE A real bungalow, price
Trrin RENT W. have several houses
place worth investigating,
WANTED Position
nunei. T,,u..n Mm
OWNERS.
floors, fire place, built-iand anartment. to rent.
n
f.atu
every
nen closet;
White woman wants position list your properties with u. We can
front and rear WANTEU
large
a office Janitor.
Ideal kitchen;
Address L. C. care r.n, them and save you trouble. Gobee.
tub.
Journal.
Oober, 220 West Coll, rbone'$8,
Short
porches: atatlonary lot:
thre. large
of window.; large
Housework or work as
bus new or 'gar WANTED
for
mlt.bl
AUTOMOBILES- or
1988-- J
chambermaid;
permanent.
by
day
Phone
age: can arrange term
Rear 701 West Tljeraa.
Private garage for one or
RENT
FOR
WB AUDIT. CHECK. OPEN. CLOSE and
"PERSONAL
two cars, mi west
books.
WILLIAMS & ZANO,
keep
noraei.
room 8 Mellnl building. Phone 701-FOR SALE Ford touring car and Ford
BARBER tor private
1421-J- ;
truck. Innulre Tip norm inirmm
WANTED
Position
by
stenographer.
aood
STTi.'
... -VnrA maitilir:
fib YOU WANT TO LEARN a,SPANISH?
bookkeeper; four years' experience; f ir.k
i.u lots
No.
WWtlng
f1
KfiPINOSA.
onndltlon. Phone 11-Phone
references.
ope t
ll't
executive ability;
Phone 465.
1424-Silver.
CMmw
with a French teacher, WANTED
Position collecting, soliciting wXnTED TO BUY Late model Ford
roadster or truck wltn .tarter. ruu
or salesman, or would consider buying
Either class or private Instruction. For
&z Boutn
at
call
Address II. G. O., E52-a
business.
going
particular lrnii-w- .
oar,
BulcW touring
care Journal.
or phone
FOR SALK K-- 4
flrA-ol- as
condition, uona-uino- o
TiTTOU are going to Colorado bprmga, NURSE with two yeirs' experlenco In
to
your
Information
and
Wftnta
.
elty.
you
positron nursing
hospital,
G-Oax.tt
by" addressing
419 vod aAtlr Kntne exm aftO) used Cr.
kee; ng house for healthseekor.
'
WLin Knrlncs. Colo.
Edith.
.
Stth
term. Molntosh Auto Co, 808
easy
&WaTTTCWINO and plcotlng attach WANTED Experienced girl wants to ffirt Tentral.
m;ch,ln":
cook and do light housework for fam- FOR SALE 121 Hudson sport model,
ment, work, on any sewing
adjusted: price $2.60 with
ily of adults: highlands preferred. Inwill
Ml) for $1,850.
worth 12,800,
t ructions.' uem novenj n.v.
quire at 417 South Arno, or phone Phone 490-1021-A-- l
Corpua Chrlstl, Texas.
condition;
5
SALE
Buick,
FOR
BUSINESS
depression makes available
must be sold at once; a real bargain for
accountant-bookkeep"FOR SALE Furniture
capable American
Oold, or
214
West
eea
Can
at
be
and stenographer, with thorough cash.
'
44$-bed, oil stoves
: call
Sv'halE Three-ciuartand
of
salesmanship
knowledge
Spanish
Silver.
Studebakev
and tables. 609 West
detailed qualifications on request. Ad- FOR SALE
priced
5775 SALE Rug.
library table and dress Results, Postofflce box 241, phone
touring car: good condition;
1325-it
'
.m.n meUer. 120 South Cedar.
,
289.
right, for quick sale. Phohe
avenu.
114
Yal.
call
ffoft SALE Antique nahogany dressini
CARPENTERING
Phone
'SALE-Twold.
Mil
o
Buick light elxee,
FOR
case, over bundredyear.
Ford truck.
1402-models, $760 and $M0; worm
PETTI FORD TUB ODD JOB MAN.
drive.
one-to- n
Ford
truck,
IC78-- J
$200;
tahl. and three chairs,
Phone
of
work
kind
aktv rtaVoffice
Any
Bodge tour$200;
Ford
Apply
or
home.
$400;
pdster.
suitable for
Joba
paintWANTED
Odd
Oold.
carpentering,
ing car, $450. Ill West
oom 8. 318 's West Central
ing and roof repairing. Phone 1468-beda. tables, .ocoa,
ROOF
PAiNTINO:
OR
HOUSB
FOR
Morris
FOR SALE Ranches
cabinet.
hnnb. phlna
first-clas- s
reasonable prlota
work;
u.i. o.t' n,ir. J 2x3 auto tires;"itfu'l Oeorge T Brown.
1020 South Broadway FOR SALE Country home, stucoo house.
't ir.t class used furniture;$25 e,
.team heated, elootrle
seven room
your
"'n BEFORE BUILDING 864--or having
musical Instrument.
i tvolver.
our figure light; on tender ranch; In alfalf277.and
house repaired, call
or
l'lrst.
box
are right. No 1ob too large or too email. orchard.J407-R- Addrea Poatofflc
phone
LOAN
TO
MONEY
NTTrlACH I N ES
for a comfortable bom.
irlandi.noxiNO
"iS "LOAN On watohea,
a pleasant and profitable estabAlONEni
MACHINES
repaired
nd everything vluabl
lished
monda, gun
you can secure .am at
business,
olaanedt Dart, and supplies for all a bargain; four acre, two mitt, from
B. Marcus, 113 Bnutn rirsi
H
a
work
all
guaranteed,
make:
watches
Mm,
on
mala
dltoh, doun
on
diamonds,
poMofflca,
LOAN
ONEY TO
412 W. Copper.
eon- - Mnrehead. phone 848-J- ..
garage, chicken houses, tools, blooded
and gold Jewelry; liberal reliable,
furniture;
also
N.
106
First
and
chicken
A
Beer.
turkey:
lentlal. OottHeb
TYPEWRITERS
will sell on term to responsible .ieople.
'
loana on
,
TYPE WRITERS All makea overfiaulei Phone 2416-Jnond wtohe. Liberty Bond, plan,
and repaired. Ribbon, for every maMouse.
tomobllss. ixw.ei raie.
WANtt--b
chine.
Typewriter ExAlbuquerque
South Flnit. Bonded to tn.
122 South Fourth.
change, phone H08-J- .to sell; if
want
WANU'El)
W.
proyeny
'
worth tb money, w. oan move It,
Be. our-- dvertlsemsnt under Reel Est is
tnus
AT TRESS KENOVATINtl. 18 50 and Up, column) If your property erer
It wonld move, wouldn't Itt
Rug oleanlng, furniture repairing, furSouth
110
niture packing. Phone 471. Ervln Bed- J. I Phillip. Beat Estate,
Third, phon. 154-,
ding Company,

i,.

t.t

rl

m"i

lr

..,y

.i..i

"'"EWi
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.
Advertise in the Mom Mattress
i;tg Journal for best

"

renovating
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REAL HOME

Gold.

Phone

A

FINE HOME SITE

BRAND NEW

new home of five
rooms and basement, hardwood
floors throughout, lavge living
room with fire place, splendid
location and built to endure
Can you believe the price Is
only $4,500?
Six room modern house to tent,
A beautiful

Two beautiful
lots
Sliver. Price reduced

on East
for quick
sale, singly or together. Want
to see them? Call
3. A. IIAMMOSD,
B24 E. Sliver.
Phone 1522--

-

$45.00.

to Loan,to Loan

$1,500
$1,200

"A

-

J, D, Keleher, Realtor,
Gold.

211 W.

BARGAIN'

Shingle Bungalow with
built-ifeatures; good coal and
chicken houses; large lot; furnished complete, only $950. Terms
& WORSILIM,
SfeDOXATJ)
Renl Estate, Insurance.
108 S. Third.
Phone OflO-Two-roo-

Phone

INSURE ANYTHING
INSURABLE.
If you knew the protection- we
can give you on your auto
policy for only $3.00 extra per
year, you would "not be without It. If our salesmen do not
happen to aee .you ask us
about it.
Second and Gold.
Phone 640
Let's Serve Yon Today.

n

410

HOME

,

PROFESSIONAL

t

442-- J,

$25 Down and $25 Monthly
with 8 Interest will build or buy
you a home. Call at our office
for further information.
Phone 835-- J
Ill South Fourth
WESTERN AGENCY
AMERICAN HOME BUILDERS
(Incorporated)
R. L. WOOTON, President

WANTED
Will pay 9 per cent on $2,000
and $4,000 First Mortgage on
brand new real estate.
LOAN

FRUIT
SHADE TREES
MENTALS

eiuitle
WANTED
Competent dining room gTrl.
Call 2400-J- I.
WANTED
Experienced collar girl, J3x- -

TREES
AND

FROM

ORNAALBU-

celslor Laundry.

CARDS

Ai"l'(,H,NM.

JOHN W. WILSON,
Attorney.
Ho.'mi 1$. 17 and 19, Cromwell Building.
Phone I15J-- J.

WANTED
(iln for. gen.-ia- l
PHYSICI AN(4 AN If HCMUKONfl.
Apply 319 North Flflh.
Dli. S. I. HLliTON.
WANTED
cook.
Experienced
Apply
IMeeur of tn. Stomach.
Mrs. Weinman, 70S West Copper.
Suite: 9. Barnett Building.
T. YOUNG & CO.,
WANTED
J.
Olli
for
housework;
general
1576-- J,
8. C. CLARKE,
must etay or prjiu s. 1021 Wtst
Albuquerque, N. M.
Eye, Kar, Now and Throat.
Rcma.
Barnett
Building
phone $36.
WANTED
White woman or girl to do
Office Uoura
612
once.
South
light housework, at
9 to 11 a. m , and 2 to 6 p. m.
Arno. south side.
FOR
I1R.
CAMTW KIOH'I7
Middle-aged
FOR
WANTED
woman
to do Office MAKGAKET
Grant Bldg., hoom 18. Pn.fle (71
box. 817 South
truck
SALE
Ford
FOR
light housework and cooking; would
Cadillao Eight Model 55 In
1123
Residence
it Central,
First.
consider girl.
Apply 1107 South High.
A-Phone J71.
condition Apply
l
FOR SALE
TRY BODDY'ft MILK. BEST IN TOWN. EARN BOARD
nd $10
Room
month
BIAVA AUTO CO,,
Phone 2413-while attending school; catalogue free.
-- Green
TfTELlN,
tomatoe. Phone Mackay Business College, 906 'A South DR. ALFRED
521 North Thlr-teent- h
FOR
A bargain,
New Mexico
Gallup
Dentist.
Main. Txis Anrelea.
8. J. Vivian.
Phon. d?.
South Third.'
116',4
street, $500 cut In price
WANTED
American girl or woman for Open Evening.
TRY our Bulgarian buttermilk,
Dental
housework and cooking: famllv of two:
auernue Dairy Association.
Five rooms, two glass porches,
University
good
and
Heights;
hours;
Gottlieb
good
er,
stove.
SALE-BeexRENT
FOR
Heating
one screen porch, modern,
wnges.
Phone 1935-105 North First.
W. M.
M. D.
Students to learn conversa
cept heat.
FOR RENT Room. 610 West Copper.
machine, $76 WANTED
Tnresnu.
SALE
FOIl
PreoHeo
to
tional
In
Limited,
native
teacher:
by
Spanish,
1488-O.
Box 412, Cltr
P.
FOR RENT Large front room.
dividual or class Instruction; If inter- GENITO - URIN KY
DISEASES.
Water motoi
inquire at ested call at 604 South Ninth, after 4 AND DISEASES OF THE SKIN.
FOR SALE
FOR RENT Furnished room. 120 South
office.
Journal
m
p.
Morning
In
WassormaB
Walter.
Connection.
Laboratory
Apply Herman Q. A PROMINENT business house in this Citizen" Hnnk Hlnr.
FOR BALE Bicycle.
Phone 88(1.
FOR RENT Nicely furnished room. 208
Chavex, 1425 South Second.
North Sixth.
city needs the service, of a competent
room . wun private FOR SALE Late model Stewart
lady assistant in office; must be experiFOR RUNT Several unfurnished rooms. FOR RENT Nice
enced; this is a permanent position for EflYCASMKN
811 West Marquette.
family; with or without board. 807
124 fiouth Edith.
right party. Address postofflce box 209.
North Fourth.
Cub Economy
Heater, al city.
FOR SALE
(ThlrnB ctor.
FOR RENT Three furnished., rooms;
houserooms
for
Two
601
RENT
light
North Tnira.
FOR
most new.
II and 20 Arm Un Building.
, modern. 1011 North First.
2021-or
WANTED
Girl to oe eimpiiion 'or my
furnished. Phone
'
; t
keeping,
your door,
DENVER POST dollverea
FOR RENT Furnish ea room, close in; call at 609 West Marquette.
wife; am employed nlgnts: will rive M. 8. KN'GE, I). C
Phone iihs-m- .
65o per month.
reasonable. 207 North Fifth.
girl good home, room nnd botrd. salary.
Chiropractor, Phone Connection..
503
Rooms 32 and
Central
Girl must
FOR SNOW WHITES CLOTHES and no Could use girl going to school.
FOR RENT Glassed-i- n
sleeping porch
spota try the Manzano Company uiujng. be with my wife evening.. Call or write
and kitchen. S1I South Walter.
tliree-roo807
South
Edith.
apartwun
Modern
KENT
Cabinet phonograph
FOR RENT Furnished room for lady. FOR
ment. 1110 North Second.
eve- records: cheap: fine tone. 8J0 rortn
Bass violin. Call 13!)7-Male and Female.
u& souin
eiaitn.
$10 per montn.
rurnlshed
apartDesirable
Twelfth.
RENT
FOR
no
WANTED
Call In person.
Solicitors.
FURNISHED, rooms, hot water heat;
Fifth
N.
sick.
no
$15
ment, cloe In;
Wanted Carpentei work, job or daya.
FOR SALE Banner Hot Blast heater.
i
west Biiver.
Hanna's, 405 West Central.
slck;vno children.
Phone 1032-821 North Eleventh. Inquire morn
Large7 sunny housekeeping
We want one or two
HELP WANTED
FOR RENT Two furnished room. 1727 FOR RENT
603
North
lck
taken.
no
ings
only.
.
apartment.,
men or women to write fire and auto WANTED
Fresh milk cow; also spring
West Central, phone 1749-JFourth.
. FOR SALE Sanitary cot, 'limn tame insurance; standard, old line companlea;
wagon.
Ph me 820-FurnlsneC rooms. 216 FOR RENT Two-rooFOR RENT
and four-rooand chairs, Rayo lamp, enno a rocker. none but producers can be used. Gober,
POLISHED
and set up. Jirvlo
South Walter, phone 1667-rage if desired. 1104 11 West Iron.
Short A Goher. 220 West Gold.
apartments;
Bedding Co., phone 471.
FOR RENT Front roum suitable for two North Second.
FOR KALE Singer sewing machine, in
IF YOU WANT anything Hauled, call
flrat-clas- a
gentlemen. 827 North Fifth.
condition: a bargain, lui- FOR RENT Modern furnished apartMitchell
Transfer, phone 2058-Phone North Second.
South Edith.
FOR RENT Furnished room, to em- WANTED ?Ten solicitors on first-clas- s
ment at M
JANITOR
for housecleanlng work, floor
415
1429-North Fourth.
Liberal commission. Phone
ployed men.
Man's complete evening 1578-J-proposition.
SACRIFICE
J. W. Lowe, phone 1972-waxing.
.
front FOR KENT One large and on .mall
furnished
FOR RENT Nicely
dress outfit new: medium sue. lavs
JANITOR for housecleanlng acrk, floor
furnished
modern
room, reasonable. 808 West Coal.
apartment $16 North Seventh.
li mo 1i)7'.'-J. W. Lowe,
waxing.
A few choice Navajo rugs,
FOR RENT One furnished front room. North Seventh.
WANTED
ria-h- t
Washing and ironing to take
reasonaoie. CIVIL SERVICE examinations, Albuquerwith bath connections. 710 West Lead. FOR RENT Apartment furnished comfrom reservation;
$i,400-$1,60105
home.
Hast Coal, phone 1506-Positions
November.
que,
plete; light and water paid. 1418 08 South Arno.
FOR RENT Nicely furnurued bed room.
18
Age
upwards. Experience FOR PAINTING, paper hanging, tlnt-In- g
zo west toai.
South - Edith.
NUe fresh eggs, 75c per
close In. Phone 1585-inunnecessary. For free particulars,
and furniture reflnlshlng tall' 668;
for
doxen, at Ely. Poultry Yarda, 523 souin structions, write R. Terry (former. Civil
FOR RENT Nicely furnished -- oom, out FOR RENT Two furnished rooma
Your garbage. Phone !(09-R!- ,'
WANTED
light housekeeping; adults; no sick. BlKhfh, phone 1168.
side entrance; also garage; no alck.
Service examiner). 24 Continental Bldg.,
or write C W. Hunter, general delivery.
724 South Second.
and 5
1118 North Second.
FOR BALE Used tractors,
Wnshlncton. D. C.
WANTED
s'.uve,
RENT Apartment, unfurnished;
Furniture,
heating
with fang plowa. Hardware uepart
FOR RENT-Ni- ce,
large Mont room, with FOR
small cook stove or range. Phone '
two large rooms and sleeping porch. ment J. Knrbei A Co.
private entrance; desirable for ladle,
850-Apply 410 North Sixth.
ana
e
Home-madsausage
rhone 2859-FOR SALE
in
FOR bAI El Oarage, Wei
Furnished apartments.
WANTED
To rent piano with prospiut
fresh country pork, delivered to your
town
Phone
FOR RENTTwo nice, .ilean rooms, for FOR RENT with
bstb. Albuquerque door. Phone 1816-of buying; no small children. Address
three room,
housekeeping; light and water paid;
'
SALE
FOR
loeat'en,
store; good
M. L. B., care Journal.
Grocery
North Second.
Hotel,
close In. 408 West Iron.
for
.bopping
FOR A XMAS PRKHBNT,
"
cheap rent; doing good business. An WANTED
rooms with glassed
Washing by the doxen, to
and travelling needs, a nanoy oag , swer H. C. H.. :are Journa. i
FOR RENT Nicely furnished room, pri- FOR RENT-VTw- o
take home, or to rough dry. Call
605 East
Phone 827-sleeping porch, for light housekeeping.
vate entrance; reasonable.
dandy bag
12U4-FOR SALE One of the best business
S21 South Walter, phone 187Q-after 6:30 p. m,
Central, phone 1421-before the eaon
BUY YOUR CUN
116 South
In
Albuquerque.
properties
roome. nicely
WELDING
AND CUTTING
ui metals.
na nrie
to First street.
nnena: fifty
of.
hotguns
FOR RENT Furnished room for house- FOR RENT Two large
at Savoy Hotel
Inquire
"
and
welders'
also
gae
for
furnished
201
supplies and "carbide-fo- r
housekeeping;
116 West Oold.
select from.
only,
flee
keeping, $10; gentleman
sale. N. M. Steel Co.. Inc., phone 1947-coal range, desirable location. $18 West
East Lewis, near shops.
CLARIFIED and Pastourlxed milk. There FOR BALE Shoe shop, best location in MAX BARGAIN
Coal.
STORE, at 315 South'
1. only one place to obtain It, Albu
FOR RENT Room and glassed-l- n sleepcity: connle'.e line of machinery,
.
Furnished modern epart-men- t, querque
First, will pay the highest price, for
Address Shoe your
ing porch: gentleman only, 224 South FOR RENT
$950.
Dairy Association, rnnne
$500 will handle.
eecond-hand
.team
and
and
bath,
three
room,
clothing, ..hoe
2272-Walter St. Phone
North FOR SALE Coal range and large heater, Shop, csre Journal.
furniture. Phone 858.
Avorlll Apartments, 208
room, heat.
both aood as new: also iron- na,
FOR RENT Nicely furnished
CHANCE
DAIRYMAN'S
Second.
RUG
CLEANERS
soHnrs and mattress. 211 South- Hign. TWENTY-SImodern home, Mrs. Fred Ham. (23
fin cowe and bull: good MATTRESSES
renovated, $3.60 and un.
FOR RENT Two rooms, ba!" and large
North Second.
SALE Fresh buttermilk and
route; bottles; all In good working order
and packed. Ervrrt1
for housekeepfurniture
porch,
aieeping
glassed
e
In
milk
of
lifetime. All for $2,800 Bedding Co.,repaired
also fresh
now; bargain
gallon
cheese,
FOR RENT Rooms, by the week;
1004
471.
tag.
two
entrance,
phone
private
)'. ne ing;
cash: talk fast. Phone 1727-heat. 118M We.t Elivor,
lot. 8wyne' Dairy pnone i,o-Bit I TEH
KODAK
FINISHING it 1.
Two-ator- y
669.
new victroia, FOR SALE
brick rooming
.
FOR SALE Practically
better. Return puetage paid on mall
FOR RENT Steam heated, sunny aparthouse and residence combined, on large rdera Tb Barnuro
aecond slae: thirty records, twenty-rou- r
FOR RENT Furnished- - room In new
West'
Studio. 311
ment with electric lights, gas, hot
house: board across strut, 114 North water, two or three rooms.
611 Welt of them double (Idas, $25.60. 110 East lot near boslnese aectlon; room for
''entrsl, Albuquerque, N. M,
business building: a bargain at $6,800;
Sliver.
Maple, phone 1886-Coal.
Careful Kodak finishing.
part term. J. A. Hammond. 824 East WANTED
FOR RENT Furnished rooms for ilglit
Twice dally eervice. Remember, satisSmall steam heated apart. FOR SALE New Perfection oil stove. Silver.
for sanitary cot, xoiaina
oven,
housekeeping; modern; also sleeping
Send your finishing
faction
furnished, Including
ment.
guaranteed.
completely
groFOR SALE OR TRADE
10
porch.' 818 West Silver
South Walter, camp chairs, two wagon coveia,
to a reliable, established firm. Banna
llnena. highlands.
10
cery. clea" .tock, nlc. fixtures, fin
North sycamore.
10x12.
St
Master
Hanna.
FOR RENT Pleasant front bed room, phone 1013.
'Photographer.
al.n dwelling, "Will consider
suitable for two; no alck. 816 North FOR RENT Two or three modern iur. FOR SALE A 'ew selected Navajo ruga location;
WINDOW CLEANING
ALBUQUERQUE
of something In or around AlbuCO.
and Germnntown pillow tope aireui cattle
f!oora- ?
Eleventh, phone 1870-Windows
and
cleaned
sleep'
i.t
,Mmi f,,e housekeeping;
. Pollard
Brother., Sweetwater,
querque
bargains.
front lnr norch if desired: no sick; near high from reservation; good designs;
offices and house
stores,
scrubbed;
FOR RENT Nicely furnished
Texaa
1419-flrst-clae- a
1001
East
reasonable
phone
1680-rates;
entrance
cleaned;
Central,
school.
Phone
room, adjoining bath; private
tabliehed work.
FOR SALE Old
Postofflce boa 101, pfion. A.
no sick. 201 South Arno.
SOFT SPOTS Heel and" arch cushions BUSINESS
FOR RENT One small light housekeep
mercantile business, located on railroad. Oranone. 252.
i'"" Will
prevent fallen Insteps, cure an
nents
FOR RENT Housekeeping rooms nd
alonr WANTED To borrow
apartment, or wen luroieneu u- -a of
ing
sell
for value
Improve
Leather
F.
Keleher,
Thomas
no
For1010
flv. hundred dl- II.
d
In
trouble.
ron i with, board: also garage.
Good reason for selling. If Intcreet-sleeping porch, for two persona;
Phone1057-J- .
Co.. 408 West Central.
for elx month; have a thirteen- children. 110 8outh Walnut. ,
reste , phone 1590-good-size- d
postofflce year-ol-lare
proposition, addr-s- s
d
Insurance
officer'
naval
policy for three thou
Old English
box R3K. Albuquerque.
lurnisn.u FOR SALE double-eogeWell ventllted front room.
KENT Three-rooFOR RE:-Tsand dollar In good reliable cornpany
u
aworu, oi
historical
.n.rtm.-- f with bath and two slsep
furnace lieat, convenient to meals; no
I
will
which
guara,
assign for security. Can give
-!
decorated inside and splendid condition; bard carved
sick. 108 Soutl Arno.
car.
best of local references. Box
blade, shsrkt'iln grip. Call room
water and llrhta pa'd. 122 East etched
can fl.id
hen
e
Thirty-fivhealthseeltcr
Leghorn
Journal.
ONEdRTWO
FORSALE
6. 21SV4 West Gold.
1610-home-lik- e
accommodations In Univer- Coal. Phon 169-Phone
and
pullets.
ROOF PAINT
ASBESTOS
sity Heights. Phone 2166-FOR 8ALE-$- 1 Nice fat
AND"
pullets. 80o to
GOOD for all kinds of roofs. II per gal
clean rooms;
IMPERIAL ROOMS Nlo
302 South Broadway.
35 each.
FOR RENT Ranch; beet land in valley;
Manxano
lon.
jo iiu ouui
Tb.
over
rate, by day or week. Over Pastime LOST Boat on bull pup. wnit apoi
a
1834-built
op
dose
and frying ran-blt- .;
Buck
hay. grain, eblckene, etc., for .ale. Call
FOR SALE
Walnut. Dhon.
Try
Weet Central.
one eye. Phone
Theater,
710 2415-RfcY further particular..
a tn nunqm.
chicken.
aa
will
hen.
and
last
long
frying
roof,
mo
,
rrom
two
clove,
n.rtwn
t
l.niher
and
FOR RENT Glassed-l- n
West
porch
Lead
FOR RENT
By owner, a well Improved
-- airy roome; board across street,
torcyole. Leave at journa,
or
ranch,
consisting of two seta of imWANTED
twenty Plymoutn
Fifteen
ward.
North Maple, phone 1886-u. provements. W. M. Fisher, one and one- u.
old,
six
Rock
month,
of
shares
Clly
pullits,
hundred
t.i, nr wneel vrrom - yaru, FOR SALE Fir.
M.
If miles southwest of Baralae bridge.
FOr. RENT Nicely furnished, well ven n.nTV
Electric Railway, below par. Dr. k. Williams, Glorleta, N.
'"12J North Flftn: return
tilated bed room: suitable for on or
L. Hast, N. T. ArmIJa building.
FOR SALE Six month, old laying White
avoid trouble.
Third.
416

Phone

SEE THIS

(

Seavict inc.

A FINE HOME
The beat one, four blocks from
On Luna Boulevard, five rooms 5 rooms f ui nished, glassed In porch postofflce; eight rooms, glassed-i- n
and sleeping porch, furnace, fire
HELP WANTED
large front porch, fireplace, lawn.
porch, steam heat, hardwood
etc. Good location and priced floors, two garages one home.
place, hardwood floors, built-i- n
Mule.
for
terms.
with
It is a bargain. Part Terms.
features. Garage, lawn, trees,
right
WANTKD
Experienced cook, pastry and
$6,300. Good terms.
H. F. GILMORB
meat
J15
cutter.
W. H. McMILLION,
South First, Albu214 W. Gold
Phone 442-querque Hotel.
20B West Gold.
R. McCLl GHAN, REALTOR,
A

Houses

brick bouse, en
FOR SAlJt
North Edith. Phone 2401-Rmm BAI.it Bv owner, new house, 100- foot corner lot; shade tsees, outbuildings: Ideal for cov.s, chicken, rabbits.
terms. If.po South Elm.
modern stucco
FOR SALE Five-roohouse, acreened-l- n sleeping porch, back
and from porches, bath, lights and
Br owner. 823 South Arno.
FOB BALE Near ear line and school,
four-roobouse, bath and sleeping
porch, garage.. Phone 1308-MY NEW BOMB for sale; sin rooms and
large basement, 75x142 foot lot; ehade
"trees, fruit trees, 'well fenced chicken
'
4 pen. 1108 North Eleventh.
FOIl SALE By owner, 718 West Coal:
twe
room
4
and
bath,
Frame stucco,
vacant.
largo porches, newly decorated,
1808-Phohe
desired.
Terms If
modern furFOR SALE New four-roonished cottage, on 8outh Walter, $500
J. A.
down and monthly payment. 1528-Hammond, 624 East Silver, phone
BY
OWNER Five-rooFOR SALE
throughout;
stucco, hardwood floor
large garage;
largo living room, extra
80
West Tijera
excellent condition.
road.
FOR SALS; Owner leaving town, a
adobe atucco, modbeautiful five-rooern with hardwood floore, basement and
garage, on L'nlveslty Heights. See Mr.
Smith, at 1420 East Silver, or phone

FeATime

lust beyond Mountain Road, observe the new enterprises, look
at the growing surroundings.
will make
good
Somebody
money In this section. Why
not you. A few choice
lots for $750 each. Cash or
easy payments.
W. C. THAXTOX,
705 W. Mountain Road,
1 to 5 p. m.
s to 9 a. m.
Phone 761--

n

A, L, Martin Co,, Realtors
Real Estate, Fire and Auto
Insurance, Loans.
Phone 158.
123 W. Gold.

"

tnvu

ARE YOU A THINKER
If so see North Fourth street

HERE'S YOUR CHANCE

Chicken Ranch

or

WE SELL THE EARTH
J.

TWO DANDY HOMES
IN UNIVERSITY HEIGHTS,
Extra well built, both on large
lots ahd close in.
Have built-i- n
features, fireetc.
places, heating
plants,
These must be seen to be appreciated.
Whoever buys any of these
three homes will be a well
satisfied customer.
Let's Serve You Today?
UNIVERSITY HEIGHTS LOTS
ARE SELLING I)AIL'.
No better place for a Savings
Account and Investment.
Get
your lot today. Only $10 cash.'
and $10 per month. Let us
show you the official map of
this addition
itt our office.
You'll be surprised to see how
very rapidly they are selling.
Our autos are at your service.
--

.

furnished
furnished
Lowlands.
furnished

i'

'

REALTORS.
OCR MOTTO; ....
"SERVICE TO Tn
PCBLIC"
We give special attention to locating the stranger, in a home.
Our autos are at .your service.
Several houses and apartments
for rent.

sr-

ATI

Ml

111

Y,FEt

?

v.

I

I

OUfi;

4ITTIN FULL
tMQKE FROM THI THIN

n'-- v

S

K

--

1921 by the Internationa) New
Registered O S Patent Office.

QUERQUE NURSKRIKS
Get Your Order in Now. Write
for catalog.

SALE

SALE

Miscellaneous

t.

Rooms

FOR

SHERiDAN,

FOR RENT

Rooms

CHIROPRACTORS

"FOR RENT

Wt

Apartment.

WANTED

kale

Miscellaneous

for sale

rai.r

BUSINESS CHANCES
t7.

imt

ton

rent

rnn

'

pd

for

i.

i....

nil,

rh

FOR RENT

FOUND

LOST

Ranches

m

n

...

South
tw gentlemen.
FOR RENT Glassed sleeping porch with
dressing room; board If desirea; no
objection to alck. 611 South High.
FOR RENT Furnished room, private en
trance, furnace
heat, to gentleman
119 South Edith.
employed; no sick.
bod
ro una, adjoining
TWO nice ciean
bath, half block to two g.'ia ,,.,nroin
house.. 616 East Cenral, prnvra 19C1-- J.
WOODWORTH
furnished, moo
Newly
oleao rooms and housekeeping span
ment, by day, week or rnont- -.
South Third.
and
ELGIN HOTEL Sleeping room
housekeeping apartment, by tn. osy
week or month. IIIH We.t OntMK
In guod
FOR RENT To gentleman
health and employed; furnished front
room. South Edith, a short dl.tanc
from Central. Phon. 14B1-- J.
with .mall
FOR RENT Large room
room adjoining, bath, large acreened
sleeDlna norch. orlvat. entrance; suit'
abl. tor two gentlemen. Phone1272--Mr. A.
B. Ball. 724 East Gold, phone
room, north,
FOR RENT High-class
south and east exposure, southeast
aleenlna norch: nrlvat. home: best resi
dential district; horn privilege. Phone
970.

OST
nlrt,

Female alredale pup, two months

r,ard
Tljeraa. phone

Tom
1715.

inase, iwn "

nTA.A.Perl
Thlrteentn

necklace, netween
ana
"'."'
Eighth,
ward. Return to 119 souin r ir.t
toe ovwinn ep niitola taken from St.
m- ,
Joseph', on octooer
asked If returned by Tnursnay noo, .
LOST Friday, young alredale an.w.r-,nlo.t had a
...a n n.me of Pat: when
OIQ n
-- '
LIU,.,
strap collar on. itewaro.
t

DRESSMAKING

aa5WrftTr
Broanway. ph.
llnery. Ion
South

,u-- t

by
pt.Aia a.. lnr. mending or darning,
1851-day or take work home. Phone
even
nneaauiiiiiia-Ladl- es'
tailoring;
Ing dresses, beading and embroidering.
Phone 1925-Dl CITfVn
aAnriilon. SlGe OOO Oil
.
N. Crane. HI Nortb
r
nail
Seventh: Crane Apartment, phone 814
nnmiNA,.' Indian design for mooks
broidery Menollllng; bloue.
or children', clothe. Phon 381-- J. 1101
East Silver.

7. FOR

SAa-Uyest-

ock

FOR RENT Beautifully furnished front iRSALK Fro's'li " Hoist! a co w. no
bed room, In privet, home, adjoining
North Thirteenth.
bath, furnace haati to aentlemen em
cows. Hil
ployed, 30 a month: no alck. 101 West FOR SALE Two treswmllk
George Blak.
South,
1521-Broadway.
Phone
Marquette.

Leghorn pulleta, ttnoae l.iana nea
hens; doe. and bucks, 1222 North Sixth.
USE VELVA ROOF AND IRON PAINT. KUK b ALE Barred Rock fryer, pullets
io
and hens, J3& per pound; auck,
Roof Koter; Roof Cement, stops leaks.
15 North Sec
Phon. 1616-Mohair top dressing: Plymouth Cottage pound.
ond.
Paint; Valspar Enamel, for automobiles
tsausracuon FOR SALE Tblrty-flv- e
White Leghorn
Floor paint,
Homestead
assured
Tho. F. Keleher Leather Co.,
hens, twelve Anoona and .even Biaca
401 West Central, phone 1017-- j.
some
also
mixed,' 1500 souin
Minorca:,;
High, phone 2J01-FOR RENT Office Rooms A SPLENDID flock of bronae turkeys.
breeding bird.; also y.ung turkey. lor
iroR RENT office space or desk room,
Sunday or Ttranxsgiving um'iei.
doe. In: reasonable. Address '' Box your
11. B. Watklna, phone 2416-J- 6
care Journal.
stock of 8. C R. I. Reds
FOR RENT Attractive
office, steam MYv . ..ENTIRE
nlrB
nclcarels
furnished.
iruKClw,
uciin, ....ii..
and water
heat, light
nana nl alnvlaal mire bred C P.
Wright building, opposite postofflce.
of
backed
by
generation
stock,
FOR RENT Office room.; heat ana Hay.
prise winner. In tbe beat ebow. ni-e-In sthe
water: above Matson's store, Central country.
H. B. watkins. pnone
avenue, Inquir. i. Korber's Auto de
-- WANTED- - -- Board & Room
partment.
FOR RENT Three very desirable oftl
WANTED
Room
and board for high
rent
will
and
water;
room, light, heat
school rlrl: references exchanged. Box
separately or as a whole. A. B. Hiiner, 137, care Journal.
lilt Weat Central, phon 928.
EMPLOYED couuie desire strictly first- clsss room and board by November
SPECIAL NOTICE
16; must be oloe In and with congenial
surroundings and no sick. Answer fully.
ELECTRIC CO.
OILDE.tSLEEWB
Addrea J. D oar. Journal.
ELECTRICAL supplle. of ill kinds, due
to our low overhead expMM, we
FOR RENT Storeroom
give you better prloe. on fixture., lamps,
store room, good lo
wiring, supplies, etc. We deliver. Phoue FOR KENT Large
1J20-- J.
xation, short or long time lease. Bur
1724 West Central.
rough. Adding Machine Co.

h,ln

TIME CARDS

Train.
No. 1
No. 8
No. 7
No, 9
No, 29
No, 27
No. 2
No, 4
No. 8
No. 10

WESTBOUND Dally.
Arrive.
Depart.
Th Soout.... 7:80 pm I.i pm
Calif. Limited. lu:30 ant 11:00 am
Fargo Fast .10:50 am 11:10 am
The Navajo. .18:85 am ly00 era
SOUTHBOUND.
El Paso Exp

10:10 pm

11:1
El Paso Exp
EASTBOUND.
1:10
The Navajo..
pm 1:40
Calif. Limited. 6.00 pm 1:40
a F. Eight.. 7:25 pm 8:10
7:20 am 7:60
The Scout
FROM

am
pm

pm
pm
am.

SOUTH.

From El Paso 8:35 pm
7:00 am
From El Pa
No. 80 connect at relen with No. 21
City and
for Clnvl. Pece Valley. aUl
' "
O
Oast.
No. 2 connect, at Belon with No. Tl
from Clovle and polnte east and eojtH

No. 28
No. SO

"SAND KIOHM JAZZ TONIGHT
COLLEGE INN.

KisnmriaajHiMiinMRvHnuMi
nniirrTMi
mill n
iit

ENTERTAINED HI

Our first large shipment of Western States Grimes' Golden
'Apples nre due today. They are always in demand for eating
2
,
lbs
2c
or cooking.
$4.50
Box (delivered )
The two thousand Florida Grape Fruit are here.. DIME EACH
I

just in,

1

25c

lb

or Swiss Brookfield

ONE DIME

Fork Sausage, lb. ,35c

CRESCENT GROCERY

WARD'S STORE
HOMER H. WARD

Phone

.........67

Th Highest Grade Macaroni
Egg Needles, Spaghetti and

other Macaroni Product

LET'S GO

PASTIME
LEWIS

time

PRESENTS

SELZMCK

TEARLE

CONWAY
in-

-

"AFTER MIDNIGHT"
A Ralph

An exciting adventure

Ince Production

a story of Life in the Upper and

Iyower

World.

USUAL ADDED ATTRACTIONS
REGULAR ADMISSION

LOCAL ITEMS
Coal Supply Co. Phone 4 and
The Tuesday club will meet with
Heights.
Albuquerque camp number 1,
W. O. W. will meet toniKht at K.
P. hall at 8 o'clock. There will be
initiations.
H. G. Payne, field secretary of
n
the
League of America.
arrived here yesterday from his
Ohio
headquarters at Westervillc,
Mr. Payne will probably move his
winter.
the
for
here
family
Albert Stein, (aged 10, and his
sister, Blanche, aged 7, who were
arrested yesterday ciiarged with
stealing several articles from local
stores, will appear in police court
this morning accompanied by the
parents, who are using one of the
decamp grounds. Albert almost
molished the juvenile room when
placed there by the police.
Dr. Murray, osteopathic physi
cian. Woolworth Bldg. l'honc 644W
Cars driven by E. L. Sl.imm and
F. A. Fox collided at the intersection of Third street and Central
avenue yesterday afternoon. Neither car was seriously damaged.
W. Kav. 212 North Walnut ave
nue, reported to police that his
wagon was run into by a machine
st the intersection of Edith street
nd Grand avenue. Po stated that
C. N, Davis was driving the auto-Pa- y
Poll Tax at High School.
There will be a regular meeting
of the Woman's Benefit Association of the Maccabees at 2 o'clock
this afternoon at the Odd Fellows
hall. After the meeting there will
be a card prfrty.
Dr. Elizabeth Carman returned
Inst night from Madrid, N. M.,
where she was called on professional business.
' The Rev. W. S. Vanderpool. former pastor of the Central Avenue
Methodist church. Is a visitor in
the city from El Paso.
i Mrs. Margaret
Barnes left yesterday for Los Lunas, whore she
will act as court stenographer.
Maj. J. H. Toulouse has returned from Washington, where he
upent the past two weeks on business.
Brehmer
Mr. and Mrs. II. L.
have' returned from a five weeks
trip to New York and other eastern
points.
Charles W. Grossmer, district inspector for the Interstate Commerce commission, has returned
from a three months trip east. He
participated In the rifle contest at
Camp Perry, O.
Lawrence Meyer, of Concordia,
Mo., Is a guest at Miramontcs on
the Mesa.
H. F. Robinson, superintendent
of the TJ. S. Indian irrigation service, H. C. Neuffer, of the irrigation service, and Sidney Weil will
make a trip to the Jemez today.
There will be a regular meetinc;
of the Fraternal Brotherhood held
at the I. O. O. F. hall, at
tonight
8 p. m.
An oyster supper will b?
served.
John Boyd, of Belfast, Ireland,

Indian

G.

Mrs. Botts on University

BEADED BAGS,
MOCASSINS, CURIOS,
PILLOW TOPS,
RUGS,
BASKETS,
NAVAJO JEWELRY

-

Anti-Saloo-

At Reduced Prices

ROT il MAN'S
Music and Jewelry Store
117 S.

First

St.

Phone

ARTHUR S. KANE

B17-- J

Taxi & Baggage

158

33c
50c
5c
19c
75c
70c
60c
$2.35
$1.00
$3.75

.' ;

b.

,

FREE!
Rubber

A

Willy-Nill- y
Apron for the kitchen with
each $10.00 purchase Don't overlook this offer, '
We Deliver Your Order for 10c
Orders Over $8.00 Delivered FREE

Twenty-si-

x

years of high quality and low prices.

WILLY-NILL- Y
J. A. Skinner

EAT AT

CAFETERIA
Open from 7 a. m. to 8 p. m.
Corner Fourth and Central.

66
I

Your Trunk Hauled for

FOGG, The Jeweler
Expert Watch, Clock and Jewelry
All
Also Engraving.
Repairing.
work guaranteed. Opposite
903-J-

.

123 S. 4th St.

Sell

Skinners

The Highest Oracle Macaroni
Egg Noodles, Spaghetti and

other Macaroni Products

Benefit Dance
At Barelas Society Hall, Wednesday Night, November 2nd,
1921. Music by Sand Storm Jazz
EVERYBODY WfcLCOME

nr

For years he had heard the toot

s A Midnight Mystery with Mirthful Moments.
A Real Ray Thrill with Spooky Chills.
The Thrill That Comes Once in a Lifetime. Watch It! Gagged and tied to
a chair, he's got to ring that bell to warn the town of a bank burglary. Want
All here in one of those
tingling suspense? Action? A breath catcher?
gaspy moments that never can be long enough.

h

Written by Lam
hert llillyer from !)
Btory by

May

Directed

by

WfL

jnoth ond Olin lif
man. A William
If art Production
Lan

nert llillyer. Photo,
graphed by Joo Au
gust, A. S. ,C

heart thrill.

ADDED ATTRACTIONS:

Added Attraction:

"HOLMES' TRAVELOGUE"

"CEIICKEH HEARTED"

"CURRENT

ADVANCE

NOTE
MATINEE Adults
NIGHT (6 to 11)
1

..25c;,

Adults

35c;

Watch

Best Line of Gent's
Chains in tho City

Wiseman's Watch Shop
215 South Second

,

S

Work during your spare
time and earn many valuable prizes and good pay. An
unusual opportunity for local
boys. Call to see me today
after school.
LAWRENCE MILNE,
HOYS:

804

Park

Ave.

WANTED

Salesman to sell baking powder. Salary and expenses paid
Address FRANK DONNELLY,
care Hotel Combs, this wee
only.

-

For Service and Quality in

The Army & Navy
Store

Gallup, Dawson, Canon City, Coke, Wood all kinds

High, School Auditorium
Tuesday, Nov. 8, 1921r
8:30, P. M.
Second concert of the series
offered by the Fortnightly
Music Club for the season of

customers are entitled to Satisfaction or
their money back and
they get it.
Our

ARMY & NAVY

1921-192-

2

Truck9 Bring Comfort to Tour Hoine.

FOR SALE BY OWNER
modern
pre3S brick end new
modorn except heat. Both in
modHighlands. Also
ern house on West Gold, just
completing. Call at
Photro 1D19-821 W. Silver.

lust finished

five-roo-

iix-roo-

NEWXARS

WRIOHT'S

--

All tickets exchanged for
reservations at Matson's.

-

j

limn

I

Laces.

Trading Post,
indlan Building

Postoffice.

Opposite

15 lbs. Sugar

DUTCH BULBS
A
fine assortment imported
bulbs, hyacinths, tulips and
daffodils for fall planting.
R. F. BLOOM,

Phone

0

....-..$1.0-

bucket.
Snowdrift,
bucket.
Snowdrift,
bucket.
Silver Leaf Lard,
Silver Leaf Lard,
bucketf

$1.36
71c

8-l- b.

b.

..88c

b.

2167-.- T

10-l-

We deliver any size any
where. Henry Transfer Co.,
Phone 939.

$1.68

b.

POTATOES

10 lbs.

20 lbs.
40 lbs

-

.......25c
50c

'.

bars P. & G. Soap
'16 bars Sodate Soap......

STAGE
Albuquerque
to Santa Fe.
Leaves
Arrives
Leaves
Arrives

Albuquerque.
In Santa Fe. .10:45 am
4:90 pro
Santa Fe

Phone 600

weet Central

$1.00
$1.00
$1.00

.

Phone

at tho Following Prices This In Just a Few of Ouri
Every Day Offers Wo Have tho Only Pure Louisiana

To Ton

Open Kettle Cane Syrup inlb Town
Stew Meat,
.10(
Quaker Oats. .... .14c
13tS
Shoulder

Small
Large
Small
Med.
Large
Aunt

2dc
Quaker Oats
Log Cabin Syrup.. 32e
Log Cabin Syrup... 01c
Log Cabin Syrup $1.10

Jemima Pancake
Flour
Butter

Short Ribs,

other Macaroni Product

lb.,

18o
12

48c
c

lb....
Pork '

Roast,

Home-mad- e

Sausage,

lb

,.

20

Extra good Shoulder
Steak, lb
Extra good Hamburger,
lb
Everything First Class.

STANDARD
Meats and Groceries.

Phones

839--

508.

FREE MELIVERk

423 South Broadway
TO ANY PART OF CITY

CERRILLOS

COAL

LUMP AND EGG-BurLonger Produces More Heat
Uses Less Coal Hence Less Bill
ns

138

The Highest Grade Macaroni
Egg Noodles, Spaghetti and

CO,

WE DELIVER

Albuquerque

7:30 pm

TAXI
SINGER
Office Singer agar siore.
210

Stores Co., Incorporated..
No Mall Orders Taken.
Corner Broadway and Central.

Brilliant!

- Phone 35
Our Coal Makes Good, or We Do.

BROADWAY CENTRAL GROCERY

7:45 am

In Albnquerque

HEW STATE COAL

To replace that broken window
glass. Albaqaerqne Lumber Co.
423 North First
Phone 421.

RUGS

Swastika

Sugarite

Direct from the cars or from
weatherproof bins.

Let Us Send a Man

Moccasins. Baskets.
Jewelry, Gems,

Phone 40

Gallup

CURIOS

MEDICATED AND. SCLl
BATHS
Graduate nurse and' masseuse
in attendance
Shampooing atl
scalp treatments a specialfc
2all for appointment.
p
MRS. TERRY DEAMER, Pre
508 'j W. Cent
?hone 685--

GUARANTEED COAL

V

323 South First St.

MAVAJ0

'

.

STORE

TAXI

FOUR-- 0

j

COAL SUPPLY AND LUMBER CO.
Let Our

We Satisfy Every
Customer Every Time

J. W. BRASFIELD
Tho Watch Maker.
Mainsprings,
cleaning Jewels,
staffs, $1.50 each.
'
American Swiss or English "
Makes.
117 Sonth First.
Phono 9 17-- J.

'

4 or 5

You will never lose a
dollar that you spend with

,

JM

1

10c
15c

CALL
The

?,.

REGULAR PRICES'

PRICES:
Children
Children

Included)

(Tax

i

EVENTS"

IN

16

Nice Roasted Pinons
15c per pound
ROBERT MACPHERSON
1114 West Central

!

mil

of the whistle as if it had been
the call of a friend.
Then it took away his boy, and
stirred in his life a struggle that
thrills every soul who knows the
meaning of love.
A new Hart picture with a new

25 Cents
Call Albuquerque Transfer Co.
1'hone 642.

V

99

From the Famous Charles Hoy t Play

Single Tickets, $2.00

We Are on the Job

tT'

IT

If.

IN

-

CHOCOLATE CREAM COFFEE
CVe

Charles Ray
A Mid night Bell

PRESS

BRACY'S

i

I

205 South First Street

We

g

lA Midnight Bell",

ft

RICHARD BONELLI
Rossiter - McConnell
DESIGNERS AND BUILDERS
Brunswick 'Artist
lobbing promptly attended to
Cement work and floor sanding
Baritone '

Phono

Because It's Rich and Mellow

Sell

ay

'

Vhistla

Picture-'Tli- e

WILLIAM. S

&

,

Ely Eggs, doz
Home Ranch Eggs, doz
Kansas Ranch Eggs, doz
48-lsack
Colorado Potatoes, 37Vs lbs
Jonathan Apples, box
Boss-Flour-

duties

center in an article published last
week by the Jamestown Evening
Journal of Jamestown, N. Y. Mr.
Hall Is reporting the conference for
the Jamestown paper and In his
story of the trip to the coast devotes considerable space to Albuquerque.
The special train carrying the
newspaper men was met here by
officials of the chamber of commerce and every effort was made
to entertain the visitors and to
show them the Interesting part of
JERUSALEM LECTURE
the city. The climatic advantages
an ImDRAWS LARGE CROWD appear to have made quite and
he
pression upon Mr. Hall
The entrance of Kaiser William praised the type of sanatorlums
Into Jerusalem was vividly por- which are located In the city.
Moore last
trayed by Dr. Allen
night
at' the Congregational BITTNER HOUSE ROOMS
church. The lecture was accomPhone 221-panied by pictures, singing and S1H South First.
music and was enjoyed by a large
cmr EI.KCTRIC SHOE shop
audience. Dr. Moore is giving lecPhone 867-tls Booth Second.
tures in all of the city churches,
t'rM Call and Delivery.
being here as a representative of
the National Geographic society.
Patrons arc requested w place
The entry into the Holy City by orders for shelled
plnon nuts well
General
the British commander,
In advance In order to be promptly
at
will
be
shown
tonight
Allenby.
served. Fannie 8. Spitz, 823 North
the Presbyterian church.
Many Tenth St. .. Tel. 802. Mail orders
interesting Biblical scenes will be given careful attention.
shown and explained during the
lecture.
SWT) KTOKM JAZZ TONIGHT
COLLEGE I NX.
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William S Hart in the

A Vanity Comedy

Phone 945. 211 West Gold.

Cranberries qt

PRESENTS

'Paramount

was elected as woman chairman
in naalut n V Vara in nren n i( j
the drive for memberships in the
lien crops, ana tne ncmevemcm
of tho Jii.onn goal of the drive. '
TVin nnrnnun nf Ihf. rnmnnlim fs
the raising of sufficient funds to
make the services of a nurse 10''
This Is n
tho county possible.
hrqnph rt tYm Vrwl Crnoi hnryio npr
vice work, of which Miss Edith
(. nildt rs in secretary.

Cactus Butter, lb
Yams, lb

,

m HP-

IS

CONGRESS DELEGATE
RED CROSS ELECTS AS
An article by F. P. Hall, who
WOMAN CHAIRMAN MRS.
was a delegate to the press conBACA; TO ASSIST FAW ference of tho world, and who
passed through the city several
At the meeting of the Red Cross weeks ago enroute to Honolulu to
In
the
the meeting, gives Albuafternoon
attend
held yesterday
federal building, Mrs. Felix Baca querque great praise as a health

brookfield Sausage, lb

Three Days Starting Today
HIGHEST CLASS IN EVERY WAY

THREE DAYS STARTING TODAY

pared by the chamber of commerce
for the state teachers' convention,
which will be held here Thanksgiving week. The concert will take
place at the high school auditorium
November 20,
Sunday afternoon,
from 4 to 6 o'clock. Among those
who will take part in the program
are Mrs. E. L. Bradford. Miss
Louise M. Nichols, Miss Estelle
Valck, Miss Bertha Peet and Goorgo
Geake.
The Indian school band will give
a concert at the Santa Fe station
Sunday evening, when hundreds of
the teacherB will arrive. The band
will also give several selections before the Monday afternoon meeting
starts et the armory.
Plans for the annual chamber
of commerce reception to be held
Monday afternoon, November 21.
are being completed by the social
affairs committee which is composed 'of Mrs. J. T. McLaughlin,
chairman; Mrs. M. K. Wylder, Mrs
W. C. Reed. Mrs. Max Nordhaus,
Mrs. Louis Ilfeld, Mrs. John Milne,
Mrs. I). S. Hill, Mrs. G. E. Breece,
Mrs. E. B. McMlllen, Mrs. E. N.
Boule and Mrs. K. Baldridge. The
reception will probably be held at
the Elks' home from 4 to 6 o'clock
Chamber of commerce directors
and their wives will assist the directing committee in arranging the
big event of the convention, the
musical and social. This will be
held at the armory Tuesday evening, the Becond day of the convention.
Reservations are being made by
the chamber "rooming" bureau afast as teachers are requesting them
and It Is expected that probably
more than 1.G00 rooms will be arranged for before the convention
The rhamber is urging all teachers
intending to attend the convention
to request reservations berore then
arrival In order that there will not
be a congestion during the opening
days.
"We can assure the state teachers
that there will be ample accomodations for them," D. B. McKee
secretary of the chamber of com-it
"But
merce, stated last night.
will greatly help us and them if
they get reservations before the
meeting."
Hundreds of rooms are being
listed with the chamber "rooming'
bureau, nd although a solicitor Is
canvassing the city, persons who
have rooms available for use of
teachers during the convention are
urged to notify the chamber without waiting to be solicited. A reasonable rate will be made for all
rooms listed with the chamber
With about 4,000 teachers coming
to the city for the state meeting, it
will be necessary for almost every
family to arrange to room one or
more of the visitors.

who served in the English army
during the wur, is a guest at Miramontcs,
Four dollars, full wagon load
limited amount
factory, wood;
Hahn Coal Co. Phone 91.
D, W. Hynd, of the Indian IrrigaLOCAL CLIMATE
tion service, has returned from a
BY
PRAISED
field trip into northern Arizona.
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THEATRE

concert will open the

A sacred

Coal and South Walter

IIS Marble Avenoe

jii ji atmn BBSBSES

entertainment program being pre

ROBERT JONES

Phones

C. OF C.

Committees Complete Plans
for Many Social Events
to Be Held During the
State Teachers' Meet.

the small ran.

Now we have another bargain in Apple Butter,
lb. net, Skookum (Indian for bully)

Just a small amount

....
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Ly ric Theater

APPLES

GRIMES' GOLDEN
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